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Abstract
During the last decades of the twentieth century, alternative solutions for
provision of sanitation were put into practice in Brazil. These unconventional
programmes, which embrace not only innovative technologies but also new social
approaches, raised concerns about community/institution

participation in both the

implementation and the operation & maintenance (O&M) of low-cost sanitation systems.

The aim of the study reportedherein was to identify and assessfactors likely to
influence the long-term sustainabilityof theselow-cost sanitationprogrammes.For this,
six sanitation programmeswere studied regarding: the selection and design of the
systems technologies; affordability and participation of the institutions on the
managementof the programme; acceptability/satisfactionof the users; and, possible
social/healthimprovementsbrought to the communities.Data on theseparameterswere
obtained by studying the documentation of the programmes, via interviews with
stakeholders,observationof the systems' O&M schemes,technical inspection of the
household
and
units
questionnairesurveys.
The capacity of institutions in complying with the O&M requirementsof the
sanitation technologies was of major importance for the sustainability of the
programmes.As to the strategiesfor O&M, the six casestudiesprovided a rich scenario
with different administrative levels (community or state companies)and maintenance
schemes(centralised,decentralisedor participatory). Regardlessof the solution adopted,
the lack of commitmentof the institutions involved in the O&M schemewas amongthe
main factorsnegatively influencing the sustainabilityof the programmes.
The four case studies based on condominial sewerage showed that enough
experiencehad been accumulatedfor the reliable implementation of this technology.
However, two important aspectsof vulnerabilities were the lack of efficacy of the O&M
schemesand deficienciesin users' awarenessfor the adequateutilisation of the systems.
Educationalprogrammesare essentialfor the processof implementationof the
sanitation systems,and these were included in all programmesstudied. Nevertheless,
the continuity in the delivery of educationalmessageswas frequently neglected,in spite
of its importance for both the maintenance of the implemented systems and the
improvementsin the social and health
conditions of the poor communities.
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1.1. Introduction
1.1.1. Infrastructure

Services in Developing Countries

Health problems in developing countries are frequently associated with the lack
of basic infrastructure services such as water supply, sanitation, solid waste collection
and housing.

One of the major causesof disparities betweenthe health burden in developing
and developedcountries is the lack of adequatehygienic practices, which may result
from both inadequateeducationand the absenceof basic infrastructure.Therefore,the
implementation of physical systems that are technically, socioculturally and
economicallyadequatefor the recipient users,as well as the promotion of better hygiene
practices,are seenas absolutelyrelevant aspectsfor thosewho believe in the prevention
of communicablediseasesthrough environmentalimprovementsand hygiene education.
Environmental modifications as a way of health promotion are not a new
proposal.In the middle of the 19thcentury, Chadwick reported to the United Kingdom
parliament the precariouslife conditions of the urban poor population at that time, and
suggested the implementation of water supply and sewage collection systems to
improve the health statusof those communities (Chadwick, 1842). Additionally, WHO
(1995) statedthat "... the major factor in the improvementin health in the UK and other
developedcountriesin the 19`hand 20thcenturieswas not advancesin medical care and
technology, but certain social, environmental and economic changes: limitation in
family size, increasein food supplies, a healthier physical environment, and specific
preventiveand therapeuticmeasures".
Although in the last decadesof the 20th century efforts have been made to
promote and support water supply and sanitationprogrammesin the developing world
at both international and local levels (as examples,the International Drinking Water
Supply and Sanitation Decades; and Safe Water 2000), billions of people are still
suffering from the absenceof services.The amplitude of lack of servicesin this sector
in the world can be illustrated by the following data (Kalbermatten& Middleton, 1998):
One billion people lack safewater;
Two billion people lack safesanitation;
Four billion people lack sewagetreatment;
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All of them cannot realise their aspirations for a better life because they lack a
healthy environment and, as a result, have only limited economic opportunities; and
"Three million children die from water-related, especially diarrhoeal, diseases each
ear.
Recent data confirmed the dimension of the above figures, by indicating that at
the beginning of 2000 1.1 billion
water supplies and 2.4 billion

people worldwide

were without

without access to improved

access to improved

sanitation (WHO/UNICEF,

2000). This lack of service is, however, concentrated in the less developed regions of
the world, as shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Population lacking improved water supply and sanitation by regions o the %vorld
-

ng Improved

Water Supply

Lacking Improved

Urban

Rural

Rural

Sanitation
Urban

North America

0 0/

() 11/o

00/10

Europe

l3%

0%

26%

1%

Oceania

37%

2%

19%

1%

Latin America and
The Caribbean

38%

7%

51 %

13%

Asia

25%

7%

69%

A frica

29 °'ö

6`%

62%

I

I

22%
14%

Source: WHO/UN7( LT. 2OÖO

The above information clearly stressesthat consistent actions are still needed to
improve the quality of life of the poor in developing countries, which are, in general,
currently undergoing a rapid increase in their urban population as discussed below.

1.1.2. The Urban Poor Population
The rapid urban growth evidenced mainly in the second half of the last century
and the inability of developing country governments to provide opportunities for
improved housing and basic services are intensifying the development of slums in urban
centres.

Usually, these urban slums, known as favelas in Brazil, are formed suddenly
when families invade unoccupied areas and build their homes using any available
materials such as cardboard, sticks, mud and plastic sheets. These slums are, therefore,
illegal settlements that do not follow any building
recommendations, resulting in unsafe
and densely occupied areas without any official infrastructure service.
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This is certainly a picture of a huge social problem, which is not easy to solve
have
These
determination
commitment.
no other place to
and
political
people
without
live, they are illegal and they are poor (which would means unimportant for many
politicians and officials).
The sanitation solutions (which are the main focus of this study) adopted by
poor communities in squatter settlements are nearly always inadequate and promote a
is
favours
it
diseases.
Therefore,
the
transmission
not
poor environment, which
of
indicators,
higher
health
infant
that
the
rates
surprising
such as
mortality rate, are now at
in the urban slums than in rural areas (Figure 1.1).
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Figure I. I. - Infant mortality rates in Bangladesh (1991). Source: Mara (1996)

Moreover, urban slums have a very high population growth rate. As stated in
Choguill & Choguill (1996), "even in cities that are growing by as much as 10% a year,
in many instances the percentage of slum dwellers and squatters is growing at twice that
rate". The same authors also quoted data from UNCHS (1987) which report that the
proportion of people living in informal settlements is making up as much as 32% of the
population of Sao Paulo, 33% of Lima, 34% of Caracas and 59% of Bogota, and even
worse, 85% of Addis Ababa, 70% of Luanda and 60% of Dar es Salaam.

1.1.3. Towards Sustainable Services
Sustainability may be interpreted in low-cost sanitation programmes as a

pathway to drive systemstowards their aims, changing the top-down managerialmodel
of implementation, and designing systems with larger boundaries including social,
economical and ecological aspects.
3
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Thus, sustainable development concepts enable the technical (engineering)
be
be
just
lager
to
sanitation systems
seenas
one part of a
project, which should also
committedto health and social improvements.
Reed (1995) suggeststhat, towards sustainability, sanitation systemsshould be
interpreted as replicable and maintainable systems.The term replicability is used to
expressa technically suitable, socially acceptableand economically affordable system,
whilst the term maintainability refers to the proper operation of the systemsduring the
totality of its designlife.
Throughout the developing world,

international agencies are funding

programmes under sustainable development perspectives (such as the World Bank
funded programmesPROSANEAR in Brazil and PHAST in East Africa), in spite of
controversial disagreementfor a proper definition for sustainability and sustainable
development.
Since the 1980'salternative solutions for sanitation have been put into practice
in low-income areas of Brazil. Even before sustainability had become popular, these
alternativessystemsraised concernsabout community participation and responsibilities
towards sanitation programmes.Thus, low-cost sanitation programmes developed in
Brazil (mainly in the Northeast region) constituted the laboratory for the fieldwork of
this study.

1.2. Brazil and Its Northeast Region
1.2.1. General Aspects
The FederativeRepublicof Brazil is a five hundredyearold countrywhich was
discoveredandcolonisedby Portugalandobtainedits independence
in 1822.Brazil has
a territorial areaof 8.5 million km2andis the fifth mostpopulouscountryin the world
with approx.170million people,basedon the2000census(IBGE, URL-15,2000).
The urbanpopulationin Brazil increasedfrom one-thirdin 1940to morethan
two-thirdsin 1980and to fivc-sixthsin 2000 (IBGB, URL-22,1996; URL-15,2000).
The averageannual growth rate of the Brazilian population between 1980and 1991was
1.9%, representinga marked decline from the rates of 2.5% and 2.9% registeredduring
the 1970's and 1960's, respectively (PAHO, URL-17,1995). The increase of the
country's population and of its urban population are illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. - Brazilian population and urban population (in millions).
Sources:IBGE, URL-/5 (2000);/BGE, LRL-16 (1996);/BGE,URL-22(1996)

Brazil is divided into five regions: North, Northeast, Central West, Southeast
and South. The Northeast region, in which the research for this thesis was mostly
developed, is divided into nine states. This region contains approx. 28% of the Brazilian
population and occupies 18.2 percent of the national territory (IBGE, URL-23,2000).
Brazil's geographic regions are considered distinct from each other not only in
climate, vegetation and cultural aspects, but also in economic characteristics, health
burden and educational profiles. The Northern and Northeastern regions are the less
developed, and have the lowest average income as shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. - Total monthly average income in Brazil per
working person (above 10 years old) in Reais
Region

Monthly Aver. Income

North

244.3

Northeast

144.9

CentralWest

291.3

Southeast

273.4

South

334.4
Source: IBGE, URL-18 (1999)

Health indicators in the North and Northeast are also worse than in the other
regions. The risk of death due to intestinal infectious diseases is nearly 6.5 times greater
in these regions than in the Southern and Central West
regions (Moraes, 1996). Children
born in the Northeast are 50 percent
more likely to be classified as stunted than those
born in the South region. Moraes (1996)
also quoted that in urban areas of the Northeast
region which are served with water supply and sanitation, the life expectancy at birth
5
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58.1
96
infant
the
years
and
per thousand, whereas
rate
are,
respectively,
mortality
and
in areas of inadequate services these values are 45.5 years and 146 per thousand. The
is
infant
is
for
life
68
Brazilian
mortality rate
expectancy
years and the
national average
35 per thousand (IBGE, URL-23,2000).

1.2.2. The Water and Sanitation Sector in Brazil
Water and sanitation servicesin Brazil may be divided into two main phases:
before and after PLANASA (the National SanitationPlan), implementedin 1971.
Initially, in the Brazilian colonial period (15`hto 18thcenturies),the State was
nearly absentand sanitation solutions were mainly individual. From the middle of the
19thcentury to the beginning of the 20`x,sanitationservicesbecamea responsibility of
the State;however, there was insufficient institutional organisationfor the provision of
theseservices.This, togetherwith a lack of technologicalknowledge, led to the regime
of private concessions,which were given mainly to English capital companiessuch as
the "Recife Drainage Company", the "Rio de Janeiro City Improvements Company
Limited" and others(Costa, 1994).
Thesecompaniesprovided water abstractionand distribution servicesas well as
the first wastewaterseweragesystem.However, the terms of the contractswere in most
delivery
in
delays
long
the
of the systems.
casesnot accomplished,with
occurring
Moreover, the areascoveredby thesecompanieswere limited to urban centres,reaching
just 10-15percentof the population.
As reported by Costa e Silva (1990), the interestsof the English companiesin
providing infrastructure serviceshad only exploitation purposesand not the promotion
of communities' well being. Thus, popular pressure,better institutional organisationof
the State and the technological contribution of the engineer Saturnino de Brito
contributedto the end of the concessions.
The developmentof state and municipal sanitation institutions marked the next
period (from the end of the 19`hcentury until the 1940's),during which there was nearly
a 10-fold increasein water supply services(Costa, 1994).
In the Constitution of 1934, the municipalities were recognisedas the primary
administrators of local infrastructure services. Following this recognition, the
institutional capability of the stateagenciesincreased,resulting in a seriesof institutions
responsiblefor water supply and sanitationservicesat both state and municipal levels.
6
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At this time (the late 1950's), a variety of administrative models had already been tested
by the sanitation sector and the autonomous service of the municipalities supported by
the administration of the states was being consolidated (Costa, 1994).

The second phase started with the delivery of PLANASA by the military
government. In financial terms, PLANASA changed the way in which resources were
obtained and made municipalities dependent on the state water companies, so losing
their participation in decision-making processes. Thus, these state companies were
strengthened and they centralised all sanitation programmes.
The specific aims of the PLANASA were to supply 80 percent of the urban

population with water systemsand to provide seweragesystemsfor 50 percent of the
urban population by 1980, attending all main municipal centresand Brazilian villages
with more than 5000 inhabitants by 1985 (Costa, 1994). From 1970 to 1980, water
supply services in the country increasedfrom 54 to 76 percent (approx. 40 percent
growth); however the increase in sanitation services reachedjust 36 percent of the
population (approx. 60 percent growth - from 22.3 to 36 percent). These large gaps
between the percentagesof the population served by water supply and sanitation
systemsindicateshow sanitationwas being relegatedto a secondplan and contributed
to the unhealthyenvironmentsfound in the majority of Brazilian large cities.
The absenceof municipalities in the decision making processesmay have been
important
factor in the selectionof inappropriatetechnologies,which is a common
an
criticism againstPLANASA (Watson, 1995). Moreover, the serviceswere deliberately
concentratedin wealthier neighbourhoods,while the poor areas remained unserved.
Therefore, in 1990, the percentageof urban residentsserved with piped water was 83
percentbut only 37 percent of the Brazilian householdswere provided with sewerage
systems(ABES, 1992).In the northeasternregion of Brazil specifically, the percentage
of householdsservedwith seweragewas only 11 percent,much lower than the national
average(ABES, 1992).
As part of the attempt to overcome these differences, a World Bank funded
programmecalled PROSANEAR is being experimentally implemented in Brazil with
the objective of supplying water to and to collect/treat sewage from poor urban
communities (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998). A first pilot programme was implemented
connectingone million poor peopleto sewersystemsand 90 percentof them to in-house
water. Theseresultswere consideredvery impressiveand motivated the implementation
7
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in
further
is
discussed
The
PROSANEAR
of a second pilot programme.
programme
Chapter 2.

In conclusion, since the beginning of the national economic crisis in 1983 and
the abolition of the BNH (the main financial agency for PLANASA)

in 1986, the

sanitation sector in Brazil has been suffering from severe undercapitalisation, which
limits

new investments (Watson, 1995). From the middle

of the 1980's the

municipalities have been trying to re-assert their position as the primary managers of
sanitation in their localities. However, the weak institutional

organisation of the

majority of the municipalities, associated with factors such as technical incapability and
lack of financial resources, does not permit much effective change (Pontes et al., 1996).
On the other hand, new programmes are being developed to test more sustainable
systems and this should bring a wider range of solutions to the sector.

1.3. Objectives of the Study
During the last two decades of the 20th century, alternative solutions for
provision of sanitation systems were implemented in Brazil. These unconventional
programmes,which embrace not only innovative technologies but also new social
approaches,had as their main objective to reachpoor communities,especiallythe urban
poor.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess six low-cost sanitation
programmesimplementedin poor communitiesin the Northeasternand Central Western
regions of Brazil. This assessmentfocused on the long-term sustainability of the
programmesand was basedon the study of the following aspects:
Technical suitability, operationand maintenanceof the sanitationsystems;
Institutional arrangements;
Financial affordability;
Sociocultural acceptability; and
Health improvement.

It was expected,therefore, that this study would bring further insight into the
conditions necessaryfor the sustainabilityof low-cost sanitationprogrammes.
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1.4. Structure of the Thesis
As mentioned previously, the study of alternative sanitation systems and their
has
development
thesis,
this
towards
the
which
are
main objective of
steps
a sustainable
the following structure.
Chapter 1, this present chapter, introduces the study reported herein. It provides
basic
lack
that
the
an overview of
precarious situation of poor communities
infrastructure

services, more

specifically

sanitation

services, emphasising the

overcrowded urban squatter settlements and steps toward the implementation of
sustainable services. The main profiles of the Northeast of Brazil, where the fieldwork
was mainly developed, are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter2 presentsa review of the literature, providing the necessarysupport for
the investigationsdevelopedin the fieldwork. Therefore, parallels are drawn between
by
health,
benefits
live
in
the
the
that
provided
public
environment
and
poor people
in
improvements.
low-cost
The
technologies
sanitation engineering
applied
sanitation
the case studies investigated are also reviewed. A discussion about sustainability
conceptsis then presentedfollowed by examplesof sustainablesanitationprogrammes,
and ending with recommendationsfor evaluation proceduresand the application of
indicatorsof sustainability.
In Chapter 3, the methodology applied in the fieldwork is described.Chapter4
presents the six case studies, describing the areas and the respective sanitation
programmeimplemented,as well as the resultsobtainedduring the study.
Chapter 5 discussesthe results under the perspectiveof seven aspectslikely to
influence the sustainability of the low-cost sanitation programmes.Finally, Chapter 6
presentsthe conclusionsof the study and makesrecommendationsfor further work.
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Review

2.1. Introduction
The primary aim of what is discussed in this thesis is the improvement of the
is
life
life
in
low-income
However,
a vague concept
quality of
communities.
quality of
and things that may be vitually important for one group of people may have no effect on
other groups.

An exampleof this may be given by comparingthe worries relatedto the health
problems of two distinct populations: (1) poor people living in low-income areas of
developing countries, and (2) people living in areas where infrastructure services are not
a problem (a common situation in developed countries). Whilst the latter group
nowadays worries about non-communicable diseases (such as cardiovascular diseases,
cancer and stress), which have indeed increased in importance, the former group is still
dying from diseases such as diarrhoea and helminthic infections that may be avoided
through better environmental conditions and healthier hygiene habits.

Thus, quality of life may be a function of the condition which people are living
under as well as of their expectationsfor improving these conditions. Therefore, this
relative concept would be more accurately defined by the communities themselves
ratherthem by any provider of developmentalinterventions.Nevertheless,infrastructure
services resulting in environmental improvements,more specifically (for this study)
sanitation services, are believed to be of great impact on the quality of life of lowincome communitiesin developingcountries.
Thus, in this chapter, aspects related to the health of the poor are reviewed,
focussing on the sustainability of sanitation programmes designed for low-income
communities.

2.2. Relation between Sanitation, Public Health and the Environment
2.2.1. The Environment and Diseases
Anthropogenic changesin the environmenthave influenced the developmentof
a wide range of diseases.As creatures that are constantly interacting with their
surroundingarea,humansmay be the biggestbeneficiariesand sufferersfrom their own
imposedenvironmentalmodifications.

10
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Review

The effects of the environment on public health may be closely related to the
economical status, nature of work, place of living, habits and traditions of people, who
life,
immediate
to
although
their
comfortable
environment
seek
a
more
usually modify
this does not necessarily or always mean a healthier life.
In Murray et al. (1993), three large groups of causes-of-death and diseaseswere
defined: communicable,

maternal and perinatal (group I); non-communicable

(group II)

and injuries (group II1). In all of these three groups, the causes-of-death and diseases
can also be associated with the characteristics of the environment
living. For example, changes in the environment

in which people are

for the provision of proper housing or

sanitation facilities may avoid the spread of communicable

diseases. On the other hand,

due to industries or traffic may contribute to the onset of non-

environmental

pollution

communicable

diseases, and also injuries may result from unintentional

in
the
accidents

housing, working or leisure environments.

Figure 2.1. shows the fraction of diseases attributed to environment related
aspects. Therefore, diseases such as diarrhoea and malaria have 90% of their burden
attributed to environmental causes.

100%

D iarrhoeal

M alaria

90%
80%
70%

Chronic respiratory
diseases

60%
50°'o

Unintentional
injuries

40%
30°°

Vaccine

20°°

preventable
diseases

10°°

psis

CardioMental
health

Cancer

vascular
diseases

0%

Figure 2.1.

The
environment
-

and the burden of diseases (adapted from DFID, 2000)

In the specific case of water- and excreta-related diseases, the most accepted
classification is related to the environment that promotes the transmission of these
diseases (Feachem, 1977; Mara and Feachem, 1999). Moreover, another proposed
version of the environmental classification of diseases suggests two transmission routes:
the domestic and public domains (Cairncross et al., 1996), dividing the transmission of
diseasesinto the family (private) and the public
environments.
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Thus, the above examples emphasise the relationship between the environment
and diseases. The main importance of this is that once the environment

is accepted as a

source of diseases, the implementation

be focused

modifications

of

may

on

instead of just being concentrated on

(preventive)

of the environment

patients (curative).

disease barriers

Cairncross (URL-26,1999)

emphasises, in an example of children

treated with drugs against intestinal worms, that treatment is not a sustainable option as
the children

are quickly

reinfected,

and the author

indicates

an environmental

intervention (sanitation, in this case) as the sustainable option.

2.2.2. Disease Classification
As suggested previously,

diseases may be classified

according to the

environmental promotion of their transmission rather than by their causative agents or
by their effects on patients. Therefore, environmental classifications of diseases are
based on the possible transmission routes for the transportation of the causative agents
from the environment to people.
Although there are a number of potential routes for the transmission of diseases,
the faeco-oral routes are of the highest importance in public health. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the four possibilities of faeco-oral infections.
®

Mouth
person B

Route I Iýlr

Route2
Faeces of

1--lvz

ersým A

ZZL

Fingers of
person A

Mouth of

--ý

personB

Route 3
-f

Mouth of
persons B,C...

Fingers of person B

Route 4

Mouth of
persons B,C...

ater

Figure 2.2. - Four possible routes of faeco-oral infections

The routes used by the causative agents of most helminthic infections are also
worth noticed. In these routes, faeces are deposited in soil or water and the infective

form of the causativeagentsreacheshumanhostsby ingestion
or skin penetration.
For public health, the water-, excreta- and housing-related diseases have major
importance.

The water-related

diseases were environmentally

classified

by Bradley
12
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(White et al., 1972) into four categories. Category I is the water-borne diseases,related
diseases
is
that
II
drinking
are
the
the
the
water-washed
water; category
quality of
with
is
III
the
by
the
category
of
water;
quantity
unavailability of a sufficient
mainly caused
in
life
by
diseases,
their
one or
that
cycle
spend part of
pathogens
caused
water-based
IV
is
intermediate
host
(the
main example schistosomiasis); and, category
aquatic
more
is the water-related insect vector diseases that are caused by pathogens transmitted via
insect vectors that breed in (or near) water.

The environmental classification of excreta-related diseases, developed by
Feachemet al. (1983) and as modified by Mara and Alabaster (1995), is divided into
faeco-oral
include
diseases
Categories
II
I
the
with
associated
seven categories.
and
III
bacterial,
(non-bacterial
transmission
category
and
respectively), while
routes of
diseasesare transmittedthrough contaminatedsoils that may reach humanbody via the
intermediate
diseases
Categories
V
but
IV
rely on
and
also via skin penetration.
mouth,
host(s)to becomeinfective. Finally, categoriesVI and VII dependon insect and rodent
vectors,respectively,to promotetheir transmission.
Considering both the identification of several new water- and excreta-related
fact
diseases
the
that
and,
are also classified as excretapathogens,
many water-related
diseases,
Mara and Feachem (1999) suggest an unitary environmental
related
classificationfor water- and excreta-relateddiseases.
For public health engineering, a unitary classification sounds more
comprehensivethan the utilisation of two distinctive classifications, especially when
in
between
the
considering
close relation
water supply and sanitation projects public
health improvement programmes. Thus, the unitary environmental classification of
water- and excreta-relateddiseasesis presentedin Table 2.1.
Inadequatehousing is also a factor that affects health. Housing-related diseases
are divided into seven environmental categories, which are sub-divided into three
classes:(a) communicable diseases,(b) non-communicable diseasesand (c) mental
illness and psychosocialdisorders(Table 2.2), (Mara & Alabaster, 1995).
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Table 2.1. -l

nitary environmental

cl: sification of water and excreta-related diseases

Environmental
transmission

Control

Examples

Ck I :GARN
\., n latent ýýýccpt

Faccu-oral

%%aterborne and %%ater-,%ashed diseases

Ilehauti's A, F and F, Poliomyelitis,

I ira/

Rotavirus diarrhoea

IM W"i.c)

No intermediate host

H. A. Jarmerito

Bacterial: Campylobacteriosis, Cholera,

Improved water
quantity, availability

and reliability (water-

Helicohacter pylori infection,

washed disease

low (bacteria), high

Pathogenic Escherichia co/i infection,

control).

(others)

Salmonellosis, Typhoid and

Improve water quality

Persistence: medium to

paratyphoid, Yersiniosis

(waterborne disease

" Infectivity: medium to

high (bacteria), low to

Protozoan: Amoebiasis Crystosporidiasis,

medium (others, except

Cvclospora cayetanensis diarrhoea,

high)
very
.-Iscaris:

Enterocytozoon bienusi diarrhoea,

" Able (bacteria) and

" Hygiene education

Giardiasis, Isospora belli diarrhoea
Helminthic:

unable (others) to
multiply

control

outside hot

Ascariasis, Enterobiasis,

Ilvmenolepiasis

CA FFGOR\' It: Non-faeco-oral N%ater-hasheddiseases
Non-latent
No intermediate host
" High infectivity
Medium high persistence
" Unable to multiply

" Skin infections (scabies, leprosy, yaws)
Eye infections (trachoma, conjunctivitis,
including that caused by Encephalitozoon
hellen
" Louse-borne fever
CATEGORY

C: Geohelminthiases

" Latent

Ascariasis

Sanitation. Effective

" Very persistent

Trichuriasis

treatment of excreta or

" Unable to multiply

" Hookworm infection

wastewater prior to

" No intermediate host

reuse. Hygiene

" Ver

education

high infectivity

CATEGORY

D: Taeniases

"

Latent

"

Persistent

cooking of meat and

"

Able to multiply

improved meat

"

Very high infectivity

inspection

"

Cow or pig

Beef and pork tapeworm infections

" As C above, plus

intermediate host

Continue
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CATEGORY
"I

Control

Examples

transmission

E: Water-based

Bacterial:

tteflt

Leptospirosis;

Tularemia.

Legionellosis

Ahle to multippl\

"

IIigh infectivit\

"

Intermediate aquatic host (s)

Decrease contact with
contaminated water. Improve
domestic plumbing.

" ! lc'a/ntinllric:

"

diseases

Public

l-,chistosomiasis;
.
Clonorchiasis;

education.

Fasciolopsiasis;

contaminated waters. Sanitation.

Guinea worm infection

Treatment of excreta or

Fungal: Pulmonary

wastewater prior to reuse. Public

hemorrhage due to

education.

Stachvbotr3"s altra
intCCtiOn

Decrease contact with

" Drying of flood-damaged
Public education.

Examples

Control
CATEGORY

F: Insect- vector diseases

" li ate rý lwt d: Malaria, Dengue, Rift Valley

Decrease passagethrough breeding sites.

fev er, Japaneseencephalitis, Yellow fever,

Destroy breeding sites. Larvacide

African sleeping sickness, Onchocerciasis,

application. Biological control.

Bancroftian

filariasis

Ei. c rota-related:

" Use mosquito netting and impregnated bed nets.

Fly-borne and cockroach-borne

excreted infections' , Bancroftian tilariasis
CATEGORY

hones.

" Improved stormwater drainage

Public education

G: Faeco-oral ý%aterborne and water-washed diseases

ktuýlrnt hin n< excreted infection,, "

" Rodent control: I lygiene education

Leptospirosis

" Decrease contact with contaminated water:

Tularemia

public education

The excreted int 'ction, comprise all those diseasesin Categories A, C and D and the helminthic diseasesin
atevorý

I'..

Source: Mara K Ftachrm

II999)
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Table 2.2 - Environmental

(a) Communicable
(A

I FGOR\

classification

diseases

Illness &
psychosocial disorders

(b) Non-communicable
Diseases

Diseases

I: I)is ase%related to defects in building

I. Building-related

insect-\ ector diseases

2. BuiIding-related

rodent-sector

(c) Mental

and peridomestic

diseases

2. Violence

related diseases

3. Delinquency

2. Building-related

4. Geohelminthiasis
5. Diseasesdue to animal faeces

3. Building-related insect

6. Diseasesdue to animal bites

and

vandalism

carcinoma

4. Drug and alcohol abuse

vector diseases

7. Overcrowding-related diseases

4. Accidents
5. Traffic

C: ý I F:GOItl'

cn%ironment

I. Dust-, smoke- and danmp- 1. Neuroses

3. l eridomestic insect-vector diseases

1. Facto-oral

of housing-related

fu nes diseases

11: Diseases related to defective
1. Water-quality

(\\ aterborne and \v titer-

washed) diseases

eater

related

supply
1. Acute psychoses

disease

2. Non-faeco-oral water-washed diseases

2. Water-related

3. Water-based diseases

carcinomas

4. Water-related insect vector diseases
('. \TEGOR1
Non-bacterial

III:

Diseases related to defective sanitation

tacco-oral diseases

.
2. Bacterial faeco-oral diseases

None known

I.

Acute psychoses

3. Geohelminthiasis
4. Taeniasis
5. Water-based helminthiasis
6. Excreta-related
F\creta-related

insect-vector diseases
rodent-s ector diseases

CA'hECORY

IV: Diseases related to defective refuse storage and collection

I. Refuse-related insect vector diseases

None known

None known

2. Refuse-related rodent-vector diseases
CATEGORY

V: Diseases related to defective food storage and preparation

Food-borne excreta-related diseases
.

None known

None known

2. Food-borne zoonoses
3. Food-horne microbial

toxins diseases
C: ATEGORI'

I. Air-borne excreta-related diseases

VI:

Industry-related

diseases

1.

Diseasesdue to
industrial toxicants

2.

Accidents

2. Air-borne water-based diseases

1. Psychiatric organic
disorders due to
industrial toxicants
2. Neuroses
Swu n :. 1I i, -a cl' lI ! l' ýslrr (1 Y)V5)
.
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The main advantageof environmental classifications of diseasesmay be the
disease
break
in
interventions
the
to
order
possibility of applying adequate engineering
transmission routes. Therefore, the division proposed by Cairncross et al. (1996),
dividing diseasesinto public and domestic domains, may be very helpful in the planning
of disease control.
In such a classification, domestic domain is understood as the private area of the

householdsincluding yards and other surroundingareaswhere the generalpublic have
free
access.The common areassuch as schools,parks, work places, streetsand so
no
forth, are under the public domain classification.Through this division, diseasesmay be
identified as having their main focus of transmission confined among household
members and, consequently,requiring "in-house" interventions for their control, or,
diseases may have their main focus on public places requiring more extensive
interventionsinvolving all community members,or all citizens or maybewhole nations.
However, considering the chaotic situation of urban poor settlements,such as
the Brazilian favelas,the division betweendomesticand public domainsmay be highly
confusing. The high-density occupation of these areas,their precariouscondition and
the absenceof peri-domesticphysical limits may compromisehealth interventionsbased
only on the public or only on the domesticdomains.

2.2.3. Diseasesand Poverty
In general,diseasesthat are related to lack of sanitation, inappropriatehousing
or poor hygiene habits are associatedwith poverty. These diseasesare easily spreadin
the absenceof adequateengineeringinterventionsand under low levels of personaland
domestichygiene,both frequently found in poorer communities.
Accordingly, "extreme poverty" is the world's biggest killer and the greatest
causeof ill-health. Extreme poverty is, also, formally recognised as a diseaseand is
classified in the International Classification of Diseasesunder the code Z59.5 (WHO,
1995, URL-1). UNCHS (URL-2,2001) estimatesthat between one-quarterand onethird of all urban householdsin the world live in absolutepoverty.
On a global basis, the "diseasesof the poor" are well illustrated by the data
presentedin the Global Burden of Diseaseand Injury study (Murray & Lopez, 1996a;
1996b). As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the communicable group of diseasesis
responsible for about 50 percent of the total diseaseburden in developing countries
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years of life (DALYs)

(measured as disability-adjusted

diseases represents only 9 percent of the DALYs

lost), while the same group of

lost in developed countries.

III- Injuries
12%

I-Communicable.
maternal and

I1-Non-

perinatal
50°iä

communicable

; xOO

Figure 2.3. - DALY's lost in Developing Countries (1990). (Source:Murray er a/., 1994)

I-

Communicable,

III- Injuries

maternal

and

perinatal
9%

H-Noncummunicahle
77%

Figure 2.4. - DALY's lost in Developed Countries (1990). (Source:Murray et. a!., 1994)

Among the communicable, maternal and perinatal group of diseases,those more
directly related to the lack of adequate environmental sanitation (infectious and parasitic
diseases) are also presented in a higher proportion than the other diseases in the
developing countries (Figure 2.5).

400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
lt

tiuu..

parasitic

Figure 2.5.

DALYs
-

Kc. huatur, \
infections

\I, atk:rn. al
conditions

I'kýrii i aIal
conditions

lost for communicable, maternal and perinatal diseases in Developing
(1990) in thousands (source: Murray et. a!., 1994).

Countries
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The influence of economic conditions on people's health has driven authors to
indicate a better income distribution

health
in
be
the
to
as
main point
reach

improvement programmes (Zaidi, 1988). In order to justify this relation, the "diseasesof
poverty" were expressed by the following equation (World Bank, 1980):
D=f

(W, S. H, E, N. S,, Hf-)

where D= disease of an individual or family; W= water; S= sanitation; H= housing; E= education;
N= nutrition; S,,= gender differences; Hf= accessto health facilities.

The water, sanitation and housing factors affecting health have already been
discussed. They are formally

classified following

the concept of environmental

classification of diseases and poorer communities are undoubtedly the most affected by
these factors. Poor water supply, poor sanitation and poor personal and domestic
hygiene are responsible for 7.6 percent of total DALYs lost in 1990 in developing
countries (Murray & Lopez, 1997).

The role of education in hygiene programmesis essentialfor improving health.
The simple delivery of water and sanitation facilities or adequate housing may have
very little or no impact at all if people do not understand and accept the correct
utilisation of the new facilities. Quoting Curtis (URL-27,1999),

hygiene education is

potentially one of the most effective weapons to reduce the toll of diarrhoeal diseases.
Usually, educational programmes focusing on health improvements are targeted at
women who, especially in lower-income groups, are primarily responsible for bringing
up children, cleansing and food preparation. Better education, however, does not just
improve hygiene habits, but also increases the opportunities for better jobs and
consequently contributes to higher household incomes.
The nutrition factor affecting low-income communities is directly linked to the
household purchasing power. This factor is particularly important in cases of
undernourished children, for whom diseases such as diarrhoea, measles and whooping
cough may be fatal.
Cultural aspects (gender differences) may contribute to differences in the
raising
of male and female children. In societies under food scarcity situations and where girls
are still not been seen as capable of generating income, boys usually have their needs
given a higher priority. Chen et. al. (1981) found that in Bangladesh over 14 percent of
female children were classified as
severely malnourished compared to only 5 percent of
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males. Finally, the unavailability

of health facilities

and the unaffordability

of

medicines are other factors affecting the health of poor householders.
The above factors affecting health, especially the health of poorer households,
are interconnected. Once initiated

the improvement

factors,
those
of one of

householders would be motivated to apply efforts (economical and social) to improve
one or more of the other factors. As an example, after the implementation of a
condominial sewerage system through the PROSANEAR

programme in Brazil,

householders started to improve the quality of their houses, and also their social
organisation was strengthened, so allowing them to request better health facilities and
other needs (Katakura and Bakalian, 1998).

2.3.

Public Health Benefits from Engineering Improvements

2.3.1. Sanitation: a Matter of Public Health
Access to water supply and sanitation facilities is frequently indicated as a
priority for the control of a wide range of infectious and parasitic diseases. The
association between lack of sanitation and diseases transmission is substantial. When
the transmission routes of excreta-related disease are understood (see Figure 2.1),
people's infection

risks

can be

straightforwardly

identified

in

non-sanitised

environments.

In the Global Burden of Diseasesand Injury Study, risk factors associatedwith
poor water supply, sanitation, and personal and domestic hygiene were considered the
second major contributor for DALYs lost world-wide. Table 2.3 shows the percentage
of DALYs for the ten major disease risk factors in 1990 in developing countries (after
Murray & Lopez, 1997).
Table 2.3. Percentage of DALYs attributable to each of ten risk factors in DC's- 1990
Risk Factor

I%

Malnutrition
Poor water supply, sanitation,
personal and domestic Hygiene.
Unsafe sex

and,

of Total DALYs
18.0
7.6
3.7

Tobacco

1.4

Alcohol

2.7

Occupation

2.5

Hypertension

0.9

Physical inactivity

0.6

Illicit drugs
Air pollution

0.4
0.4
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In Foster (1998), the provision of basic sanitation was indicated by Water for
Sanitation and Health (WASH, renamed Environmental Health Project) as the most
improvement.
for
health
intervention
effective
Also, based on data from WHO, The Economist (1998) published a table
diarrhoea,
the
of
roundworm, schistosomiasis and guinea worm
showing
reduction
infection that was attributable to water and sanitation improvements. Among the values

diarrhoeal
for
disease
(22
lowest
the
percent
reduction
percentageof
given, even
disease)is an impressive value: it represents180 million people not affected by the
disease(basedon 900 million diarrhoea episodesper year). However, the differences
is
from
(ranging
22
76
to
the
percent) a reminder that
among
percentagesreported
facilities provision is not enoughby itself and reinforce the role that hygiene education
hasto play in the preventionof diseasessuchas diarrhoeaand the geo-helminthiases.
The different impacts in health gained through improvements in programmes
focusedon the quality of the supplied water, on its availability and on sanitationwere
by
(1985).
Esrey
In this study, the authors concludedthat water quality
assessed
et al.
has a smaller impact in health improvementsthan water availability or sanitation,but
hygiene
educationmay
combining
supply,
well-designedprojects
water
sanitation and
achievereductionsin diarrhoealdiseasemorbidity of 35-50 percent.
Moreover, a USAID-supportedproject found that "health and nutrition benefits
from improved sanitation, especially improved excreta disposal, may be even greater
than those associated with better access to safe water alone" (UNICEF, URL-24,
1998). Accordingly, Annan (URL-25,2000) statesthat "no single measurewould do
more to reduce diseaseand save lives in the developingworld than bringing safe water
and adequatesanitation to all".
Another study concludedthat of more than 52 million deathsin 1996, over 17
million (i. e. nearly 33 percent)were due to infectious or parasitic diseases(WHO, 1997,
URL-3). In Brazil, 21 million people live without accessto safe water and 44 million
are not served with seweragenetworks or septic tanks (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998).
The majority of thesepeople survive with hugely inadequateamountsof water, which
they usually obtain from "pirate-sellers" or unsafe sources, and they have sewage
flowing openly around their houses.This situation may be directly translatedinto the
high infant and under-five mortality and morbidity rates (see Section 1.2.1.) compared
with thosein developedcountries.
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Diseases

2.3.2. Diarrhoeal

in
death
by
WHO
diseases
the
Diarrhoeal
second major cause of
as
are classified
the world (Table 2.4. ). They are responsible
mainly occur in the undeveloped
diarrhoea are children under-five

countries.

for 3.1 million

deaths per year, which

The group of people most affected by

burden
disease
of approx.
years of age who carry a

86"o of the cases in the world and 78 percent in the Latin America and Caribbean region
(Murray and Lopez. 1994).
Table 2.4. - The ten biggest killers according to WHO.
Morbidity

Disease

%

(deaths per year)
4.400.000

26.2

Diarrhoeal diseases

3,100,000

18.4

Tuberculosis

3,100,000

18.4

Malaria

2,100,000

12.5

Hepatitis B

1,100,000

HIV/AIDS

1,000,000

6.6
5.9

Measles

1,000,000

5.9

:

\i

LL

Ciýpll

\

atol

IIIIüUý

llý

Neonatal tetanus

500,000

3.0

Whooping cough

355,000

2.1

165,000

1.0

Roundworm

and hookworm

ýýnirrr-

%J u (! 09,17).

Different definitions of diarrhoea have been applied in different studies. A
day,
"more
based
frequency
than two
them
the
as
per
such
number of
are
of episodes
on
1
"under
loose
in
hours"
1979)
24
(Rahaman
year of age:
and
motions
et. al.,
watery or
5 or more liquid stools per 24 hours; over 1 year: 3 or more liquid or semi-liquid stools
proceeded by 2 weeks of normal stools" (Scrimshaw et. al., 1967). Recent studies
however, which have applied a more community-based approach, consider the mother's
definition more suitable for the assessmentof cases of diarrhoeal diseases (Schorling,
1990, Moraes, 1996).
Examples of diarrhoeal diseases include cholera, typhoid fever, paratyphoid
fever, salmonella,

rotavirus,

campylobacter,

shigella,

giardiasis,

dengue fever,

cryptosporidiosis, among others, which are caused by a variety of pathogens such as
bacteria, parasites and viruses.
Cholera is an example of a devastating diarrhoeal disease with recurrent
pandemics around the world since 1817. The ongoing pandemic, the seventh, started in
1961 in Indonesia, then, spread through Asia, Africa and reached Latin America in 1991
(Tauxe et al., 1995). In Brazil, cases of cholera reached a peak of more than 60,000
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confirmed casesand 670 deathsin 1993(Momem, 1998). It declined to 3,044 officially
in
in
da
The
(Ministeno
Saude,
URL-28,1998).
1997
casesreported
reported cases
1997were concentratedin the Northeastregion of the country (98 percentof the cases).
Tauxe et al. (1995) reportedthat no effective vaccination is yet available against
(Vibrio
but
interruption
the
transmission
the
the
cholera,
of
causative organism
on
cholerae) had successfully prevented and controlled many epidemics. The authors also
in
for
treatment
that
the
nearly all people
stress
provision of safe water and sewage
industrialised nations has made the transmission of cholera extremely unlikely in those
countries.

Another highly infectious enteric pathogen is Cryptosporidium parvum. This
protozoanparasitewas for long well known by veterinarians,but was recognisedas a
humanpathogenonly in 1976 (Guerrant, 1997). Cryptosporidium is able to infect with
as few as 30 oocystsand can causediarrhoeaillnesseslasting longer than 1 to 2 weeks
in a previously healthy person and indefinitely in immunocompromisedpatients. The
parasiteis transmittedby ingestion of oocysts excretedin faecesof infected humansor
animals. The transmission can occur through person-to-personor animal-to-person
contact, ingestion of faecally contaminatedwater or food, or contact with faecally
contaminatedenvironmentalsurfaces(CDC, URL-29,1995). There is also concernwith
the waterbornetransmissionof cryptosporidium.Oocystswere presentin 65-97 percent
of surface water (i. e. rivers, lakes and streams) in tests throughout the United States
(CDC, URL-29,1995); additionally, this parasiteis resistantto chlorine, is small and is
difficult to filter, thereforebecominga threat to water supply treatmentsystems.
A study in an urban slum in NE of Brazil detectedcryptosporidium oocysts in
humanstools in 6.3 percentof samplescollected in the dry seasonand in 14.3percentof
the samplesfrom the rainy season.In animals stools, 10.2 percent of the sampleshad
oocysts, and 22.2 percent of freshwater samples collected from a variety of sources
were also positive (this include a samplefrom the city water company) (Newman et al.,
1993).
Dengue fever is a water-relatedinsect-vectordisease(Category F of the unitary
environmental classification, Table 2.1), which is transmitted by the Aedes aegypti
mosquito.This mosquito breedsin calm freshwatersites such as householdwater tanks,
vesselsand containersaccumulatingrainwater. Diarrhoea can be one of the symptoms
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hemorrhagic
dengue
its
in
be
fatal
disease
that may
stronger version,
especially
of the
fever. Dengue re-emerged in Brazil in the 1970s and large outbreaks followed in the
fever
dengue
254,987
1997,
decades
1998).
In
(Momen,
were
total
cases of
of
a
next
in
the
77
in
the
Brazil,
occurring
cases
of
percent
with approx.
officially reported
Northeast of the country (Ministeno da Saüde, URL-28,1998).

A series of programmescarried out around the world with the objective of
ORT,
Therapy
been
based
Oral
Rehydration
has
diarrhoea
the
on
mortality
reducing
Among
ORS.
Solution
the
Oral
Rehydration
the
of
an
administration
which relies on
learned,
be
it
the
form
the
therapy
this
can
with
which
are:
ease
of
main advantagesof
be
it
by
be
that
usually
can
mothers and
prepared
rehydration solution can easily
ORT
increased
have
factors
households.
by
Such
the
and
of
popularity
afforded poorer
havemadeit an important lifesaver.
However it must be rememberedthat ORT is a remedy and doesnot prevent the
diarrhoea
Therefore,
(Okun,
1988).
water supply and sanitation
occurrence of
improvements, as well as the promotion of hygiene education, are fundamental in
2000).
Hoque,
1987;
incidence
&
Clemens,
diarrhoeal
diseases
(Stanton
the
reducing
of
Esrey et al. (1985) reviewed 67 studies on the impact of water supply and
in
1991
diarrhoea-related
issues.
The
this
review
same authors updated
sanitation on
basedon an assessmentof 17 additional studies (Esrey et al., 1991). Based on these
reviews it may be concludedthat, although diarrhoeal morbidity and mortality are also
strongly related with the level of the mother's literacy, hygiene practices and child
nutritional status,water and sanitationplay an important role in improving ratesof child
survival. In the studies considered by the authors as having a more rigorous
methodologicaldesign,improvementsin water supply and sanitationwere consideredto
be responsiblefor 65 percentreduction in diarrhoea-relateddiseasesand over 55 percent
in child mortality.
Moreover, VanDerslice & Briscoe (1995), reported that providing private
excreta disposal would be expected to reduce diarrhoea by 42 percent and that
eliminating excretaaroundthe housewould lead to a 30 percentreduction in diarrhoea.
Accordingly, Mertens et al. (1992) in a study of excretadisposalin relation to childhood
diarrhoeain Sri Lanka, also reportedthat children from householdswhere excretawere
disposedof in a latrine were less likely to have diarrhoeathan children whose families
disposedof excretaimproperly.
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2.3.3. Helminthic

Infections

Diseases caused by intestinal helminths are also associated with poor hygiene
and inadequate sanitation. They are classified
(taeniasis) and E (schistosomiasis)
and excreta-related

in Categories C (geohelminthiases),

of the unitary environmental

diseases (Table 2.1). The close relation

classification
of helminthic

D

of waterinfections

(especially the geohelminthiases) with a lack of sanitation and poor personal hygiene
habits is even more evident in high-density housing areas (such as the urban slums). In
these areas the above factors, together with the widespread habit of not wearing shoes
and defecating in watercourses, result in a greater susceptibility to infection.
The

main

geohelminthiases are ascariasis, ancylostomiasis

(hookworm

infections) and trichuriasis which are caused, respectively, by Ascaris lumbricoides
(roundworm), Necator americanus or Ancylostoma duodenale (hookworms)

and

Trichuris trichuria (whipworm). As shown in Figure 2.6, these infections have been
reported to occur at higher levels in Latin America and the Caribbean than in subSaharan Africa.
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Twenty-five years ago, Wolman (1975) already reported that enteric infections
constitute one of the leading causes of diseases and death in central and South America.
The author suggested more water supply & sewerage systems, better food preparation
and better hygiene comprehension as key points to decrease the burden of these
diseases.Additionally, rapid population growth and urbanisation were also indicated as
aggravating factors.
Table 2.5 presents the main features of ascariasis, hookworm infections and
trichuriasis.
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Table 2.5. - Features of geohelminthiases.

Clinical

I¢

Ascariasis

Features

Transmitted by eggs present in infected excreta disposed in soil, which develop

"

second-stagelarvae to become infective.
Human infections occur when infective eggs are ingested (by hands, food,

"

utensils, dust, and so forth) and hatch in the duodenum of infected person.
"

About 85% of infections are symptomless.

"

Earliest symptoms are: pneumonitis with cough; dyspnea (shortness of breath);
substernal (chest) pain; fever; moderate eosinophilia and blood-stained sputum.
Adult worms in the small intestine may cause: digestive disorders; nausea;

"

abdominal pain; vomiting; restlessnessand disturbed sleep.
It has been estimated that a child who has 26 worms may lose 10% of his total

"

daily intake of protein.
v Hookworm Infections
Transmitted by eggs present in infected excreta disposed in soil, which in

"

optimum condition hatch developing the subsequent larval stage.
Human infections occur when the third-stage larvae penetrate the skin, usually

"

between toes, on the feet or ankles.
Frequently sympthomless, however acute cases may cause: anaemia with

"

consequently weakness, debility and others; gastrointestinal pain and transient
cutaneous and pulmonary symptoms
"

Grossly anemic individuals may die of high-output heart failure

Trichuriasis
"

Life cycle, modes of transmission and epidemiologies similar to ascarisis

"

Symptomless, however may cause slight abdominal pain and diarrhoea.

"

Heavy infections may cause anaemia, bloody diarrhoea and prolapse of the
rectum in malnourished children.

Treatment

r

Ascariasis and trichuriasis
"

Chemotherapy

Hookworm

"
Prevention
and control

v

Infections

Chemotherapy and Oral iron therapy

Ascariasis, hookworm infections and trichuriasis
"

Health education campaigns

"

Development of basic health services and infrastructure

Hookworm Infections

"

Use of footwear
(Source. Fcac rni cl a!., 1983).
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2.4.

Physical Sustainability

of Sanitation

Programmes

2.4.1. Concepts of Sustainability
Sustainable development was defined in 1987 by the World Commission on
Environment and Development as: "development that meets the needs of present
generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs" (WCED, 1987). Sustainability and sustainable development, therefore, became
popular since the preparation of the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. In that
conference, the necessity of nations to sustain their developmental programmes was
discussed at a global level. Such discussions gave emphasis to the conservation of
resources and ecological systems (the Green Agenda), but also to the need for poverty
eradication giving

poor people more access to the resources needed for an

environmentally healthy life (the Brown Agenda).

Since then, sustainabledevelopmenthas been seen from different angles and a
wider range of sectors has adopted it as a target to be achieved. Therefore, specific
conceptshave been suggestedfor sustainability and applied in a variety of sectorssuch
as economical, social, cultural, operational, institutional, managerial and so fourth
(Pugh, 1996;Hardoy et al., 1992).
Nevertheless, these broader concepts of sustainability have been largely
criticised and it is suggestedthat the term has been inadequately applied (Mitlin &
Satterhwaite,1996;Marcuse, 1998;McGranahanet al., 1996). Generally, the argument
is that sustainability is well applied for environmentalissues;however, its adaptationto
others sectors, such as urban infrastructure and social organisations, is seen as
contradictory and inappropriate. Mitlin & Satterthwaite (1996) suggeststhat human
activities and institutions are not appropriately discussedunder sustainability, arguing
that these sectors are more clearly fulfilled within the development component of
sustainabledevelopment.
Everard (1999), in simple terms, defines sustainability as the capacity for
indefinite continuance, whereas sustainable development is the journey that
society
must necessarilytake towards a state of sustainability. This "sustainablejourney" is,
therefore, what social and infrastructure systems are aiming to establish for the
development of sustainable societies. However, a "sustainability deficit",
probably
resulting from the unsustainablepathwaystaken by many developed societies,already
exists. And, this would be expressedby the exhaustion of natural resourcesand by
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social inequalities, which have as a direct consequencethe non-accomplishment of basic
human needs in the poorer strata of these societies. Therefore, the environment
surrounding human settlements in low-income areas of non-developed countries is
begging for improvements that are part of programmes being developed under the
bandwagon of sustainable development.
Development is, in fact, a dynamic component that in association with

sustainability(in terms of urban infrastructure)suggestsdevelopmentbasedon realistic
parameters(technical, financial and social), committed to improvements on human
quality of life and without compromisingnatural resources.This may be understoodas
just another broad concept, but it allows the implementation of programmesthat are
more carefully planned, coherent and committed to poverty alleviation. Additionally,
according to DFID (1998), sustainable development programmes should also be
designedto ensureeffectiveness,efficiency and equity.
Consequently,this interpretationof sustainabledevelopmentand its application
for the provision of "human needs" has favoured the development of theories,
approachesand action frameworks which support the implementation of infrastructure
improvementprogrammesin low-income areasof developing countries.

2.4.2. Sustainable Sanitation Programmes
In the development of this study, sanitation programmes are considered "the
subject" that should be sustained,having as their primary aim to meet users' needs
(needs that should be expressedby the users themselves). Therefore,
sustainable
sanitationprogrammesare expectedto be:
Technically suitablefor the characteristicsof the areaand its users;
Technically able to function (be operatedand be maintained)using viable resources
during the totality of its design life, and also being committed to the
continuity or
upgradingof the system;
Financially affordable by its usersthat are "the clients", the
primary beneficiariesof
the projects and, consequently,the ownersof the sanitation system;
Socioculturally acceptablein order to avoid rejection due to traditions, habits or
religious beliefs;
Health-focused,so as to improve the quality of life
and satisfying the user'sneeds;
and
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Environmentally friendly, contributing to the sanitation of the users' immediate
environment and not compromising natural resources with effluents or process

derivedcontaminants.
To give a chance for the sanitation programmesto be sustainable,complying
with the constraints above, a major factor would be the acceptability and participation of
users. The role that communities (users that live in the same area and are involved in the
same programme) play in these sorts of programmes has been reported as of
fundamental importance for the achievement of the programmes' objectives (Katakura
& Bakalian, 1998; Watson, 1995). The significant value of community participation can
be identified in the examples of sanitation programmes and approaches discussed next.

2.4.3. Sustainable Approaches
> Strategic Sanitation Approach (SSA) and Demand-based Approach

Recognisingthat urban poverty has no easy solution and that urban institutions
and local governmentsof developing countries still have deficient structures for the
managementof the water and sanitation sector, the UNPD-World Bank Water and
SanitationProgrammesuggestedthe adoption of the strategicsanitation approach
-SSA
(UNPD-World Bank, URL-4,1998).
This approach aims to support urban interventions fostering investments,
operational efficiencies, and the developmentof sustainableurban services. For this,
four principles were set:
Interventionsin water and sanitationshould be basedon local, effective demand;
Water and sanitationshouldbe consideredeconomic,as well as social, goods;
Interventionsin water and sanitationmust be basedon the needsof the community in
general,and of women in particular; and,
Interventionsshould be incentive-drivenand demand-based.
To achieve the SSA goals and according to the principles above, water and
sanitationprogrammesshouldbe basedon (UNPD-World Bank, URL-4,1998):
Appropriate choice of technologyand servicelevels;
' The breaking down of the sanitation and water delivery system into separatebut
technically compatible systems, designing the most efficient solutions at the
appropriatelevels;
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aiming at full recovery of investments; and

Economic replicability,

Responsive institutional arrangements, allowing the users to play a key role in
decision-making and management of services.
commented that its principles

With regards to the SSA, Wright (URL-5,1998)
help agencies to build capacity and communities
systems.

The

author

also

characterises

to enhances ability
demand-based

a

in improving

approach

by

the

basing

improvements on potential users' wants, their financial resources capacity and their
potential to manage the installed systems. As suggested by Sara (URL-6,1998),

"the

ideal demand-responsive model is the market mode!, where there exists some level of
demand. /rom householders in a community, and services to meet this demand is paid for
and

out bi community members to providers".

contracted

As stressed by Parry-Jones (URL-30,1999),

demand for improved water and

sanitation services is a complex concept. Its characteristics are those presented in Table
2. '

.
Table 2.6.

"Demand" may be:

Characteristics of "demand" for water and sanitation
"Demand" is always:

ýýhrýýý1
" effectiNe"

"Demand"

unique to each project location

" equivalent to choice

dependent on the alternative existing

" satisfied by the "best" solutions

"

latent

options

"

uninformed

dynamic (i. e. will change with time)

unrealistic

i

is NOT always:

proposed by professional
"

different to water and sanitation

biased

dependent on people's willingness

created

pay for specific options

the same as what people say they
"want"

to

"

taken into account!

Source. Purn--Jones (URL-19.1999)

The three main tools for assessing demand are the Household (HH) or Revealed
Preference Survey (RPS), the Participatory
Valuation

Methodology

(CVM).

Rapid Appraisal

(PRA)

and Contingent

These techniques are described in DFID (1998) and

discussed at length in Parry-Jones (URL-30,1999).

Each of these techniques seems to

be preferred by one or other of the groups of professionals involved
with sustainable
sanitation programmes (engineers, social scientists and economists). However, the
appropriateness and effectiveness of these techniques are still controversial and not fully
understood.
The main gain in the introduction of a demand-based approach is, probably, the
change in thinking of how sanitation and water programmes should be driven. It
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from
transition
the
supply-driven
promotes

"top-down"
by
(characterised
programmes

decisions that, at least in developing countries, have been shown to be unsustainable and
distant from the reality of the poorest communities)
users-expressed

needs. Garn

to programmes based on meeting
for

suggests that

(URL-7,1998)

this

transition

be

successful, it is required that stakeholders:

demand
incentive
supply
Develop
give
their
and
to
the
that
reveal
a
give
users
rules
information;
incentive
that
to
the
act
on
encies
a.
l

)c v clop implementation

the
to
rules and
that
adherence
encourage
procedures

transparency in their application;
Actively

monitor performance and test hypotheses; and

(give regular feedback on performance results to users and supply agencies so they
can modify the rules and implementation

procedures accordingly.

From what has been said, three main actors may be identified in the process of
improving sanitation (and water) in developing countries through a demand-based
approach. They are the communities, the government and the providers of services
(which may be the private sector, NGOs, government agencies, research institutions and
(URLby
Sara
be
definition
For
that
the
each
actors,
the
played
should
roles
others).
of
6,1998) suggests the participation model detailed in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7. - Participation of actors in demand-based programmes

"f

" Finance (part of) the
,,ervices
" Manages project
implementation
"( )wns, operates and
manages water and
sanitation services

Providers

Government

Community

Dissemination

li ilit: itor

o1'

" Sets polices and strategies

information

" Legal framework for accessfor services

Social intermediation

Asset ownership

Training of communities

Registration of entities

Consulting services
" Supervision of construction

" Financial policies
Attainment of funds

" Delivery of all goods, civil

" Sets conditions for efficiency and cost-

works and spare parts

effectiv eness

Communities

owning,

implementing

and

maintaining

infrastructure

projects

represents a change in the position of stakeholders compared to the traditional participation
ladder. Therefore, this change
in
in
the
which the actors
way
requires adaptations, especially
are now supposed to interact with each other. Some points have already been presented as
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to how stakeholdersshould act in this new perspective; however, the importance of the new
position of communities in a demand-basedapproach is still to be emphasised.Thus, Sara
(URL-6,1998) points out that communities should manageimplementation because:
Incentives are put in the right place (the client is the community and not the government
or any other agency);
Costs are reduced;
There is a rapid increasein the demand for services;
There is a greaterpossibility for co-financing from private sector;
There is greater opportunity for community capacity-building; and
Communities "want" to be involved.

A study reported by Katz (URL-8,1998)

impact
demand
the
of
on

responsiveness(demand-basedapproach)on the sustainability of rural water systems,
provided conclusionsthat may be also applied to sanitation programmes.Field-based
teamsin Benin, Bolivia, Honduras,Indonesia,Pakistanand Ugandadevelopedthe study
over a one-year period and found that the demand-responsiveapproach at the
community level significantly increasesthe likelihood of water system's sustainability.
Another finding was that the existenceof a formal organisation to managethe water
system,and the training of householdmembersin operation and maintenanceare also
significant factors.The study suggeststhat, to be effective, the demand-basedapproach
should include procedures for an adequate flow of information and provisions for
capacity building at all levels. Also, the approach should permit the re-orientation of
supply agencies,allowing consumerdemandto guide the investmentprogrammes.
¢

The CINARA Approach

CINARA is a researchanddevelopmentinstituteof the Universidaddel Valle in
Cali, Columbia that has developeda model for planning water supply and sanitation
investmentsat the local level. The model was developedto answer problems faced by
local governmentsthat lack knowledge about the magnitude and characteristicsof the
sanitationand water sectorat the municipal level, as well as about the possiblesolutions
that may be applied to solve theseproblems(Restrepoet al., 1998).
The bases of the model are human development theory, systems theory and
sustainability of water supply and sanitation projects. The human developmenttheory
statesthat human developmentshould be centred on people, taking into account basic
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human needs (subsistence, participation,

affection, creativity, understanding, identity,

protection, leisure and freedom) (Restrepo et al., 1998).
For the systems theory, the model is systematised putting institutions and
finding
level,
the
settlements at
same
out and expressing needs, setting policies,
resources, plans and programmes,

in services

resulting

and goods. This

systems

approach is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Needs

Local System
Policies
Resouces
Plans

T

00
-)

I

-ý

Institutions

Services
& Goods

Settlements
t
Projects

Figure 2.7. -A systems approach: the local level. (AfterRestrepo
eral., 1998)

The third basis of the model is the sustainability of water and sanitation projects.
In CINARA's perspective, these projects are sustainable when they "provide, over a
significant period of time, an efficient and reliable service with a limited but feasible
support, using the minimum of resources, including environmental resources" (Duque et
al., 1996).
CINARA also suggests that sustainability, in the water and sanitation sector, has
three dimensions: community

& local institutions,

environment, and science &

technology (Figure 2.8). The interaction between community & local institutions (first
dimension) and the environment in which the community lives (second dimension)
results in real or potential risks that may be eliminated or minimised by the efficacy of
the third dimension: science & technology. The utilisation of science and technology
involves knowledge, skills learning and actions,
which would lead to community
ownership of the programme and, hence, would consolidate system sustainability.
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Environment

7

EfficacNy
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Technology

Sustainable
Solutions

Risks

Community & Local
Institurions

Figure 2.8 - The local level from the point of view of sustainability. (AfterRestrepo
eral., 1998)

basis
the
the
dimensions
of
that
According to the three
comprise
above
presented
for
implementation
has,
water
CINARA
model
therefore, suggested a structured
model,
2.9).
local
level
(Figure
the
at
supply and sanitation programmes

(Validation and completion in field)
SISTEMATISATION
(Information organisation)
TYPIFYING & PRIORITISING
(Agreements)
SOLUTIONS

PPROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Wide

TRANSFER TO OTHER REGIONS &
COUNTRIES
Figure 2.9. -A model for planning water and sanitation investments at the local level. (After Restrepoet al., 1998)

The CINARA model was first applied in 112 rural and peri-urban areas of Cali
and later in some other areas of Colombia. The programmes are still running, and the
results have already shown that, through the model, institutions are recognising the
problems identified by the communities. Consequently, institutions are also prioritising
and investing in projects that are desired by future users. The projects are planned
together, resulting in a better utilisation of resources from the beginning and in the
strength of communities as organisations (Restrepo et al., 1998).
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The PROS. i \'E. -IR Approach

PROSANEAR is a Brazilian World Bank-funded pilot programme for the
in

low-income

implementation

of

neighbourhoods.

The programme was first launched in 1982 and due to financial and

technical

water

difficulties

PROSANkAR

supply

and

sanitation

was nearly abolished.

projects

However,

in

urban

1988, a second version,

1, was established with the objective of finding out what worked in the

previous programme, as well as to test new ways to bring water supply and sanitation
services into the urban slums. The programme was concluded in 1997, with impressive
achievements: one million

900,000
to
people
and
poor
connected
sewerage systems

people to in-house level of water supply in 60 low-income

settlements of 17 cities

throughout the country (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998).
The

PROSANEAR

programmes

had as their

overall

goal

the delivery

of

affordable sustainable water and sanitation services to the urban poor, and for that, they
were based on the combination of two main approaches: simple low-cost technologies
and community participation. PROSANEAR I was designed to also have an "adaptable
approach", encouraging learning and innovation at every level and having a site-specific
design for each project (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998).
In order to guide project planners, PROSANEAR

I did not develop mandatory

"guidelines" to be followed; instead, five basic principles were set (Table 2.8.).
Table 2.8. Principles of the PROSANEAR I programme
Community

Every project must be tailored to the specific needs of each individual

Participation

community and be designed with the active community participation.

" Low-cost Appropriate

Simple solutions may be the best solutions, especially if high-tech

Technology

systems are too complicated and too costly for poor neighbourhoods

Environmental

Providing water without a way of disposing of it safely can make

Protection

environmental problems worse. All projects that provided water had to
provide sewage collection and disposal as well.

" Cost Recovery

Customers will take care of systems they have to pay for. Users were
charged for hookups, water used and sewage collected.

House Connection

Household connections are more convenient and equitable than public
stand posts in an urban setting.
Based on: Katakura

& Bakalian,

1998

The project planners used three main criteria for the selection
of the communities:
" Priority was given to urban slums in cities of more than 50,000 people;
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All participating families earned less than three minimum salaries a month, of which
(US$100);
less
least
40
than
and
salary/month
earned
one
minimum
percent
at
Beneficiary families agreed to pay for water and sewerage in accordance with tariff
schedules maintained by the water utilities.
For the approval of individual projects, the following criteria were applied:
Projects must conform with the most appropriate technical and environmental
standards for the neighbourhood and represent the cheapest alternative;
Water project construction costs should be less than US$ 98 per capita and sewerage
projects less than US$ 140 per capita; and
Total investments for bathrooms, drainage and solid waste disposal should not
exceed 10 percent of the total cost of the project.
For the management perspective, projects were implemented by executing
agencies assisted by both regional and national coordinating units. Thus, the executing
agencies were responsible for identifying
establishing a multi-disciplinary
community

mobilisation,

and assessing candidate communities,

by
for
building
the
team,
project
project
support

and overseeing the development of technical options,

construction, operation & maintenance, training, monitoring and follow-up. The main
functions of the regional offices were to facilitate, supervise and monitor local projects,
and ensure that the various local projects were moving along in a timely manner. The
national office was in charge of planning, monitoring and supervision of all programme
advancements. It also was responsible for training and technical assistance to the
implementation teams and for providing basic implementation guidelines, model terms
of reference and model procurement documents.
Based on the principles, criteria and the organisational model described above,
PROSANEAR I was established following the structure presented in Figure 2.10.
I
water/sanitation

projects in favelas

Requests from Institutions
for assistance
1. Project identification

2. Community mobilisation

3. Develop. of technical options/
presentation to the community
4. Construction of facilities

[5.
Operation and maintanence
6. Monitoring and follow-up

Figure 2.10
-Model for the implementation of PROSANEAR I projects. Basedon Katakura &Bakalian. 1998.
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I believed that the stronger the community

participation

and

the greater the chances for the project to succeed. In order to guarantee

effective community

following
framework
based
developed
the
on
a
was

participation,

four main elements (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998):

In/ornzation

Dissemination:
" (fin-going
I>iscussions:
Proposal and
Decisions:

A continuous

feedback

in which

the community

learn about potential

activities in the area and the project team about community dynamics.
Project teams and communities

engaged in

regular discussions of

community conditions and dynamics.
Project team and communities moving from discussions to decisions
regarding the technical option that suited the particular community.

" Rc.,ponsihiliti:

Project team committed

to provide water and sanitation systems that suited

the community, guaranteeing the operation of the system and charging fair
rates. Users committed to pay for the service, using the system properly and
maintaining

the equipment.

PROSANEAR I achieved more than its initial objectives: the number of people
connected to water systems was fourfold higher than the original target and people
served by sanitation systems was 43 percent more than the estimated number. The main
lessons learned by the programme are listed below (Katakura & Bakalian, 1998):
" Community participation must start at the very beginning of project preparation;
" Cost recovery and subsidy rules must be set in a clear and transparent manner;
" Formal, long-term arrangements for operating and maintaining the systems must be
an integral part of the design; and
0 All

feasible technical options and their costs must be discussed with

the

communities.

Table 2.9 presents some features regarding the implementation of sewerage
systems in the PROSANEAR I programme.
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Table 2.9. - Features of sewerage systems implemented

Cite

State

Pop.
(000)

ewerage
benef.
o ulat.

Manaus

Anmuioni.

1.011

3,523

I.

under PROSANEAR

option

Const. costs.
per capita
US$)

Flat;
Lo\\ density

Absorpt.

21

Main geograph.
situations/
Pop. density

Sewer.
Collect.

Sewage
treatment

pits

232

Path

Belem

954

126,411

Flat, subject to
floods;
High density

Cond.

UASB

Ceara

Fortaleza

3,049

186,452

Flat, river nearby

Cond.

Stabilization

Crato
Quixadä
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2.4.4. Sustainable Steps
The involvement of communities in the improvement of their own needs is
presented as a key point for the sustainability of low-income sanitation programmes (i. e.
the programmes discussed in the previous section). Therefore, this results in additional
steps to the traditional framework applied for the delivery of sanitation projects.
Project Identification

between providers and users has been recognised as one

of the first steps, if not the very first, for programmes following

a demand-based

approach. During this step, communities should express their needs, discuss their
problems and set their priorities. The process suggested by this step may face different
degrees of difficulty according to the level of organisation existing in the community;
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therefore, a multi-disciplinary

team, including social scientists, has been reported as

being the most appropriate (Watson, 1995).
Project Planning is the next step, which should already have all the actors
involved and supporting the programme (community, executing agencies, financing
agencies and others). The presence of multi-disciplinary

teams is again emphasised in

this step. It is here that communities take their decisions, and for this, the various
be
options should
raised and properly

Next,
future
to
the
users.
explained

responsibilities must be allocated to all involved actors with the maximum possible
transparency during the decision-making process, especially for issues regarding money
(financing and cost recovery) as well

as "after-implementation"

responsibilities

(operation and maintenance of the project).

After decisionshavebeenmadeand agreementssigned,the implementation step
takes place according to defined construction arrangements.This is followed by
continuity actions, mainly characterisedby the system's operation and maintenance
tasks. The actions suggested by this latter step are of essential importance for
programme sustainability. Although it has been advocated that the operation and
maintenancetasks (or at least some of them) should be delegatedto the communities,
the agenciesmust give them the necessarysupport. Watson (1995) suggestedfour key
elementsto be performed by executing agenciesin this post-implementationphaseof
condominial sewerageprojects:
Staff continuity betweenthe constructionand operationalphases;
Specialisedcondominiummaintenancecrew;
Face-to-facecontactwith residents;and,
Ongoing network monitoring and repairs,and customer"education".
Taking a vision beyond the implementation of a single sustainableproject, the
programme continuity step may also include the improvement of other community
needswhich may be motivated by the programme itself. Nevertheless,these actions
should keep the same characteristics: attending to the needs expressed by the
community and adopting affordable technological solutions, whilst keeping in mind
their requirements for operation and maintenance,as well as for continuity in the
educationalprogramme'sactions.
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2.5.

Sustainable Sanitation

Technologies

2.5.1. Technology Appropriateness
Sustainable development has increased the concern over the application,
(particularly,
in
infrastructure
technologies
services
urban
efficiency and efficacy of
lowin
(especially
The
these
services
past records of
water and sanitation systems).
income settlement of developing countries) are full of experiences of failure that have
detriment
health
to
the
to
the
of the urban
as
problems
as
well
contributed
well-known
environment itself.

Technology appropriatenessis one of the key points to overcomethe failure of
past programmes.This aggregatestechnical, socio-cultural and economicalparameters,
which certainly lead to the selectionof alternativelow-cost technologies.
Throughout the fieldwork developed for this study, programmes applying
different low-cost sanitation technologieswere studied. The selectedtechnologiesand
their main featuresare,therefore,discussedbelow.

2.5.2. Simplified (Condominial) Sewerage
Simplified seweragewas first implementedin Brazil basedon the review of the
design criteria used for conventional sewerage(Bakalian et al., 1994). The innovative
instead
is
locally
based
this
the
revised standards,
part of
system essentially adoption of
of the excessivehigh technical standardsthat were currently applied. In this sense,a
team of engineers from CAERN, the state Water and Sanitation Company of Rio
Grande do Norte - Northeast of Brazil, developed the condominial version of the
system. Thus, condominial sewerageapplies the same design criteria as simplified
sewerage;however, it differs in its design layout as well as in the incentive (or
requirement)for community interactionwith the sanitationprogramme.
Considering that simplified seweragewas mainly developedin order to reduce
the costs due to the conservativedesign criteria adopted in conventional projects, the
concepts presented below compare the parameters of this system with those of
conventionalsystems.
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Layout

in
be
built
the streets
layouts,
design
trunk pipelines should
In conventional
for
the
individual
all
blocks
house
connections
to
allow
potentially
around the
households.
On the other hand, simplified systems are designed in a way that the wastewater
from households in the same block is collected by a shallow and small diameter pipeline
few)
just
by
(or
delivered
connection, as
trunk
a
to
the
a
single
sewers
and then,
illustrated below.

Figure 2.11. - Conventional and simplified sewerage layouts. Basedon Watson,
1995.

Component parts
House connections: Simplified sewerage receives all wastewater generated by the
households, i. e. both toilet wastewater and sullage. Essentially, any type of
waterseal toilet can be used in this system (pedestal seat or squat pan, normal or
reduced flush); however, considering that the system does not require a large
quantity of water for its functioning, reduced-flush toilets are preferable. Therefore,
connections between the households and the in-block sewer may occur through two
pipelines: a 75 mm pipeline connecting the toilet wastewater to the inspection
chamber, and a 50 mm pipeline connecting the sullage wastewater to the 75 mm
pipeline or directly to the inspection chamber. In areas with low water consumption
(up to 50 m3/day), the installation

of a grease/grit trap for the sullage is
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installation of inspection chambers. This substitution is possible mainly due to the
shallower characteristics of the system; therefore, the manholes are only used where
the sewers are laid at greater depth, thus reducing the quantity of manholes required
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in
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is
However,
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treatment
areas where
unit.
an existing conventional
solutions for wastewater treatment (such as waste stabilisation ponds) are more
desirable.
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¢ Design area
The simplified sewerage project area usually recommended is, where possible,
limited by drainage basins. In fact, this approach may allow the systems to be more
easily managed and can also reduce the number of pumping stations required.

¢ Depth of sewers

A number of authors have designated simplified sewerage as "shallow
sewerage"; this nomenclature however was changed to avoid confusion with other
systems. Nevertheless, the shallow depth at which the sewers are laid in simplified
designs is one of its most important characteristics, having direct effects on both capital
and O&M costs. Two parameters are mainly responsible for the shallow depth of the
sewers: layout and gradient.

In comparisonwith conventional systems,simplified seweragelayouts allow a
reduction in the overall length of the sewer lines, which is especially true in backyard
condominiumlayouts.The sewergradientmay be directly relatedto the flow velocity or
to the shearstress(as discussednext). The flow velocity is also the parameteradoptedin
conventional designs; however, simplified sewerageapplies this parameter in a less
conservativeway resulting in a designwith a lower gradient.
With the associationof these reductions in sewer extension and gradient, the
pipelinescan be kept shallower,and hencedecreasethe cost of excavationas well as the
number of pumping stations required. Moreover, the in-block sewers are laid in areas
without heavy traffic and, consequently,the cover layer over the crown that is required
for protection (cover to soffit) of the sewercan be thinner than in conventionalsewerage
designs.

¢ Hydraulic concepts

Two hydraulic design approachescan be used for the design of simplified
sewers:minimum self-cleansingvelocity and minimum tractive tension.
The first approachis basedon the requirementfor a minimum flow velocity in
order to avoid the deposition of solids into the pipes. This concept considersthat the
minimum self-cleansingvelocity at peak flow calculated for the systemwill be enough
to carry the solids away, even if this is achievedonly once a day. This approachis also
applied in the design of conventional sewerage;however, it has a more conservative
interpretation. While conventional designs consider the
minimum self-cleansing
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velocity of, at least, 0.6 m/s, sometimes even 1 m/s (Mara, 1996), simplified sewers are
designed using 0.5 m/s as the standard value for self-cleansing velocity in order to
below,
design
(sewer
diameter).
As
the
the
obtain
gradient and
shown
main
parameters
inversely
is
function
directly
to
the
velocity
a power
gradient and
proportional
of
proportional to a power function of the peak flow, thus, the lower the minimum
velocity, the shallower the sewer can be kept. Nevertheless, the value for peak flow,
first
is
Vs
in
in
2.2
Natal,
taken
the
trials
now
which was
as
with condominial systems
1.5 1/s and this is the standard value stated in the Brazilian code (ABNT, 1988). This
approach is currently used in condominial designs with successful examples of
application especially in the Northeast of Brazil (Mara, 1996; Sinnatamby, 1986).

The secondapproach,basedon minimum tractive tension, also has the objective
of ensuring the transportation of solids. However, this approach is based on the
tangential force exerted by the flow of sewage per unit of wetted boundary area.
Therefore, the design parameters are now obtained by considering that the minimum
tangential force (or minimal shear stress) of 1 Pa is satisfactory for simplified sewerage
design (Mara, 1996; Bakalian et al., 1994).

Comparingboth approaches,the adoption of minimum tractive tension appears
to provide a more economicaldesign. Although, in the examplesstudied (Mara, 1996;
Bakalian et al., 1994), the comparison between both approachesdid not result in
significant differences for the pipe diameter, the calculated minimum gradientsin the
secondapproachwere lower than the one calculated by the minimum self-cleansing
velocity approach.Moreover, SANEPAR, the state water company of Paranain the
South of Brazil, has simplified systemsdesignedwith a minimum shearstressof 1 Pa
which have been operating satisfactorily for over 15 years, thus providing a reliable
referencefor the application of this methodology,which is also adoptedin the Brazilian
code(ABNT, 1988).
¢ Design parameters

Simplified sewersare designedfor open channel flow conditions, basedon the
propertiesof a circular sectionand Macedo'smodification of Manning's equation(Mara,
1996).
Peakflow: The estimationof peak flow is calculatedby equation(ii) for all sections
of the network pipeline. As demonstratedin equation (i), equation (ii) is basedon:
the size of the population (initial/final); the percentageof water consumptionthat
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is
loss
due
15
(usually
that
to
returns as sewage
of
percent
water usage
considered a
by
i.
housing
collected
not
connections - e. cooking, gardening, cleaning and others),
and, the k1 and k2 coefficients of maximum daily and hourly flow variation,
respectively. Consideration should also be taken for the inclusion of upstream flows
discharging into the sewer as well as for the possibility of groundwater infiltration
into the pipes. This infiltration may occur due to imperfections in pipe joint sealing
and it is typically considered as 0.2-0.3 Us/km (Sinnatamby, 1986). Therefore,
(1)

Q=[(Cxklxk2xPxw)/86400]+Q,

+Q;

Where, Q= peak flow in a sewersection(1/s)
C= sewagereturn factor (usually adopted85%)
kj= coeffic. of max. daily flow variation (=1.2)
k2= coeffic. of max. hour flow variation (=1.5)
P= contributing population

w= water consumption(1/personx day)
Qc=flow from upstreamflow contributions(Us)
Q, =infiltration flow(I/s)

(Ii)

Q=[1.8x10'SxPxwI+Q,

+QI

Proportional depth of flow: This parameteris based on the properties of circular
sectionsand expressesthe ratio betweenthe depth of flow in the pipe and the pipe
diameter.It is usedduring the designto check if the depth of flow is high enoughto
ensurethe transportationof solids at peak flow and if it is low enoughto guarantee
sufficient ventilation at the end of the design life. Therefore, the minimum and
maximum valuesfor the proportional depth of flow (d/D) are: 0.2< d/D < 0.8
4
Minimum
20%
diameter;
the
of
pipe
4
Maximum
80%
diameter.
the
of
pipe
-

1. Design by self-cleansingvelocity:
" Velocity: This design assumesthat a flow velocity of 0.5m/s is enough for
the transportation of solids. Therefore, this value is adopted as the selfcleansingvelocity applied for gradientand diameterdetermination.
" Minimum gradient: calculated from the Macedo-Manning equation (iii)
(Mara, 1996), from which, the velocity is substitutedby the self-cleansing
velocity (iv) resulting in an equationfor the minimum gradient as a function
of the peak flow (v):
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( iii)

v=
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l nun

Ir

15.8 x QI/4 x i3/8

-ý

9,3X
/l
5.8)
t' .c.
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gradient (m/m)

peak flow (1/s)

Q=

2. I)c'sic-n hi minimum tractive tension:

by
is
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Shear
This
the
expressed
stress
on
shear
"
stress:
approach, which
equation (vi), considers that I Pa (or 0.1 kg/m3) is enough to guarantee the
transportation of solid particles in simplified sewers at peak flows.
(vi)

Where

t=Wxrx1

t=

shear stress (kg/m3)

W= specific weight of sewage (N)

"

Minimum

gradient:

To

r=

hydraulic radius (m)

i=

gradient (m/m)

calculate

the minimum

approach, the above equation (vi) is incorporated
(vii) and finally,

it provides equation (viii)

gradient

through

this

into Manning's equation

used to calculate the minimum

gradient.
10-8x(1 /n)X(. ts")x

(VII)Q=7.687x

Where, Q=

Iminl3

peak flow (m'/s)

n=

Manning's Roughness Coeffic. (= 0.0 13)

T=

shear stress (= I Pa)

Imin = minimum gradient (m/m)
( viii )

I,,,;,, = 0.0054 x Q-6/13
Where,

IR,, = minimum
Q=

gradient (m/m)

peak flow (1/s)

Therefore, considering a minimum peak flow of 1.5 1/s (a toilet flush flow), the
minimum gradient value can be calculated for both approaches presented:
Approach

Minimum

gradient

Self-cleansing Velocity

0.006 (1 in 167)

Tractive Tension

0.004 (1 in 225)
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Pipe diameter: Regardless of the approach used for the design of sewers, 100 mm is
in
for
diameter
the
simplified
applied
pipes
usually recommended as
minimum
by
be
diameter
designs
(Sinnatamby,
1986).
The
calculated
of sewers can
sewerage
the equation below:
D=

1/4
X (Q
/13/8 X ka-3/8 X kr

Where

/ Imin1/2)3/8

D=

pipe diameter

n=

Manning's Roughness Coefficient

k. = coefficient of proportional area(a=k.D2)
k, = coefficient of proportionalhydraulic radius (r=k1D)
Q= peakflow (Us)
Irmo minimum gradient (m/m)

Sewers in simplified systems essentially require the same operation and
maintenancetasks applied in other systems. As suggestedby the WPCF (1985), a
include
flushing,
tasks
minimum maintenanceprogramme should
such as cleaning,
However, it is expectedthat the
repairs and supervisionof connections/disconnections.
shallower characteristic of the sewers allows the implementation of a simpler and
cheaper operation and maintenance programme, which may be achieved by the
utilisation of less sophisticated equipment that, consequently, requires less skilled
labour.

2.5.3. VIP Latrine
The ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine is an on-site sanitation system.It was
developedto avoid the two major disadvantagesof traditional (unventilated)pit-latrines,
which are foul odours and the attraction of flies, making the system more socially and
healthwiseacceptable.
VIP latrines are designedto receivejust excreta (faecesand urine) without any
requirement for water. Thus, the utilisation of water should be totally avoided in
personal cleansing activities (Mattos, 1997) and be very limited when cleaning the
latrine. This low requirementfor water makesthe systemvery suitable for usersthat do
not have an in-house level of water supply; however, this would also constitute one
disadvantagebecausethe systemrequiresa separatesolution for sullagedisposal.
The advantagesof this system are its easy construction, its adaptability to
diverse types of material, and its usually simple maintenance.As disadvantages,there
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are possibilities of groundwater contamination and the reduced appropriateness of the
system for high density neighbourhoods.
VIP latrines are designed to receive and deposit excreta in the latrine pit where
the excreta are digested by the natural biological action of anaerobic bacteria. In two
years time the pathogens in the excreta are inactivated

and the material accumulated

inside the pit can be safely handled.
As said previously, VIP latrines are designed to be odourless and fly-free. The
control of odour occurs due to the air circulation through the latrine pit and vent pipe.
The air is allowed to enter the latrine by the superstructure, then, it goes into the pit
through the squat-hole or toilet bowl (which should not be covered) and comes out
through the vent pit, guaranteeing air movement and avoiding the risks of odour (see
Figure 2.12).
Flvscreen

PVC
vent pipe

Figure 2.12. - Schematic

of a ventilated improved pit latrine. Source:Mara(1996).

The fly control mechanism is based on two events. Firstly, the flies use the
excreta to lay their eggs, being attracted to it by the faecal odours, however, the screen
on the top of the vent pipe (where the faecal odour are strongest) does not allow the flies
to get inside of the pit for breeding. Secondly, some flies may reach the excreta through
the superstructure lying their eggs in the pit, however newly emerging adult flies are
attracted by the brightest light to leave the pit. Considering that the latrines are designed
not to allow the entrance of light through the superstructure, the brightest light will
come from the vent pipe which is covered by the fly screen which therefore keeps the
flies inside the pit where they eventually die.
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Variations of the basic VIP latrine design alternativescan be adoptedto comply
with requirements imposed by soil condition (lined/unlined pits), ground water table
level

(raised/not raised latrines), users' preferences (outside/in-house

latrines),

economical suitability and institutional support (spiral/rectangular shaped, single/twin
pit and emptiable/non-emptiable latrines (Mara, 1985a)).
VIP latrines include the following components (after Mara, 1984):
Latrine pit: VIP-latrines may be designed with single or twin pits. Both types are

basedon: the size of the household,the design life and the solids accumulationrate.
Single pit latrines should be designedto have at least 10 years of design life if it is a
non-emptiablelatrine, whereasan emptiablesingle pit latrine may have a designlife
of 2 years and the emptying processmust be carried out mechanically. The twin-pit
latrine should have at least2 yearsof design life. After the first pit is full the second
one is usedand two yearslater, when the secondpit is also full, the first one will be
pathogenicallysafe and can be manually emptied.It is essentialto instruct the users
about the proper functioning of the latrine to avoid the utilisation of both pits at the
same time. Depending on the stability of the soil, the pit should be lined with
concrete blocks, bricks, bamboo or any other suitable material locally available.
Free-spacesshould also be left in the lining to allow the infiltration of the liquid
fraction of excreta(i. e. urine) in the soil.
Cover slab andfoundation: Theseparts have two important functions: the isolation
of the pit from the atmosphereand the provision of support for the superstructure,
the vent pipe and the user. In general,the foundation may be built in a single course
bricks
of
set in cement mortar. The cover slab may be built in a wide range of
materials dependingon local availability and its capacity of support; however, the
most suitable material is reinforced concrete. The shape of the cover slab should
follow the same shape of the pit (circular or rectangular) and two holes must be
provided: one for the squat-holeor the toilet bowl and the other for the vent-pipe.
Superstructure: The superstructurehas three different functions: to guaranteethe
user'sprivacy, protect the cover slab hole from natural light (which is fundamental
for fly control) and channelair through the hole and up the
vent pipe. Traditionally,
the superstructureentranceis designedwith doors; however, it has been reported
that doors are frequently left open and consequentlydo not control flies effectively.
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In some African countries, such as Zimbabwe, the use of doors was considered
undesirable and a spiral design for the superstructure has become very popular

(Morgan & Mara, 1982).
Ventpipe and Jlyscreen: As discussedbefore, the vent pipe is responsiblefor both
odour and fly control. It may be provided in different materials such as bricks or

bamboo,however a 100 mm PVC pipe is generally used. In any case,the top of the
vent pipe must be protectedwith a flyscreen.
The design of a VIP-latrine is basedon the volume of the pit necessaryfor the
accumulationof the excreta from users during the design life of the system,or during
the emptying interval. Therefore,the volume of eachpit is calculatedby:
V (m3)=r*P*n
Where:

r= solids accumulation rate (m3/person/year);

P= numberof users(people);
n= designlife or emptying interval (years).

Additionally, somerequirementsshould be followed:
Cross-sectionalareanot greaterthan 2 m2;
Distancebetweenthe bottom of the pit and the groundwatertable level of, at least,
0.5 m;
A

freeboardof 0.3-0.5 m shouldbe addedto the calculateddepth.
Solids accumulationrate is usually 0.03-0.06 m3 per person per year in dry pits and
0.02-0.04per personper year in wet pits.

2.5.4. Pour-flush Toilets
Pour-flush toilets are also an on-site sanitation system. They consist in the
deposition of excretain a watersealedtoilet (bowl or squat pan) that is flushed using a
reduced amount of 2-3 litres of water per flush. The flushed wastewater is then
dischargedinto a pit, where the liquid fraction leachesinto the
(or
soil of unlined pits
holes left in lined pits) and the solids are retained for consequentbacterial digestion.
Problemsof odour and fly control are avoided by the
watersealmaintained by a trap in
the toilet bowl (squatpan).
The pour-flush toilet has the advantageof being a well-tried technology with
widespreaduse in developing countries; it has a low water requirement and is easy to
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and safe for use by children, and it may be easily upgraded. On the other hand, pourflush toilets are not suitable for areas where people use bulky materials for anal
cleansing and for soils with low infiltration rates; as in the case of VIP-latrines, pourflush toilets also have the potential for groundwater contamination and requires a
separatesolution for sullage disposal.

The toilets in pour-flush systemsare usually manually flushed; however, the
systemcan be easily convertedto low-volume cistern-flush operation. For that, the two
most popular ways are by the Indian squat-panunit or by the Brazilian pour-flush
pedestalseat.In the Indian model, the cistern has a capacity of 15 litres releasingjust
1.5 litres per flush. The Brazilian systemuses5 litres of water to flush and the water is
depositedin a cisternthat is fed by an in-housewater supply system(Mara, 1996).
"

The threemain parts that composea pour-flush toilet systemare:
Superstructure: An outside structure has the objective of protecting the toilet unit
and to provide privacy for its users, however it has no impact on the fly control
processas in VIP-latrine systems.It should be built with the floor raised by at least
150 mm in order to avoid the entranceof stormwater and insects (Mara, 1985b).
Pour-flush toilets may also be an in-house facility. In both cases,the design should
allow easymaintenanceand cleanliness.
Latrine unit: As discussedearlier, this systemrequires a watersealthat must have a
depth of 20-30 mm in the trap unit. This is to minimise the consumption of
flushwater as well as to guaranteethe waterseal formation. The wastewatermay
dischargedirectly into the leach pit; however, it is more commonly connectedto a
75-100 mm pipeline, which is laid shallow at a low gradient, and then discharged
into the pit. In cases of twin pit systems, a Y-shaped flow diverter should be
included, as shown in Figure 2.13.
Leach pit: As with VIP-latrines, the pour-flush systemsmay be designedwith either
single or twin pits. In the single pit design, a mechanical emptying processat the
end of its design life is required, whereas the twin pit can be safely emptied
manually. Leach pits are used for both the storage/digestionof excretedsolids and
the infiltration of wastewater liquids. For the latter function, the long-term
infiltrative capacity of the soil is of essentialimportance(Mara, 1985b).
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Figure 2.13. - Schematic diagram of a pour-flush toilet. Source:Mara(1985a).

The leach pit design for pour-flush toilet systems is based on the volumes
required for solids storage and for infiltration.

Therefore, the design sequence is

presented below (after Mara, 1996):
1. Solids storage volume: This volume is calculated in the same way as VIP-latrine pits:
Vs (m3) =r*P*n

Where: r= solids accumulation rate (m3/person/year);
P= number of users (people);
n= design life (years).

2. Infiltration volume: This is based on the long-term infiltration rate of the soil, which
may be estimated by the in situ percolation test or by the long-term infiltration
the different types of soil. Therefore, infiltration
equation:

Vl= n*D`/4 *h;

Ai = n*D*h

;

rate of

following
is
by
the
volume
calculated
AI=Q/1

V1 (m3) = Q*D/4*1
%\'herr: A, =
Q=
D=
1=
h=

sidewall area required for infiltration (m');
hydraulic load (litres*capta*day or led), discussed below;
assumed pit diameter (m);
long-term infiltration rate (1/m`*day);
height of the sidewall area (m).
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The hydraulic load may be calculatedas follows:
Q (lcd) = Nf*(VW,
+V, ) + Vf+ (a*N*V)
Where:

+ Vu

Nr = aver. numb. of times that the toilet is used for faeces disposal (person*day);
V,, = volume of flushing water (litres/flush);
V, = volume of water used for cleansing (litres/cleansing);
Vf = volume of faeces (lcd);
a= constant, if toilet is flushed after urine it is = 1; if not it is = 0;
N= aver. numb. of times that the toilet is used for urination (person*day);
V = volume of urine (lcd).

Design of single leach pits: Although infiltration also occurs through the sidewall
is
to
the
area corresponding
solids volume,
effective volume of single pits
determined by the sum of solids storage and infiltrative volumes. This design
consideration is especially important to allow a better restoration of the soil
infiltrative capacity after emptying. Therefore, the effective volume of single leach
pits is calculatedby:

V(m) = Vs + VI

Design of twin leach pits: Considering that the restoration of soil infiltrative
capacity occurs during the alternating usage time, the pits are designedusing the
greatervalue for volume calculated:solids storagevolume or infiltrative volume.

2.6. Assessmentof Sustainable Sanitation Programmes
The assessmentof a technology-driven system is usually a straightforward
exercise.It is comprised of physical componentsthat are designedto produce certain
specific outcomes. Thus, the assessmentis based on a limited, but well-defined
evaluation of the technology's components ("hard" elements) and their expected
performance over its design life. On the other hand, social systems are far more
subjective.In systemscommitted to social achievementsand interactionsamongpeople,
their boundaryline is not easily determined.Moreover, interaction with humanbeings is
not at all predictable and "the performance" of the system may be subjectedto human
behavioursand individual aspirations.
The sanitation programmesin a sustainabledevelopmentcontext combine both
approachesreferred to above.Their performancedependson a physically implemented
technology,but also on the active participation of users and their interaction with other
stakeholders.
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Indicators

of Sustainability

Indicators may be defined as bits of information

elements for the assessment processes facilitating

making the quantification
10,1997;

development,

providing

information

of

They are used

communication

and

of systems possible (Bell & Morse, 1999; Hardi et al., URL-

UN, URL-11,1997).

sustainable

to characteristics

happening
(Hardi et al., URL-10,1997).
is
what

systems or highlighting
as operational

pointing

The importance of indicators, as measurement tools of

is stressed by their

role

in decision-making

processes,

on issues such as the development of trends and pressure points,

the impacts or effects of interventions

or policies, the feedback of adjustments models

(to speed up or slow down the effects of interventions),

and on the milestones achieved

or the failures that frustrate progress (UN, URL-11,1997).

Indicators of sustainability can be used as explanatory tools, planning tools and
pei.jormance assessment tools (Hardi et al., URL-10,1997).

Indicators can also be

divided into variables or functions of variables and classified as qualitative variables
(e.g. safe-unsafe neighbourhood, participatory -non-participatory decision making);
ranking variables (i. e. best or worst training programme, lowest or highest mortality
rate) and quantitative variables (i. e. gross domestic product/capita, water consumption
in litres/capita day).
Along with other institutions the United Nations is also concentrating efforts on
the development and testing of suitable indicators for sustainability (UN, URL-13,
1999). As a result, a working list with 134 indicators was established covering four
aspects of sustainable development: social, economic, environmental and institutional
(UN, URL-12,1996, ). These indicators are presented in a Driving Force State
Response framework, where:
Driving Force: (also referred to as control, pressure or process indicator) Indicates human
activities, process and patterns that impact on sustainable development.
Examples are unemployment rate, population growth rate and GDP per
capita.
"

State:

Describes the state of a variable (such as concentration of a pollutant,
human population density and income equality)

Response:

Indicates policy options and other responses to changes in the state of
sustainable development. Examples are infrastructure expenditure per
capita, national councils for sustainable development and the proportion of
GDP spent on education.
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The strongest criticism against the utilisation of indicators to assesssustainable
development is probably their attempt to reduce complex and diverse processes into
relatively few simple measures, which also makes sustainable indicators (SI) appear as a
reductionist set of tools based on quantification (Bell & Morse, 1999).
Although different sets of variables (quantitative, ranking, qualitative) have been
suggested, reductionism may be an intrinsic characteristic for the measurement of
systems. The process of breaking down complex systems is commonly applied to make
systems manageable and assessable.Thus, the question may be how much reductionism
should be allowed in the assessment of systems toward sustainable development. An
attempt to answer that may be through the way systems are approached.
SIs may allow the collection of data related to components (reduced parts) of a
system; however, none of these parts can be approached in isolation. The interaction
among parts of the system and between parts and the environment should be present in
every stage of the system analysis (conceptualisation, planning or assessment). Thus,
more than with isolated indicators, sustainability indicators must be committed to the
systems in a holistic perspective, adopting the process of thinking systematically about
problems and making the process interactive, participatory and ongoing.
In Bell & Morse (1999), the sustainability

indicators are positioned as

represented in Figure 2.14. They collect information from the system, making them
capable of interpretation and use. The main questions in this model are still the quantity
of indicators that should be applied and which indicators are appropriate. As every
potential available indicator may not be applied, an element of simplification would be
introduced, and the maximisation of relevant information is also
essential.
Use

T
Interpretation

ýI I

SI2

SI

SI4

Sl5

SI6

SI7

SYSTEM
Figure 2.14 The concept behind sustainability indicators (Sts). Source:Bell
andMorse(1999)
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In the identification of SIs, three elements are present as key issues for the
assessmentof a system's sustainability. They are space, time and quality (Bell & Morse,
1999). The spatial scale defines the boundary of the system. Although it may appear of
easy physical determination (a town, a nation, the globe or even a settlement or a
community), the elements that should be included inside of the system's limits and the
level of "openness" that should be left for interaction (or linkage) of these internal
components and outside environment may not be that simple. Also, usually the smaller
the spatial scale, the harder it is to draw its limit line.

The time scale is a very relative element in sustainability. By definition, it is
stated that sustainable development should not "compromise the ability of future
generations...", but, as questionedby Bell & Morse (1999), what future generation
shouldbe considered(in ten, 100 or 1000years)? Figure 2.15. illustrates a variation on
the quality of a system used to measure sustainability over time periods. When the
referenceperiod for the systemassessmentis just one of a period of time (1,2,3 or 4),
different interpretations arise for each period (slightly unsustainable, sustainable,
sustainableand unsustainable,respectively). Moreover, if the whole period is taken as
reference(period 1-4), the interpretationof the trend will be more or less constantover
time. Thus, time (and space,as well) requires a careful selection of referencepoints to
be able to reflect accuratelythe intendedsituation.

System
quality

Time I

Time 2

Referencepoint for sustainability
Time period

Reference point

1
2
3
4
1to4

A
B
C
D
A

Time 3

Time 4

Trend in systemquality for the time period

Likely interpretation
Unsustainable (slight decline in quality)
Sustainable (improving quality)
Sustainable (improving quality)
Unsustainable (declining quality)
Sustainable (overall trend in quality is level)

Figure 2.15. - Importance of the reference point for gauging sustainability. Source:Bell & Morse(1999)
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The quality of the systems (or quality of life, or people's well being) is the third
key element suggested. The identification
the assessment of sustainability

for
be
that
used
should
of quality parameters

make this last element even more controversial

than the

different
based
fact,
if
In
the
on
two people assess
two previous ones.
same system
distinct
(even
they
contradictory)
parameters,
may
achieve
quality
The elements considered above are identified

on the Bellagio

URL-9,1999
development
(IISD,
toward
assessment
sustainable
the WSSCC Bellagio
URL-31,2000).

These principles,

established

principles

for

is
this
that
not
note
-

sanitation,

for that see WSSCC,

in November

1996, are considered

on environmental

principles

interpretations.

interrelated principles, and they are recommended to be applied as a complete set. They
were developed as guidelines
design of indicators,

for assessment processes and include

their interpretation

the choice and

of results. Four main

and communication

aspects are covered by the principles as shown in Table 2.10.
In summary, sustainability

indicators are not just a question of collecting

data

from parts of a system. Therefore, the process of selection of a set of indicators must be
framework
follow
the
committed with
system as a whole and
a systematic
Concerning indicators, Hardi et al. (URL-10,1997)

of analysis.

stated that,

"Indicators themselves are also the products of a compromise between scientific accuracy and
the needs of decision-making, and urgency of action. This limitation becomes quite clear in the
social dimension inhere many of the variables, such as political stability, cultural aspirations
and equity, are hardlt quantifiable and cannot even he defined in physical terms".
Table 2.10. - Main characteristics of the Bellagio principles
" Principle I:

" Guiding Vision and Goals Deal with the starting point of any assessment establishing a vision of sustainable development
and clear goals that provide a practical definition
of that vision in terms that are meaningful for the
decision-making unit in question;

Principles 2-5 :

Holistic perspective

Deal with the content of any assessmentand the

Essential Elements

need to merge a sense of the overall system with a

Adequate Scope

practical focus on current priority issues;

Practical Focus
Principles 6-8:

" Openness

Deal with key issues of the process of assessment;

Effective Communication
Broad Participation
" Principles

9-10:

Ongoing Assessment
Institutional

Capacity

Deal

with

continuing

the

necessity

for

establishing

a

capacity for assessment.
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2.6.2. Physical Evaluation Procedures
During the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (19811990), WHO produced a document providing guidelines for a minimum evaluation
procedures (MEP) for water supply and sanitation programmes (WHO, 1983).
The document considers three main elements: the functioning, the utilisation and
the impact of the facilities. It is also argued that these elements should be evaluated in
sequence; there is no point in evaluating impact if the facilities are not appropriately
used and, in the same way, there is no meaning in assessing utilisation if the technical
system is not working.

The emphasis of the WHO MEP document is on the collection of basic
information on the functioning and utilisation of low-cost water supply and sanitation
projects.Thus, the documentidentifies the following steps:
Decision to evaluate;
Selectionof teamleader;
Establishmentof terms of reference(which should define: objectives; project area;
design study; methods; organisation and manpower resources; reporting
requirements;time schedule,and financial requirements);
Desk study (project documentationanalysis);
Field visit for planning;
Decision on focus of the evaluation;
Collection of data(discussedbelow);
Assessmentof data;
Recommendations,report writing and follow-up actions.
The MEP documentsuggeststhat there are three main types of data: data on the
functioning of the facilities and educating services, data
on the utilisation of services
and data on the institutional and financial arrangementsof the programmes.Table 2.11.
summarisesthe main approachessuggestedfor obtaining thesedifferent types of data.
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Table 2.11. Approaches for data collection
T) pe of Data
teil

the

tllnctionlns;

3.

Observations

Approaches
a

l n. ineering inspection;

of facilities and

a

Scientific observation;

educational

0

Users comments on their

should be backed up by direct

perceptions on educational

inspection and appropriate

messages and approaches

laboratory tests.

services

2.

Opinions and attitude of users
and

should be recorded, but they

On the utilisation

U

Direct observation;

The selected method (s) for

of the services*

.

Conversational

household information (left-side

U

Stratified sample;

list) should be the least costly

U

Information gathering by school

approach(es) at reasonably

children;

accuracy.

On institutional

arrangements of

interview;

U

Community questionnaire;

U

Questionnaire survey; and

U

Workshops.

U

Desk study (review of

Information may be conflicting

documentation);

depending on their sources.

Interviews

Descentralised sources are

and financial

0

the projects.
"I

in MEP

likely to be more accurate.

he document pros ides further details on the indicated approaches

Bused on WHO (1983).

The items recommended for investigation under the institutional and financial
set of data are divided into government and consumer inputs. For the first, the following
inputs are used as examples:
Involvement of consumers in the planning process;
"

Promotional and educational programmes;
Training of project staff (for construction and for O&M);

"

Production and delivery of the project components; and

"

Construction demonstration and supervision.
For consumer involvement it is suggested that they contribute to:
The planning process; and
The construction and O&M in cash or in kind.
Regarding

the evaluation

of

functioning

and utilisation

of

sanitation

programmes, the MEP document selected three indicators for functioning (proportion of
household that have sanitation facilities, sanitation hygiene
and sanitation reliability)
and one indicator for utilisation (proportion of people using the facilities). These
indicators are detailed next:
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1. Indicator of Proportion of Household that Have the Sanitation Facility
The acceptability of the programme is an important factor to improve the

for
the
the
of
the
viability
also
and
sanitation condition of
community as whole,
the
house-to-house
indicator
Thus,
this
obtaining
survey
consists of a
programmes.
The
latrine,
facility
(i.
households
have
that actually
the
connection).
e.
number of
indicator can be obtained by the following relation:
I

%ý =

Number of households having the sanitation facility x 100
Total number of households in the programme area

It has been suggestedthat this indicator may be obtained by a house-to-house
in
hundred
However,
the
survey.
sample thesetypes of surveys
a coverageof
percentof
is usually difficult to achieve. Therefore, a minimum percentage sample coverage
should be establishedbeforehand(80 percentor above) (WHO, 1983). In addition, the
main reasonsfor why householdsare not attachedto the programmeis also expectedto
be obtainedduring the collection of data for this indicator.
2. Indicator of Sanitation Hygiene
Facilities that are not kept clean can both discouragepeople from using them
has
focus
for
diseases,
the
transmission
the
and serveas a
of
whereas
sanitation system
the objective of avoiding them.
This indicator is suggestedas best established through physical inspection.
However, it is far more subjective than the first indicator and relies on judgements
establishedby the inspector(s).Therefore, a grading system (i. e. good, acceptable,bad
and very bad) should be applied for the registration of the data. The aspectsto be
evaluatedwill certainly vary according to the type of facility implemented but they
should include items such as general cleansing of the toilet area, odour, presenceof
insects,accessto water, presenceof lid on the latrine and presenceof the water seal, as
necessary.
The indicator should be expressedas the proportion of a specific grade for the
determinedaspect.
3. Indicator of Sanitation Reliability

The requirements of design, construction and O&M services for the applied
technology should be properly followed in order to get the best out of the system and
stimulate households'participation in the programmes.A house-to-housesurvey is also
applied for this indicator where a "check list" of the technology requirements,
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items
containing
such as presenceof fly-screen, water seal, system ventilation and
emptying interval amongothers,may be accordingly applied.
4. Indicator of the Proportion of People Using the Facility

Reliable information on the utilisation of sanitation facilities by household
members is difficult to obtain. The observation of toilet utilisation is (usually) not
physically possible and interviews are not all reliable; people usually state that the
facilities are being used even when they are not. Therefore, the MEP document
recommends a mixture of interviewing and observation of signals of usage/non-usagein
order to draw a more accurate picture of the facility's utilisation.

As in the caseof the first indicator (the indicator of acceptability), the reasons
for why the facilities are not being used are of great value. Common reasonsinclude
inconvenienceof the facility's location, unsuitability for younger children, unhygienic
conditionsand cultural aspects.
Another topic that must be addressedin studies regarding the sustainability of
the sanitationprogrammeis the impact of the sanitationsystemon users'health. A range
of factors may influence the stateof health in any given community (see section2.2.3);
therefore, the adoption of indicators that will, in fact, measure the health benefits
resulted exclusively from sanitation improvementsis usually not straightforward. The
next sectiondiscussesthe main implications of the measurementof impact of sanitation
programmeson users'health.

2.7. Measurement of Impacts on Public Health of Sanitation
Improvements in Low-Income Communities
Assessing the health impacts derived from sanitation (and water supply)
programmes presents a series of fundamental problems. These studies have been
traditionally based on epidemiological parameters to measure indicators such as
incidence rates of diarrhoea/dysentery,prevalence rates of excretion of one or more
enteric pathogens,prevalence rates or intensities of intestinal helminthic infections,
nutritional statusand mortality rates.
Blum & Feachem(1983) analysed the methodology applied in 44 published
studies on the impact of water supply and/or excreta disposal on diarrhoea, or on
infections related to diarrhoea.They identified least
in
at
one methodological problem
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each of the 44 studies (which raises serious doubts to the validity of the conclusions
following:
The
identified
the
presented).
main methodological problems
were
Lack of adequatecontrol;
"

One to one comparison;
Confounding variables;
Health indicator recall;
Health indicator definition;
Failure to analyseby age; and
Failure to record facility usage.

Two casesof control problemswere found in a number of the studiesanalysed
by Blum and Feachem(1983). Theseproblems were basically the complete absenceof
an external control sample, and comparability of the control and intervention sample
(which was not establishedprior to the interventions). The one-to-one comparison
it
to
that
problemswere related studies
select a single control community and compare
to a single intervention community. In these cases,the number of elements in each
sampleis one; hence,no statistically valid conclusioncan be drawn.
Inadequate control of the influence of confounding variables was another
problem identified. The importanceof the control of confounding variables is to avoid
thoseaspectsnot directly relatedto the sanitationor water supply projects also influence
the health statusof the studied population. For example, certain people in the studied
community may have easieraccessto information on health than others(i. e. from TV or
radio programmes) and their health conditions may improve due to this sort of
information and not necessarilydue to the new sanitationfacility.
Health indicators that are askedto be recalled (such as the number of diarrhoea
episodesover a specific period) may presentthree problems: the variable may not be
known by the respondent(the episodesof diarrhoea of all members of the family, for
example),unwillingness to divulge the information and a limited ability to remember.
A suggestionfor the health indicator recall problem is to keep the recall periodsas short
aspossible.Alternatively, the variablescould rely on evidenceof the infection.
Another methodologicalproblem was related to the health indicator definition.
The definition of both the diseaseand the applied indicator should be clear to avoid the
impression that measurementof impact is being made on a vaguely defined illness.
Environmental impact studies are unevenly distributed among various age groups;
therefore the adoption of an age-specificapproachfor the data analysis of the study is
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necessary. Finally, the last methodological problem discussed for epidemiological
is
improvements
impact
health
from
that
evaluation of
on
water supply or sanitation
studies also fail to record facilitity

it
be
that
Regarding
this,
remembered
must
usage.

facilities by themselves do not improve the health status of users, which can only be
achieved by their proper use. For this, the utilisation

of two approaches is

recommended: information collected by questionnaire and information collected by
observation (Blum & Feachem, 1983).

Cairncross(URL-14,1999) arguesthat epidemiological studies depend on the
intervention studied and the outcomemeasured.However, the ideal way suggestedto
measurethe impact of health intervention (double-blind, randomised,controlled trials)
is not seenas feasible for sanitationand water supply interventions. Cairncross(URL14,1999) statesthat:
There is no placebofor a pit latrine. Moreover, the unit of intervention usually has to be the
community, rather than the household. Besides, it is almost impossible to allocate water
supplies and sanitation at random - ethically, politically and practically.

Another factor raised from the discussion of fundamental problems of health
impact evaluationsis that such evaluationsare not an operational tool and the results
frequently offer no firm interpretation. Additionally, even if health impacts are
satisfactorily detectedin an epidemiologicalstudy regardingwater supply and sanitation
projects, no guidance on how the projects may be improved is offered (Cairncross,
URL-14,1999). Therefore, this author suggeststhat an alternative approach is the
evaluation of impact basedon patternsof hygiene behaviour, instead of attempting to
measurediseaserates.The basis for this is that water supply and sanitation projects are
usually accompanied by hygiene education programmes that seek to achieve
improvementsin hygiene practicessuch as the washing of hands, food and utensils, or
the disposal of children's faeces, all of which can be used as parametersfor health
impact evaluations.
The WHO minimum evaluation procedure (MEP) document (referred to
previously) also suggestsindicators for hygiene educationevaluation (WHO, 1983).As
in the caseof the evaluation of sanitationprojects, hygiene
is
educationevaluation also
divided into functioning and usage indicators. The four functioning indicators
are
related to understanding the language of educational messages,understanding the
content of the messages,accessto the messagesand face-to-face contact with project
staff and other educators.In relation to usage,the three indicators suggestedare water
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These
habits,
handwashing
defecation
knowledge
storage
of oral rehydration.
after
and
seven indicators are detailed next (based on WHO, 1983).
> Indicators of functioning
1. Indicator for the understanding of the language of the messages

The overwhelming majority of the target audience must have a full
understanding of the educational messages (especially among women's groups). The
data for this indicator may be collected by surveying the languages in which a
is
is
fluent
literate.
The
the
target
representative sample of
group
and
assessment thus
realised through the proportion of people (or women) able to understand the languages
adopted for the transmission of the messages(which may be spoken, written or graphic
languages).
2. Indicator for the understanding the content of the messages

The target of this indicator is that the audience should readily understandthe
contentof the educationalmessages.Data should be collected by asking a representative
sampleto explain the meaning of some hygiene education messagesand the answers
may be scoredon a three-point scale (good understanding,some understandingand no
understanding).
3. Indicator of accessto the messages
This indicator is given by the proportion of a representativesamplein the target
group that have accessto the media used for the transmissionof the hygiene education
messages.Additionally, it is also suggested that information be gathered on the
periodicity of which they seeor hear the messages.
For the assessmentof this indicator, a case-specific criterion should be
developedto judge whether the financial investmentsin the selectedmedia is justified
or not, in comparison with the percentageof people that are actually receiving the
messages.
4. Indicator of face face contact with project staff and other educators
It is assumedthat staff in face-to-facecontactwith the target group can:
-

reinforce the messages;

-

explain and amplify the messagesto suit local situations; and

-

give encouragementto thosewho are modifying their hygiene habits.
The data required may be obtained through a survey of a representativesample

to determine the proportion of people who have conversed
in
the past
with educators
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month. Moreover, the quality and the quantity of these interactions among the target
group and educators should be assessed asking people to recall their meetings,

identifying the educatormet and giving the subjectof the conversations.
The answersshould be recordedand the assessments
madeby an analysisof the
kind of staff that are more effective and what kind of knowledge and activities are being
encouraged.
>

Indicators of utilisation: water storage habits; handwashing after defecation and
knowledge of oral rehydration

The assessmentof these indicators aims to identify changesin behaviour. The
data required for this assessmentcan be based on observations (whether the water
storagerecipients have been kept properly protected and hygienically maintained, or,
whetherthere is water and handwashingmaterial easily available near the latrines). For
the indicator of the knowledge about oral rehydration, interviews with mothers should
be carried out in order to assesstheir knowledgeon how to preparethe oral rehydration
solution, when to give it and how much. This information may be graded on a threepoint scale:
Does
know
is;
not
what
oral
rehydration
solution
Proportions
ingredients
is
of
or
application
grossly wrong; or
Proportions
ingredients
is
of
or application approximately correct.
2.8.

Conclusions

Sanitation is a basic need for any community, and a need that has been
advocatedto be met for every personin the world by the end of 2025 (WSSCC,2000).
Sanitationmay be understoodin terms of comfort, but it is primarily a question
of health. In the first sectionsof this chapter,data were given on the number of people
that are still suffering from diseasesthat may be avoided if a sanitised environment is
available. However, the simple delivery of a sanitation system is not enoughto ensure
its proper technologicalfunctioning or the expectedimprovementsin health.
As noted by Kalbermatten& Middleton (1998), a "strategic planning" systemis
required that addressesthe technical, financial, institutional and social approaches
neededfor the sustainabilityof the service.
The next chapter gives the methodology that will be applied in the field study,
which is basedon the discussionspresentedthroughout this literature review.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1. General Purpose of the Survey
According to Oppenheim (1966), a survey is "a form of planned collection of
data for the purpose of description or prediction as a guide to action or for the purpose

of analysingthe relationshipsbetweencertain variables".
Considering the aim of identifying conditions most likely to lead to physical
fieldwork
low-cost
the
the
of
purpose
sustainability of
sanitationprogrammes, general
was the investigation and description of the present conditions of the sanitation
programmesselectedfor the casestudies.
Although investigationson the technicalities of the systemswere also carried
out, the study was principally focusedon the strategiesfor implementationand O&M of
the programmes,especially institutional arrangementsand programme integration with
the beneficiarycommunities.

3.2.

Specific Objectives
During the selection of the case study areas, six sanitation programmeswere

chosen(section4.1.). The specific aspectsinvestigatedin eachcasestudy were:
i.

Technical and social conditions for selectionof the sanitationtechnologies;

ii.

Technicalparametersfor the designof the systems;

iii.

Financial aspectstowardsaffordability;

iv.

Implementation steps and stakeholders participation (consistence of the
involvement
users
on the programmes);

v.

Users' acceptability/satisfactiontoward the sanitationprogramme;

vi.

Possiblesocial/healthimprovementsbrought upon the programmes;and
Operation& Maintenancearrangements.

vii.

3.3. Investigation Requirements
The investigationof the aspectsspecified abovewould certainly require different
approaches.Some of them may be fulfilled just by a study of the documentationof the
programme,whilst otherswould require complementaryinformation through interviews
with stakeholders.
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Observation would also be a useful method to collect information on the
utilisation

of the systems and on their O&M

schemes. Additionally,

for the

measurementof the variablesregarding data from the householders'point of view, the
utilisation of a structured questionnaireseemsto be the most appropriatetool.
These social survey methodsare well-recognised instruments and are outlined
below.

3.4.

Social Survey Methods
Among the various social survey methods,the three consideredmost appropriate

for this study were:

3.4.1. Informal Interviews
Informal interviews with key informants usually yield valuable information for
social studies,allowing a better understandingof the situation and providing support for
the definition of the final designof the survey.
Key informants can be people that in some respect had interacted with the
variables to be studied. In the case of the sanitation programmes,the key informants
would be the providers (politicians, designers)or would be among the membersof the
community (especially community leaders). Nevertheless, the main information
obtainedby theseinterviews should alwaysbe further investigated.

3.4.2. Observation
Observationtechniquesmay be usedboth as a complementarymethod and as the
main strategy for data collection in a social survey. The participant observation
techniqueis basedon the immersion of the surveyor in the day-to-day activities of the
selectedenvironment,having as its aim to perceive trivial facts related to the variables
to be observed.
Controlled observationis applied when the survey aims to comparesituationsor
observedeterminedbehaviourstoward the survey variables.In thesecases,the surveyor
is purely an "observer" and does not interact with
either the selected people or the
environment.In many casesthis techniquealso requiresa control group.
For factual data, however, direct observation may be enough to collect the
desired information. In such cases,a factual
recording form should be available to
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in
is
This
technique
nearly all case studies
the
used
situations observed.
register
investigatedto collect dataon the technical inspectionof the sanitationsystemsunits.
3.4.3. Questionnaires
A structuredquestionnairecanbe a powerful tool for the collection of qualitative
data on social surveys. Therefore, the design of questionnairesmust be a carefully
bias,
decrease
in
to
the
provide
to
survey
enable
and
errors
activity
order
avoid
planned
(Oppenheim,
following
To
the
this,
steps are recommended
reliable answers. achieve
1966;Nichols, 1991):
1. Decisions concerning the data-collection method: the main options of data
interview,
formal
the
the
mail
survey
are:
a
questionnaire
collection methods on
For
the selectionof
questionnaires.
questionnaireand self- and group-administered
the appropriatestrategy,the costs demandedby each method, the time scale of the
for
(trained
training sections)
the
or available
survey and
availability of personnel
to conductthe interviews should also be considered.
2. Selection of respondents and how to approach them: sampling procedures are

usually required for the selectionof respondentsin large-scalesurvey (see section
3.5). The approachto the respondentsshould be planned and take into accountthe
strategiesfor the introduction of the surveyor, explanations on the purpose of the
research,confidentiality of responsesand anonymity of respondents.
3. Questionnaireframework and order of questionsfor each variable: the sequence
in
keep
help
build-up
interested
the
to
of questionscan
confidenceand
respondents
continuing to provide the answers.The adoption of a framework is recommended
starting with general questions and gradually moving on to specific aspects.A
"funnelling" framework is also a popular strategy to conduct the sequenceof
questioning.
4. Questions type: the questions can be written in the form of a list of probable
answers or as free-response(open) questions; however, the coding and the
processingproceduresmust be adequatefor the adoptedtype of question.Resources
such as probe, skip and filter questionsare also useful to increasereliability and
make the questionnairemore friendly for both respondentand interviewer.
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3.5.

Sampling Criteria
The two main classifications for samplesare: non-probability and probability

samples.
3.5.1. Non-probability

sampling methods

The non-probability

sampling

methods provide

samples based on the

judgement of the surveyor or on the needs of the survey. It is usually adequatefor
surveys of "hard-to-identify" groups, of specific groups or in pilot situations (Fink,
1995). In such cases, non-probability samples would be appropriate due to the
difficulties in obtaining cooperation (or capability for answering the questions)among
the potential respondents,or just becauseof the purposeof the study (i. e. pilot surveys).
The most common non-probability sampling methods are: Convenience
sampling (where the sampled population is selected according to its availability for
interviewing); Snowballsampling (when the personssurveyedare requestedto indicate
other personsfor the samesurvey); Quota sampling (applied when it is necessaryto
estimatethe percentageof sampling for different groups); and Focus groups (when a
small group of a selectedpopulation is chosenfor pilot trial before a larger survey).

3.5.2. Probability sampling methods
In the probability sampling methods all membersof the target population have
the same(and non-zero)chanceto be selected,providing a statistical basis to make the
sample a representativepart of the target population. The main methods applied for
probability sampling are: Simple random sampling, Stratified random sampling and
Systematicsampling.
Simple random sampling is an almost unbiasedprobability method for selection
of a sample.In this method, all the membersof the target population receive a number
that is then matchedwith the onesin a RandomNumber Table (Table 3.1.) or other pool
tool (i. e. a computer-generatedlist of random numbers) providing, in this way, the
samplepopulation.
In the selection of householdsfor the sanitation programme case studies, for
example,the simple random sampling method could be applied by giving the houses
sequential numbers on a map containing all households included within the target
population. Using a random number table (Table 3.1) a number is chosenas a starting
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the
for
is
determined
the
direction
(horizontal
of
selection
then
or vertical)
a
point and,
just
(considering
in
the
Table
adequate
sequence
are
matched
numbers
sample numbers.
figure - units, dozens, hundreds or thousands - depending on the size of the sample),

defining thereforethe householdsto be included in the samplepopulation.
Table 3.1. - Random number table
0475 1806 4328 0394 5752 9546
8732 0890 0539 0386 0229 4020
1291 4708 8747 3045 4629 4887
4380 4885 5385 0352 3626 5649
1690 9877 6536 5113 2852 5873

7951 2257
3476 4938
2354 6217
0242 7111
7152 4503

3713 2251
3030 1040
6397 4452
8223 6214
4104 3607

8674 0361
5448 3932
0195 0036
8622 2115

6652 0446 3064 6299
2042 0559 0730 9695
5426 6163 6348 6222
2035 3945 5851 9531

1841
1405
6989
8145

8833 2724 0735
5741 4885 9212
4217 8397 7608
5798 8519 0361

4270

8019

8787
7821
9636
9296
5164

9247

3019

3527

7094

6336

7281
9578
0902
6694
3963

7885
3588
3244
7834
8453

5968
6639
1865
6977
2735

0933
0837
0817
2494
2488

7984 0072
2435 1674
2651 3265
6370 2960
7338 7199

6141

0986 6746
6491 7476
9238 3982
6446 3761
0123 1688

9924 5962 8787 2350
7602 8191 8803 9179
8749 6178 1446 6811
7068 2917 7773 7084
9229 3526 3321 8093

7622 6882 3558 0002
9883 6747 6531 4312
0639 2677 1887 1643
4255 8967 9551 1753
2705 5240 6586 6909

9514
7903
3914
1223
0123

7948
2213
6407
8420
1187

5832 3404 1545
5704 0840 4383
2116 0966 6078
2886 8408 8447
3306 3774 2533

0701 3431
5569 7118
2039 1946
8927 6830
9589 6392

2283

1068

6391
8989
1324
6182
0452

6881
4264
1153
4164
0417

2013
8738
6073
9660
1987

0429 8584 7512
4531 0068 2163
5562 2517 6124
9972 7441 1017

5118
7377
6646
3108

7745
4841
4251
6730

1168

6489

8338

7485

6241
6212
4269
3898
8459

7303

7654 3451 4140 3014 0576 9320
9462 3399 7713 8569 7936 2455
9620 4769 2699 8218 0757 2916
7348 2963 9372 2594 9246 5777
4832 5658 2039 0149 2963 7342

9674
5786
4790
3427
6971

5381 7814 6943 4356
3402 0171 7489 4374
0534 9593 5645 0505
0402 0876 8955 0546
0974 2578 4116 4068

9218
5623
9063
3184
2803

5031
1230
2326
3843
2197

2048
1696
9557
4353
2376

0113 8833 8977
7388 1566 5476
6162 2616 0030
6983 6706 7148
7889 7889 1933

6616 4059
5770 1514
7163 8631
6619 7548
9723 3626

6770
0886
8880
0003
8304

5729 4481
8029 2994
2017 1173
9979 1393
0073 6793

To obtain a sample where it would be necessaryto measure the variables of
more than one group identified within the target population, it may be necessaryto use
the Stratified random sampling method to obtain a representativenumber of members
from each group. For this, the different groups are identified and samples are
determinedas simple randomsamplesfor eachof them.
The Systematicsampling method is basedon the selection of eachn`helementof
the target population, which should be arrangedin sequence.For the example of the
sampleof households,a map containing all membersof the target population would be
obtained and then a walking orientation should be defined for the survey. A starting
point is defined and then eachn`hhouseholdis selectedfor the sample.
Following this methodology, a situation commonly observed is that selected
households may not be available for inclusion in the survey. In this case, other
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the
be
the
or
the
previous
of
selection
such
as
specified,
should
previously
alternatives
following

household in the sequence (but keeping the original

for
basis
the
the
one as

be
household).
The
used,
not
systematic sampling method should
selection of the next

however, if repetition occurs within the target population or if it is arranged in intervals.

3.6. Summary
Considering that the case studies selected for this survey are not to be directly
compared with each other (the objective is rather to provide a picture of each one), the
in
investigated
for
the
the
aspects
same research approach was not always applied
different Case Studies.
The research approaches were mainly applied as suggested on Table 2.11 and
were based on the descriptions presented in this Chapter. The specific applications of
the methods are further described in the Case Studies Results (Chapter 4); nevertheless,
the table below (Table 3.2) presents a summary of the methods applied for the aspects
investigated in each Case Study.

Table 3.2.

-

tiunuu

r% of the Methods Applied for Investigation

of the Aspects Assessed

Case Study
1

Case Study
2

Case Study
3

Case Study
4

Case Study
5

Case Study
6

Tcrhnolýýýýý', I, Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Aspects
investigated

Selection

Inter ieýý s

Design

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Finane. Aspecl Doc. Revievý

I)oC. Rev ievv

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Implementat. Interviews

Doc. Review

Interviews

Doc. Review

Interviews

Interviews

Intervievv s

Quest.survey Quest.survey Doc. Review Quest.survey
Acceptability

Quest-survey Quest.survey

Quest.survcy

Observation

Quest.survey

Quest.survcy

Quest.survey

Quest.survey

satisfactiotn i
Social/health

Quest.survey

Observation

improvem.
O&M

Quest.survey
Doc. Review

arrangements Interview
Observation

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Doc. Review

Observation

Interview

Observation

Interview

Interview

Quest.survey

Observation

Quest.survey

Observation

Observation

Quest.survey Tech. lnspec. Quest.survey
Tech. Inspec.

Tech. Inspec.

Tech. Inspec. Quest.survey

Quest.survey

Tech. Inspec. Tech. Inspec.
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Chapter 4: Case Studies
4.1. Introduction
Considering the objective of identifying the characteristics by which low-cost
sanitation programme is more likely to succeed, this study was based on six low-cost
sanitation programmes developed in Brazil.
The case study areas were selected in order to cover different technologies (onsite and off-site systems) and different
participation

for
O&M
and

arrangements for community/institution

of the systems. Therefore, the selected sanitation

programmes were:

4.1.1. On-site Systems
>

Case Study 1

Study developedin a low-income urban areaknown as PeixinhosTriangle in the
city of Olinda (NE Brazil). The sanitationproject implementedthere was basedon VIP
latrines for the depositionof excretaand microdrainagechannelsfor sullage collection.
This project was an initiative of the city of Olinda prefecture and its implementation
started in 1982 as part of a larger programme for the development of community
infrastructure, which also included actions on: drainage, solid waste
collection/compostingand streetpaving amongother social programmes.
> CaseStudy 2:
Also developedin a low-income urban area, this study was focused on a pourflush toilets programmein the Favela Aero Ranchoin the city of Campo Grande(West
central of Brazil). This sanitation intervention was part of the PROSANEAR
programme (discussedin Section 2.4.3) and was implemented in 1993/4 under the
managementof the State Water and Sanitation Company of Mato Grosso do Sul
(SANESUL).
4.1.2. Off-site Systems
> CaseStudy 3
This study was developedin the community of Rocas/SantosReis (Natal NE
of Brazil), which is known as the first experienceapplying the condominial sewerage
technology. This project dates from 1982 and had CAERN (the State Water and
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SanitationCompanyof Rio Grandedo Norte) as its implementing agency.CAERN has
its
been
for
the
system since
also
operating and maintaining
responsible
implementation.
>

Case Study 4
This case study was centred in the Vila Planalto sanitation project (Brasilia -

FederalDistrict of Brazil), which was one of the first experiencesof CAESB (the Water
and SanitationCompanyof Brasilia) in adopting the condominial seweragetechnology
(1991). Additionally, information was obtainedon two innovations adoptedby CAESB:
the implementationof condominial seweragein high-income areasof the city and the
implementationof "100% plastic" condominial systems.
> CaseStudy 5
This study was initially developedin the low-income urban area of Mangueira,
in Recife, but then expanded to cover another 12 locations that also have had
condominal sewerage systems implemented through the same programme of the
prefectureof Recife. For the managementarrangementsof this sanitation programme,
the prefectureof Recife actedjust as the executing agency and COMPESA (the State
Water and Sanitation Company of Pernambuco)was the agency responsible for the
O&M of the systems.The transition from the prefectureto COMPESA had not beenthe
samefor all 13 systemsand this led to different solutions that have directly influenced
the performanceof the systems.

> CaseStudy 6:
The focus of this study was on the SISAR programme(an Integrated Systemfor
Rural Sanitation) in the State of Ceara (NE of Brazil), developed by CAGECE (the
StateWater and SanitationCompany)and by the GermanBank KfW. This programme
implementedsanitationsystemsbasedon condominial sewerageand waste stabilization
ponds, and septic tanks and leach pits in 45 districts of the State, from which was
selectedfour for the developmentof this study. The O&M of the systemwas arranged
to be the communities' responsibility through the local residents' association and
without the participation of CAGECE.
Figure 4.1. showsthe location of the casestudiesin relation to the map of Brazil.
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4.2.

Case Study 1: Peixinhos Triangle

(Olinda-PE)

4.2.1. Introduction
In 1984, the Peixinhos Triangle community, located in the Northeast of Brazil,
implementation
by
its
local
the
government on
was part of a pilot experience promoted
low-income
improve
basic
infrastructure
in
technologies
to
areas.
of alternative

The sanitationsolution adoptedby the programmewas basedon VIP latrines for
have
for
deposition
now
and micro-drainagechannels sullage collection, which
excreta
beenin operationfor more than 15 years.
¢ Programme Background
The PeixinhosTriangle is a poor peri-urbanarealocated in Olinda, a coastalcity
in the stateof Pernambuco- Northeast of Brazil. In 1982, the city of Olinda received
the title of World Heritage City from UNESCO. This event placed the city in an "in
focus" position on the world tourism route and also motivated local politicians to
developthe city's infrastructureservices.
In this context, the city's mayor launcheda programmefor the improvementof
low-income urban settlementsusing low-cost alternative solutions. Therefore, the area
known as "Peixinhos Triangle" was chosen for the implementation of a pilot project.
The main reasonsthat influencedthis choice were:
The area'swell-defined boundariesand small size (240 householdsat that time),
Its high level of poverty, and
The presenceof an organisedresidents' association.
The area,which was alreadyvery denselyoccupied,has approx. the shapeof an
equilateraltriangle of 350m sides,well defined by three main roads (Figure 4.2). These
roadswere reportedto be at a higher elevation than the housescreating a permanently
flooded area.Consequently,drainageand landfill interventions were identified as main
priorities and a micro-drainage system using precast fibre-reinforced cement mortar
channelswas initially implemented.
At the sametime, infrastructure actions on: road and sidewalk paving in soilcement; sealed underground water tanks; decentralised refuse collection (small
handcarts and composting) and sanitation were also taken. Following this, actions
startedto be also developedon urban agricultural production potential, employmentand
incomecreation,housing,health servicesand sanitary education.
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Figure 4.2. Map of the Peixinhos Triangle area.
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> The sanitation project

The sanitationproject, the focus of this study, was basedon VIP latrines for the
deposition of excreta, and on sullage collection through precast fibre reinforced concrete
channels connected to the micro-drainage system. For the selection of this technology, a
study was carried out to identify the existing sanitation solutions in the community. As a
result, it was found that (Greenhalgh, 1984):

houses
All
a)
appearedto have some form of excreta disposal, but many toilets were
inadequate(both structurally and hygienically), and sullage was invariably directed
to the streets;
b) Most householdshad a conventionalglazed earthenwareflush toilet bowl, although
somehad installeda roughly mouldedtype of toilet bowl ("rustic bowl");
c) Bowls were manually flushed(generally only after defecation).The volume of water
used for flushing was estimatedfrom 0 (rustic bowls) to 60 l/house/d (manually
flushedtoilets).
d) Leachpits were the adoptedexcretadisposaltechnology.Many pits did not function
satisfactorily.The population perceivedthe failure of the pits in terms of aesthetics
and inconvenience,and not in terms of health hazards.
e) Pits were always manually emptied with the pit contentsusually being buried in a
hole dug next to the pit for this purpose.
f) No sewer line existed in the vicinity and, although one of COMPESA's sewage
treatmentworks (trickling filters) was located in the suburb, the investmentscosts
neededto reachthis were beyondthe financial resourcesof URB-Olinda.
Therefore,the Greenhalgh(1984) study concludedthat:
a) The introduction of VDR's was likely to have little effect on pit functioning (10 out
of the 28 unflushedbowls surveyedwere found to be in use with failed pits).
b) For the adoption of an improved flush system nearly all householdswould
require
the constructionof a new leachpit.
c) Not all householdshad spaceavailable for a new leach pit site.
It was therefore decided to convert the existing flush toilets to a dry system,
adopting a standard single pit VIP latrine. At the beginning, 5 VIP latrines units were
built and used as a "shop-window" for the
promotion of the technology among the
householders. A total of 40 units
were reported to be built during the implementation
phase of the programme (until 1984).
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4.2.2. Study Methodology
Considering the objective of collecting data on aspectssuch as the technical
implementation and operation, social aspects, health benefits, and, institutional
arrangementsof the programme,five different methodswere applied during the study.
Analysis of the documentation of the project was the first approach used.
However, the Peixinhos Triangle project was developed very informally, where the
being
documentation
implemented
ideas
little
the
actions were
came up, with very
as
produced. This aspect made the second selected method - interviews - even more
important. The interviews provided two different levels of data: one from the
for
implemented
(nearly
the
the
only source
professionals who planned and
programme
institutional data) and the other, informal interviews with the local people.

Field observation was the next method applied. Its utilisation was justified by
the possibility of obtaining a general feeling on the current sanitary situation and to
information
probe
gatheredduring the interviews. The other two methodsapplied were
a survey questionnaire and a technical inspection of the sanitationunits.
The whole community (householdsplaced in the physical limits of the area)was
consideredthe target population for the study. This population was randomly sampled
using the simple randomsampledesignmethodology(section 3.5.2).
In the early stage of the identification of the project site, three different
situationsrelating to the householdsand the sanitationprogrammewere observed.They
were: (1) Householdsthat had a VIP latrine built and it was still in use;
(2) Householdsthat had a VIP latrine but it was no longer in use; and
(3) Householdsthat had neverparticipatedin the programme.
Therefore,the first draft of the questionnaire was adaptedfor eachsituation and
this resultedin threequestionnairesprinted on different coloured papers(Annex 1).
The questionnaireswere divided into sectionsas describedbelow:
Group 1- householdsthat had had a VIP latrine built which was still in use:
Section ISection II Section III Section IV Section V-

Identification
Socio-economicalAspects
Water Supply and Usage
CommunityParticipation
SanitationTechnologyAdopted (VIP latrines)
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Group 2- households that had had a VIP latrine built but which was no longer in use:
Section I-

Identification

(same as questionnaire

Section 11 - Socio-econornical

1)

Aspects (sane as questionnaire

1)

Section III - Water Supply and Usage (same as questionnaire

1)

Section IN' - Community

1)

Participation

(same as questionnaire

Group 3- households that had never participated in the sanitation:
Section I-

Identification

(same as questionnaire

1)

Aspects (same as questionnaire

1)

Section III - Water Supply and Usage (same as questionnaire

1)

Section II - Social-economic

VI
P
latrilic
01'tllc

The sanitation

inspections occurred at the same time as the application of the

questionnaires. For this, three different inspection sheets were designed, one for each type
of questionnaire:
Group !-

Section 1-

Group 2

Section 11Section I-

Group 3-

The VIP latrine
Sullage collection
The VIP latrine

Section 11Section III -

Sullage collection

Section 111-

Solution adopted by the family

Solution adopted by the family

Considering that only 40 VIP latrine units were reported to be installed during the
implementation phase of the programme (Greenhalgh, 1984), a parallel "non-probability"
survey (second survey) among the households that were not part of the sampled population
but were still using the VIP latrines was also carried out. These households were identified,
interviewed and the VIP latrine units were inspected following

the same procedures as the

households of group I of the sampled population.

4.2.3. Study of the project documentation
The main sources of information

were the people who worked

on the

implementation of the programme, and three documents: the Peixinhos Triangle Pilot
Project for Urbanisation, the PhD thesis of Eng. Greenhalgh (1984), who implemented
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the sanitation system, and a report from Eng. Rego (1987). These constitute the basis for the
description of the project presented next:
¢

Design of the VIP latrines
The standard VIP latrine adopted was a single pit unit designed to serve five people

for five years having a working volume of 0.76 m3 and a 0.3 m freeboard. The possibility of
designing double pit VIP latrines was discarded due to: the high ground water table (the pit
for
liquid
be
to
pumping
emptying, anyway);
slurry requiring
contents were expected
a very
the financial limitations of the project; and, the difficulty

in integrating double pits with the

existing facilities.
The pit was lined with three precast unreinforced concrete rings and the cover slab
was built in reinforced concrete using nine 4.6 mm diameter bars running in each direction
and leaving two 100 nlm holes: one for the toilet bowl inlet and the other for the vent pipe
(Figure 4.3).
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¢

Toilet Bowl
Considering that the squatting position is not socially acceptable in the area, a

in
bowl
bowl
developed
for
This
this
toilet
was produced
was specifically
programme.
4.1
(Plates
to
glass-reinforced plastic and secured a precast concrete riser with cement
and 4.2).

> Pit Emptying
The pit emptying processwas designedto occur at 5 yearly intervals. The removal
high
due
have
the
to
to
the
contents,which were expected
slurry-like consistency
of
be
done
table,
ground water
should
mechanically.For that, the residentsshould contact
the council servicesto arrangefor emptying under hygienically secureconditions.
>

Sullage Collection

The sullagewas designedto be collected through precast fibre reinforced cement
designed
These
to
the
were
mortar channelsconnected
microdrainagesystem.
channels
asuncoveredunits in order to reducecostsand facilitate households'maintenance(Plate
4.3).

> Project Costs
The Triangle of PeixinhosProgrammehad the following costs (Rego, 1987):
Total Investment (inc. all projects,i. e. landfill, paving, solid waste,sanitation...)

US$ 53,387

(75.1
Olinda
City
Hall
%)
-

SUDENE
FIDEM
-

(17.7%)
(7.2%)

Investmentper household

US$ 110

Investmentper inhabitant

US$ 26

Direct unitary costs
for
(inc.
5
the
pit
people
vent pipe)
in
(inc.
bowl)
toilet
superstructure
concrete
pre-cast
panel
-

US$ 21

in
superstructure
soil-cement(inc. toilet bowl)
(per
pre-cast
concrete
channels
reinforced
metre)
-

US$ 34

US$ 53

US$ 1
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Plate 4.1. Glass-reinforced plastic toilet bowl

Plate 4.2. Pre-cast concrete riser to secure the
toilet bowl

Jk-

-AIW

Plate 4.3. Channel for microdrainage and sullage collection
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4.2.4. Interviews
Through interviews, information was collected on institutional participation and
community organisation:
> Institutional

participation

The prefecture is no longer acting in the programme and very few people from its
staff were able to give information about the programme. Thus, information was mainly
for
from
initially
Cuentro
S.
Rego,
R.
the
responsible
obtained
engineers
and
who were
the development of the programme.

Initially, the programmecomprisedthe drainageand the sanitationprojects,then a
solid waste collection and a composting project were also incorporated. Many ideas
incorporated
into
increasing
its
dimension and resulting
then
the
also
were
programme,
in actionsfor the social and health developmentof the community.
The financial resourceswere very limited and innovative ideas were required in
order to effectively achieve improvements. Hence, after identification of the main
problems,actionson drainage,landfill and paving were initiated.
According to Cuentro, the programme was developed with high level of
motivation and collaboration betweenboth the staff and the residents,emphasisingthe
importance of community participation in the planning and implementation phases.
Nevertheless,the actions were taken to solve existing problems, and, at least in regard
to the sanitationproject, no plans were drawn for further actions or upgrading.
Currently, thereare no institutions acting in the programme.
> Community organisation
Basedon the information available,the PeixinhosTriangle community had a wellorganisedresidentsassociationat the time of the programme(1982). Currently, the city
of Olinda have a good structure for the support of residentsassociations;however, the
PeixinhosTriangle associationis no part of this and is no longer an active institution.
The processto have a residentsassociationin Olinda starts inside the community,
which organisesitself and funds the association.Then, documents must be signed, a
physical spaceshould be provided and the chairpersonsare elected. Thereafter, these
associations are recognised as institutions and should have the responsibility to
represent and act for the benefit of the communities. Together, the associations
constitute FECOMO (Federation of the Olinda residents associations),having as its
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chairperson Mr. JoAozinho, who is also employed by the public services secretariat of
the Olinda prefecture and acts as a facilitator between the communities and the
prefecture sector responsible for the implementation of programmes and the delivery of
infrastructure services.
Mr. Jolozinho participated in this community study and it was discovered that the
Peixinhos Triangle residents' association has no participation in the FECOMO. The
residentsdo not have any participation in the local association and the chairperson does
not develop any activity. Some residents informally interviewed expressedthe desire of
re-starting the activities of the Peixinhos Triangle association, but they complained that
the chairpersonkept the documentsand did not allow any mobilisation.
This situation representsa serious problem for the functioning of the association,
leaving the community without either representation outside the community (i. e. in the
prefecture) or internal organisation.
4.2.5. Field observation
General aspects of the area
The majority of the houses in the area are still typical of the construction of lowincome areasin Brazil. However, improvements
such as residenceswith two floors and
the presenceof air conditioning equipment can be readily seen on the main streets.The
main thoroughfare is the Rua do Cajueiro, where these housing differences can be seen
(Plate 4.4). This street was paved during the project implementation

using paving stones

(rather than soil-cement, the material generally used in the
project for paving).
The Travessado Cajueiro is the second main street and it still has the soil-cement
paving placed during the programme (Plate 4.5). This type of pavement is also found on
the pedestrianaccessand has been repaired by few householders.
The solid waste composting unit is not in operation and is being
used just as a
refuse deposit (Plates 4.7 and 4.8). The collection system, using small handcarts,is still
in operation; however, the
presenceof household waste on the streets and inside the
drainagechannelscan be
observed.
With regard to the drainage channels, two
unemployed residents of the
community do periodic services. They informed that approximately once a month they
are called by residents to clean the drainage channels and are paid about 0.50 to 1.00
reais per household. In spite of that, just a few sections arc kept clean having the water
flow freely running. The
majority are clogged, poorly maintained, having household
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discharge
Moreover,
the material
the
of
excreta.
and
pipes
rats
suggesting
waste,
in
deposited
is
from
(basically,
the
solid waste and sludge)
usually
channels
removed
the place that use to be the composting unit. Plates 4.6 and 4.9 to 4.12 illustrate these
situations.
¢

The sanitation

project

units

Through the field observation it was noticed that nearly all the latrines identified
had some kind of operational or maintenance problem.
The absence of the vent-pipe was a common failure in the functioning of the
latrines. Although a number of residents claimed that the vent pipe had never been
installed, there was evidence that the vent pipes had been installed but later stolen or
had
for
latrines
by
Among
that
the
the
themselves
other
residents
some
use.
removed
vent pipes, they were frequently not vertically positioned and the flyscreens were
missing (Plates 4.13 and 4.14).
Some latrines were also found without appropriate openings for ventilation in the
for
in
designed
(also
Plate
4.13).
Plate
4.15
the
openings
superstructure
shows
in
the superstructure. Another aspect observed was the presence of toilet
ventilation
bowl covers and the misinformation among the users on the operation of the system.
Plate 4.16 shows a vent pipe hole covered by bricks.
One abandoned VIP latrine was also found in the site (Plates 4.17 and 4.18).

4.2.6. Survey questionnaire
r

General Considerations
Two surveys were carried on during this study. The first was the random sampled

survey with a sample size of 64 households (Table 4.1. presents the summary).
Table 4.1. - Households included in the first survey
Group

of houses
1No.

Group I- households that are still using the VIP latrines

35

Group 2- households that are no longer using the VIP latrines

9

14

Group 3- households that never participated in the programme

36

56

Houses used just for commerce

11

17

Residents not possible to be interviewed

58

Total

64

1 100
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14

Plate 4.4. Kua do Cajueiro, the main thoroughfare

of the site.

Plate 4.5. Travessa do Cajueiro, paved in soil-cement at the time of the programme
implementation

Plate 4.6. Broken section of drainage channel
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Plate 4.7. The entrance of the composting unit

Plate 4.9. (
-,:

Plate 4.8. Interior of the composting unit.

Platt,

4.10. I'rescncc of solid Aaste in the
drainage channels
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Plate 4.12. Discharge of excreta into the
drainage channel
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Plates 4.13. and 4.14. IktaiIs

of a gent-pipe found with one ut the latrines - note the tin blocking the
vent-pipe and the positioning

of the pipe.
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Plate 4.15. The original ventilation designed for

Plate 4.16. Brick covering the vent-pipe hole.

the latrines

Plates 4.17. and 4.18. Abandoned VIP latrine unit
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The houses used just as commerce were located on President Kennedy Avenue
latrine
had
VIP
interviewed
(none
them
and were considered as
a
of
and were not
having a very different behaviour than the households). Therefore, the houses
categorised

in groups

1, 2 and 3 above were interviewed

48
total
of
a

making

households (representing 75% of the original sample).
and that just 12

that 40 VIP latrines were installed

Based on the information

latrines where found in the random sample survey (3 latrines from group 1 and 9
latrines from group 2), a second survey was carried out aiming to find the remaining 28
in
found
further
(14
Thus,
15
that
still
are
use and one abandoned
a
units were
units.
latrine). Table 4.2. summarises this information.
'Table 4.2. -VIP

by the programme

latrines implemented

No. of units

VIP latrines
Latrines found in the first survey:

still being used

3

no longer in use

9
14

in use

Latrines found in the second survey:

I

abandoned

13

Not found

40

Total

i

Results from the Random Sample Survey
u Socio-economical aspects
As shown in Table 4.3., the average number of people per household was 5.13
and only 4% of the householders take part in the residents association.

Table 4.3. - Socio-economic aspects
Variable

Group I
(out of 3)

Group 2
(out of 9)

Group 3
(out of 36)

Total
(out of 48)

Mean No. of people living in the houses

5.67

5.22

5.06

5.13

Mean No. of people employed' per house

1.00

1.67

1.83

1.75

Families living in the site for > 14 years

1

5

18

24

No. of rented houses

0

1

3

4

Households with TV

67% (2)

100°/0(9)

92% (33)

92% (44)

Households with radio

100% (3)

100% (9)

89% (32)

92% (44)

0

0

6% (2)

4% (2)

Participants in a residents association

The
I
3
Brazilian
(R$
to
wages
the
a
range
of
minimum
occupation
employed
suggests
of
people
136.00 approx. US$ 80.00 per month exchange rate R$ 1.00 = US$ 1.70)
-
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Q Water supply level

Households in group I presented the lowest percentage of in-house level of
4.4.
in
Table
level
(67%
tap
service
presented a yard
of water supply) as shown
Table 4.4. - Water Supply Service

Total
(ouo8)

Group 1
(out of 3)

Group 2
(out of 9)

Group 3
(out of 36)

I00"'o

I000o

100%

100`/a

Level of service: yard tap

67% (2)

11% (1)

14% (5)

17%

in-house

33% (1)

78% (7)

78% (28)

75%

0

11% (1)

8% (3)

8%

33% (1)

22% (2)

36% (13)

33%

every week

0

45%(4)

17%(6)

21%

rarely/never

67% (2)

33% (3)

47% (17)

46%

0

11% (1)

8% (3)

8%

67% (2)

33% (3)

22% (8)

27%

buy mineral water

0

45% (4)

50% (18)

46%

chlorine

0

0

6% (2)

4%

33% (1)

11%(1)

14%(5)

15%

Variable
I louseliold scrved by ('O%IPt: SA

collected from neighbour
Water shortage: every day

Home treatment for drinking water: boil
filter

none

Li Community participation

in the sanitation programme

This section was applied just for group I and 2 (households that built the
latrines). Nevertheless, only 45% (5 families) of the interviewed householders
were living in the area at the time of the implementation of the programme.
The main finding regarding the participation of the community was that the
prefecture decided on the technology applied, provided the material and built the
units. The main reasons reported to have positively influenced the acceptance of
the technology were its low cost and the community's

need for appropriate

sewage disposal.
Only two families (out of five) remembered having received any advice on
using the latrine and none remembered having paid anything (although in the
second survey it was found that 5 households - out of 14 - remembered having
"paid" 2-5 cement bags).
Q Technology adopted by the sanitation programme (VIP latrines)
This aspect was just applied for group 1 (3 households), therefore, the
results will be presented together with the results from the second sample.
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Solid waste deposition

having
households
81%
still
by
4.5.,
Table
were
As demonstrated
of the
handcarts.
in
by
the
small
their solid waste collected
prefecture
Table 4.5. - Disposal of solid waste
Group I
(out of 3)

Group 2
(out of 9)

Group 3
(out of 36

Total
(out of 48)

collected by the prefecture

100"'0 (3)

(8)
890%%%

78% (28)

81%(39)

deposited on the main road

0

11% (I)

11% (4)

11% (5)

deposited in the former composting unit

0

0

3% (1)

2%(1)

didn't answered

0

0

8% (3)

6% (3)

u

Technology adopted by the families (not VIP latrines)
Among the families not using the VIP latrines, the high majority

adopted

having also, water sealed

leach pits or septic tanks as their sanitation solution,

toilet bowls. The septic tanks effluent were discharged into the drainage channel

directly
to
discharging
interviewed
their
householders
3%
sewage
the
were
and
of
the channels.
As a way to improve the sanitation conditions of the site, the majority of the
households indicated the cleansing of the drainage channel and the adoption of an
off-site sanitation system. Table 4.6. presents these results.
Table 4.6. - Aspects regarding the technology adopted by the families not using VIP latrines
Variable

Group 2
(out of 9)

Group 3
(out of 36)

Total
(out of 45)

Excreta disposal: leach pit septic tank (sealed toilet)

I00°%,(9)

97% (35)

98(vo

0

3% (1)

2%

0

3% (1)

2%

100% (9)

94% (34)

96%

0

3%(1)

2`%,

67% (6)

58% (21)

60%

0

25% (9)

20%

33% (3)

17% (6)

20%

clean the drainage channels

11% (1)

33% (12)

29%,

close the channels (put covers)

33.5% (3)

17% (6)

20%

adopt off-site sanitation system

33.5% (3)

280/o(10)

29%,

22%(2)

11% (4)

13%

0

11% (4)

9%

direct connected to drainage channels
Sullage deposition:

leach pit/septic tank
drainage channels
don't know

Satisfaction:

yes
no

more or less
How to improve:

nothing
didn't know
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Results from the Second Survey
This section presents the results of the second VIP

latrine

survey (14 units)

together with those of group 1 (3 units), a total, therefore, of 17 units.
u Technology

Selection

As presented by Table 4.7, the low-cost

of the system

characteristic

attracted over half of the users.
Table 4.7. - Acceptance of the system

No.

%

The system already existed when the family moved to the house

3

18

It was cheap

9

53

Saw the system functioning in other house

3

Is

Don't know

2

12

Why agreed with the system

1

Total

Li

Technology

1

17

100

usage

100% of the interviewed householders said that all members of the house,
including children, adults and elderly people used the VIP latrine units. They also
declared that there was no other place where the excreta had been deposited.
Q Technology operation and maintenance
The main problems reported by households were of bad smell (59%) and
insects (23%).
53% of the VIP latrine users had never emptied their pits. As shown in
Table 3.8., 23% of the householders emptied their pits manually, in spite of the
recommendations for the utilisation of mechanical equipment.
Table 4.8.

Pit emptying

Pit
disposal
emptying
and
sludge
-

No.

%

Sludge deposition

Manually

4

23

Mechanically

2

Never
Don't know

Total

No.

%

Buried

4

23

12

Drainage channels

1

6

9

53

Vacuum tanker

1

6

2

12

Never emptied

9

53

Don't know

2

12

Total

17

100

17

100
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Also

about the O&M,

3 households had painted the VIP

latrine

superstructure and 2 households had changed the vent pipe. No household said
that it had changed the flyscreen.

Regarding educational messagesconcerning the maintenanceof the VIP
latrines, 41% of the householdersrememberedhave had received messagesfrom
the prefecture and 5% from neighbours.

4.2.7. Technical inspection
The resultsof the technical inspectionwere as follows:
> Inspection Sheet Group 1 plus SecondSurvey
Q Inspection of the VIP latrines
Number of units:

17 VIP Latrines

Latrine Type:

100%single pits locatedoutsidethe houses

Cover slab (floor):

100%madein concrete
59% were cracked
1 case reported of collapse

Sanitary bowl:

76% project designed type
24% flush toilet bowls

71% with bowl covers
Superstructure: 82% presentedcrackson the walls
71% did not have door
Ventilation:

12%had openingsin the superstructurefor ventilation
65% had vent pipes, of which: 18%had the pipes high abovethe roof
36% had flyscreens
82% used 100mm diameter pipe
18% used 150mm diameter pipe

Hygiene conditions:

23% good

59% acceptable
12%bad
6% very bad
Presenceof facilities for handwashing:

24% yes
76% none
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o

Inspection

of the sullage disposal

Sullage connected

to channels:

82% of householdsconnectedthe sullagefrom the kitchen
82% connected the sullage from the clothes washing facility
76% of households connected the sullage from the bathroom

Presenceof sullage around the house:
Sullage channels conditions:

65% with sullage in the backyard

24% were clogged

18%with householdwaste
35% cracked

¢

Inspection Sheet Group 2
Q Inspection of the VIP Latrines
Number of units:

9 VIP Latrines

Latrine Type:

56% single pits locatedoutsidethe houses
22% single pits locatedinside the houses
22% do not remember

For what are the units being used now:

67% nothing
11% as a store
22% destroyed

Q Inspection of the sanitation facility adopted by the family
The technologiesadoptedby the householdswere leach pits or septic tanks
discharginginto the drainagechannels.
Number of units: 9 units
Hygiene conditionsof the sanitaryunit:

44.5% good
44.5% acceptable
11% very bad

Presenceof facilities for handwashing: 67% yes

33% none

Q Inspection of the sullage disposal
Sullageconnected 100%of the householdsconnected
sullage from the clotheswashing
to the channels:

facility
100%of the householdsconnectedsullage from the kitchen
100%of the householdsconnectedsullage from the bathroom
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Presenceof sullage around the house:
Sullage channels conditions:

44% with sullage in the backyard

33% were clogged
56% with household waste

44% cracked

>

Inspection Sheet Group 3
Q Inspection of the sanitation facility adopted by the family

As in the caseof group 2, the technology adopted by the householdswas
leach pits or septic tanks discharging into the drainage channels. However, one
household (out of 36) admitted discharging the excreta direct to the drainage
channels.
Number of units:

36 interviewed households

Hygiene conditionsof the sanitaryunit:

36% good
47% acceptable
11%bad
6% very bad

Presenceof facilities for handwashing: 58% yes
36% none

6% don't know

o

Inspection of the sullage disposal

Sullageconnected
to channels:

97% of the householdsconnectedsullage from the kitchen
100%of householdsconnectedsullage from the cloths wash facility
92% of the householdsconnectedsullage from bath

Presenceof sullagearoundthe house: 28% presentedsullage in the backyard
72% did not presentsullagearoundthe house
Sullagechannelsconditions:

56% were clogged
50% presentedhouseholdwaste
36% cracked

4.2.8. Summary of the Results
> Technology applied
VIP latrine technologyfor excretadisposalis consideredsimple to implement,to
use and to operate. In the Peixinhos Triangle sanitation project, the adoption of this
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technology appears to have been determined by two main aspects: the possibility of
integrating the new system with the existing (failed) facilities

financial
the
and

limitation of the programme.
The selection of the material used for the component parts of the system was
supportedby local production. The application of fibre to reinforce the precastcement
illustrates,
for
bowl
development
the
toilet
the
system
of a specific
parts as well as

therefore,the experimentalfacet of this programme.
As noted in Section 2.4.3, the ventilation of VIP latrines is the mechanism
65%
however,
foul
for
fly
of the
only
odours;
responsible
control and absence of
latrines still had the vent-pipes of which only 18% had pipes high above the roof and
just 36% still had a flyscreen (none had the flyscreen changed, which is supposed to
occur every 5 years).

The adoptionof a single pit designis justified by the lower capital costsrequired
and the unavailability of spacein comparisonwith double pit latrines. However, the
mechanical emptying processrequired by single pit latrines relies on the support of
institutions (councils, community associations,etc), which should not be a problem if
the programme is well integrated and the actors are participative; nevertheless,this
requirementmakesthe operationand maintenanceof this simple technology dependent
for
but
institutional
householders
the
the
the
not only on
also on
arrangements
had
latrine
(53%
households)
Therefore,
the
the
never
programme.
of
majority of
users
emptiedthe pits and only 12%had done it mechanically.
> Sociocultural aspectsand community organisation
The participation of the community was reported to have been intensive during
the implementation phase.However, considering the sanitation project itself, only 40
latrines were installed (out of 240 households)suggestingthat the technology was not
fully acceptedby the community.
On first walking around the site, a common opinion among residents on the
streetswas that the VIP latrines were being substitutedby "proper toilets" and that the
few remaining units were there only because"the users had no money to replace them
yet". In fact, it was observedthat the community perceivesthe latrines as a "primitive"
system,attributing to them the causeof foul odour. Another important aspect for the
lack of satisfactionamong the userswas the absenceof water-sealedtoilets. Generally,
in the public or work placeswith which this low-income peri-urban
it
interact,
residents
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is common to have sealedtoilet bowls. Therefore, the direct discharge of the excreta
gives the idea to a number of residents that the latrines are a "dirty" system.

The latrines that were found to be functioning well were apparently installed in
the pooresthouseholds,whoseowners claimed to be very satisfied with them; however,
this just represents a tiny proportion of the community.
>

Health and educational aspects

A characteristiccommonly observedin low-income areasis the moving in and
out of the resident's families.

This "movement" requires intensive continuity of

educationalprogrammesto supply the new residentswith the information necessaryfor
proper use and maintenanceof the systeminstalled (only 45% of the samplepopulation
were living in the areaduring the time of the implementationof the programme).
Considering the Triangle of Peixinhos infrastructure programme, as a whole,
improvementscan be identified in the living conditions of the households.However,
due to the limited number of VIP latrines built in the community, health benefits from
the sanitation project are very localised and biased due to the interaction among
residentsthat are sharingthe samepublic environment.

4.3. Case Study 2: Favela Aero Rancho (Campo Grande-MS)
4.3.1. Introduction
This study was focusedon the sanitation programme implemented in 1993/4 in
the favela Aero Rancho.The site is 28.2 ha in areasand is located in the Southernpart
of the city of CampoGrande(capital of the Stateof Mato Grossodo Sul in West Central
Brazil). The favela Area Rancho was one of the areas selected to take part in the
PROSANEAR programme(a World Bank funded programme to deliver water supply,
sanitationand hygiene educationfollowing a community participation approach).

4.3.2. Programme Background
Traditionally, Brazilian Sanitation Companieshave not given seweragesystems
the samepriority that is given to the water sector.SANESUL the Water and Sanitation
Company of the State of Mato Grosso do Sul,
was not an exception. According to
DiretrizJSANESUL (1995), SANESUL was imbued with the "water
culture", with
almost all its techniciansand directors concernedonly with water supply issues.
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Therefore, it is not surprising that the majority of the population of Campo
Grande (about 450.000 inhabitants in 1996) is not served by sewerage systems and that
the adoption of on-site sanitation solutions, mainly septic tanks followed by infiltration
pits, is a natural option among householders.
With respect to the domestic solutions, DiretrizSANESUL

(1996) reported that

although there were construction limitations and a lack of operational actions, 57% of
the domestic on-site systems over 2 years old had never failed. This emphasises the
suitability of on-site sanitation systems for the city of Campo Grande, which is
supported by three main factors:

The groundwater table level is over 4m deepin about 90% of the city;
The favourablegeomorphologicalconditions; and
The medium to low population-density,even in urban areasdue to regulations set for
land occupationconditions.
Therefore, the adoption of on-site technologiesseemsto be a well technically
supportedoption for sanitationin Campo Grande,and this was consideredthrough the
opportunity of implementedsanitationsystemsunder the PROSANEAR programme.
Following the criteria set by the PROSANEAR programme,the sanitation actions
that took place in Mato Grossodo Sul were centredin two cities: Douradosand Campo
Grande. The sanitation system implemented in Dourados adopted the condominial
seweragetechnologycomplementedby in-housesanitary installations, and, for the sites
in CampoCampo,the option was for the on-site technologybasedon pour-flush toilets.
The areas selectedin Campo Grande were the favelas Aero Rancho and Los
Angelesand surroundings(Los Angeles plus four smaller areas:Centro Oeste,Meninas,
Macaübasand CampoNobre). Theseareaswere characterisedby (SANESUL, 1992):
Lack of infrastructure necessaryfor provision of basic living standards such as
sanitation,health,urban transport,paving and education;
Populationmainly composedof migrants from rural areas;
Highly unhealthy environments aggravated during the rainy season when solid
wastesand sanitaryeffluents were visible on the streets;
Water consumedin the areaswas mainly from shallow wells sharedby neighbours.
Health risks resulting from this source were considered high due to: inadequate
depositionof excreta,inadequatedomestic storage(utilisation of large tin
containers
without covers),utilisation of rusty receptaclesand presenceof insects.
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Lack of hygiene regarding both personal and domestic practices was identifiable;
Violence was a common concern, especially vandalism caused by youth gangs; and
Community organisation was found to be dispersed and restricted mainly to religious
and sports (football) groups;

The size, population and density of these sites are given in the table below
(SANESUL,

1992):
Table 4.9.

Profiles of the PROSANEAR programmes in Campo Grande

Locality

Favela :Acro Rancho

Los Angeles and Surroundings:
Los Angeles
Centro Oeste
Macaubas
Campo Nobre
Meninas

Project
Area
(ha)

Actual
Population
(hab)

Population
for Saturated
Area hab

Actual
Density
hab/ha)

Saturated
Density
hab/ha

2,S.2()

1,770

2.560

62.78

90.78

220.98

8,027

14,811

36.38

67.02

125.04
31.45
26.51
20.00
17.98

7,137
2,292
1,703
1,483
2,196

57.08
72.88
64.24
74.15
122.14

The Aero Rancho favela (the focus of this study) is a narrow band, about 300 m
long, following the bank of the Anhadui ravine. The land slope ranges from 0 to 10%
and the soil infiltration capacity was 40 to 60 l/m2/day. The level of the ground water
table varied from 4 to 7m

below the surface and the site had neither paving nor

drainage.

4.3.3. The Sanitation Project
The project implemented in Favela Aero Rancho comprised a conventional
water supply system with individual house connections, a pour-flush toilet sanitation
system (including a sanitary unit kit) and social programmes on sanitary education and
community development.
The sanitation system adopted was the double pit variant, in which the pits
should work in alternating periods (see Section 2.5.4.). Therefore, while one pit receives
the effluent from the household, the other one "rests" for enough time to digest the
deposited excreta and restore the soil infiltrative capacity. It was also agreed that the
first pit of the double pit scheme would be constructed during the implementation phase
(having its material and construction schedule included in the programme's scheme),
and, the householders would be responsible for the provision of the second pit.
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The sanitarykit, provided by the programme,consistedof a reduced flush toilet
bowl (VDR), a5 litre flushing device, the design and the material for the construction of
the superstructure (bricks, door and roof), a shower, a water-sealed drain and the
families
distributed;
This
the
received
connecting pipes.
rather,
material was not equally
them according to their individual demand.
The educational aspect of the programme was planned and implemented

following a community developmentapproach.It demandedthe formation and training
introducing
the
team
that
the
of a
mobilization
of community workers
orchestrated
sanitationproject, the educationalmessagesand the developmentof community-based
activities.
4.3.4. Study Methodology
The data collected for Aero Ranchowas basedon: study of the documents of
the project (supplementedby informal interviews with professionalsthat had worked
on it), a survey questionnaire and technical inspections of the sanitationunits.
During the study of the documentation information was collected on the
institutional arrangementsof the project, its costs,the technical parametersapplied and
the social/educationalactivities developed.
For the survey questionnaire and the technical inspections, the whole
community (householdsin the physical limits of the area) was considered the target
population for the study. The questionnaireswere applied in a sample of households
selectedsystematically;therefore, a map of the area was obtained containing the main
streets,pedestrianaccessesand the houses.A walking orientation was defined, with
eachfifth housein the walking line of the surveyor being interviewed. The size of the
sampleobtainedby this methodwas thereforeapproximately 20% (N = 76).
The questionnaireapplied here (Annex 2) containedthe following sections:
Section I-

Identification I Social EconomicAspectsand Level of Water Supply

Section II - TechnologyUsage,Functioning and Satisfaction
Section III - Health and EducationalProgrammes

The technical inspectionswere carried out at the same householdsand it was
basedon the fulfilment of a factual inspection question-sheetcontaining the following
parameters:location of the sanitaryunit (inside or outside); presenceof flushing device;
ventilation of the pit; sealingof the pit cover, if single or double pit; presenceof grease
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trap; connection to discharge rain water into the pit; and if the sullage was openly or
pipe-connected to the pit.

4.3.5. Study of the project documentation
The activities related to the implementation of PROSANEAR in Aero Rancho
had been reported in a series of documents considering: (a) the primary characterisation
of the area (May 1992), (b) the implementation of the programme (1993/4), (c) the
development of field activities and (d) the appraisal of the programme 14 months after
implementation (March

1996). Thus, this material provided

knowledge

on the

arrangements of the programme as well as a basis for comparison with the data obtained
by this study.

> General Considerations
The number of families reported to be living in the area by the end of the
implementationof the programme(Oct/1994) was approx. 510 and the number of the
sanitation units built was 465 leach pits and 377 sanitary units. However in the
PROSANEAR/SANESUL (1997) report the number of housesin the areawere reduced
to about460 and during this study it was about 400 households.
Big changes in the community area during the implementation of this
programme were reported. Nevertheless,from the end of the implementation to the
1/2
(nearly
improvements
be
The
5
present time
significant
noticed.
years) no
could
streetswere still not paved and the drainage system had not been constructed.Empty
plots and housesthat had startedto be built but not completed were found, as well as
abandonedproperties.A generalview of the site is shown in Plate 4.19.
> Institutional Arrangements
PROSANEAR in Campo Grande (favela Aero Rancho) had 50% of its costs
financed by the World Bank, 25% covered by the "Caixa Economica Federal"
(Brazilian FederalSavingsBank) and the remaining 25% by SANESUL.
The programmewas managedby SANESUL under the rules and approval of the
PROSANEAR team. For the developmentof the activities, the following arrangements
were made:
For the Water System: Private firms were employed to construct the system. The
O&M was the strict responsibility of SANESUL. However, in late 1999 SANESUL
lost the concessionto operatein the city of Campo Grande,
which now has its water
and sanitationsectorrun by the municipal government.
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Plate 4.19. General views of the Favela Aero Rancho area
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For the Sanitation System: The constructionof the leach pits and the sanitary units
by
The
material supplied
was carried out accordingto a residentself-help scheme.
the programmewas distributed by the consultant team, which provided technical
information on the construction of the units and on the O&M of the individual
systems(that were also set to be under the householders'responsibilities).
For

the

Community

Participation

Programme:

A

consultant

firm

(Woll

Consultoria) was hired to implement the community development programme. This
included the mobilisation of the community towards the sanitation programme and
the delivery of environmental/sanitary educational messages.

> Community Organisation
The Aero Rancho community was mainly composed of migrants from rural
areaswho were describedas being dispersed.Therefore, the community participation
and mobilization actions were targeted on a community development strategy, which
focused on the strengthening of the householders' identification with their new
environment,on the growth of self-esteemand on citizenship. This work was managed
in four stages,as follows (SANESUL/PROSANEAR, 1992):
Stage 1: An office was physically establishedand a community team was installed
consisting of a field coordinator, eight social technicians, three architects,
six sanitation techniciansand ten trainees.All the scheduleswere planned
and the field team was trained for the coming activities. This stagelasted a
month (July - August 1993).
Stage2: In this period, the focus of the work was on the characterizationof the site,
recognising and updating information previously obtained. This was
developed together with householders following the concept of "action
research" and aimed to develop citizenship and the "historic process" of
these originally rural families. Social Groups and Institutions were also
invited to participate; these were religious people working with the
migrants, health and the movement for housing, and also the municipal
secretariatsof health, social security and housing. For the meetings, the
community was divided into groups of 50 families and the meeting werejust
carried on when at least 60% of the families were presentto the sections.
Stage 3: This stageconsistedof the formation of "construction groups", signing of
the Participation Agreement and the elaboration of the timetable for the
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construction of the units of the system. Householders with experience of
civil

construction works composed the "construction

groups", which

approved the designs and the proposal for self-help construction. The groups
designs
for
training
the
the
received
and were made responsible
spread of
among the other householders (facilitating the acceptance of the sanitation
programme by the community).

Stage 4: The sanitationprogrammewas physically implemented at this stage.The
community developmentactivities were also carried out and theseincluded:
meetings for health, alternative medicine and diet education; presentations
on AIDS; school groups for adult literacy; women's groups; solid waste
removal activities; sports,cultural and religious meetings.
The activities related to sanitary education were reported to have been carried
during
out
all stagesof the implementation.However, as criticised in IBAM (1997), the
messageswere very focusedon community developmentand the actions directly related
to the sanitationproject, suchas the needto constructthe secondpit and the importance
of the reduced flush devices (VDR), were not fully incorporated by householders.
Criticisms were also made againstthe processof technology selection, which seemsto
havelimited community participation in the "decision taking" process.
The consulting firm responsiblefor the developmentof the activities related to
community participation completedits work by the end of October 1994 and no more
actionswere beendevelopedor given continuity.
4.3.6. Design of the Project Units
> Water Supply
The system designed to supply water to the community was based on the
existing main ring of the water supply systemof Campo Grande (the Guariroba system
1400
1/s
400
diameter).
Therefore,
interconnection
installed
and
mm
pipe
an
was
using a 150 mm pipeline delivering the flow calculatedfor the site (6.4 Us- adopting a
per capitaconsumptionof 1201/person/day).
Becauseof the lack of appropriatestoragereservoirs, it was decided to install a
central reservoir. The volume of this unit was basedon 20% of the averagedaily flow.
Thus a standardmild steel reservoir with a capacity of 50 m3 was adopted(SANESUL,
1992). Consequently,individual in-house water storagetanks
were not consideredfor
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this programme. However, in the 1996 appraisal of the system, it was found that, in
spite of the reliability of the water supply system, one of the main requests of the
householders was for a subsidy to acquire domestic water storage tanks. The
householders justified this by saying that the high pressure in the system was causing
problems in the domestic hydraulic appurtenances (valves, taps, etc), which were
usually of very low quality (PROSANEAR/SANESUL,

1996).

¢ Leach pits
PROSANEAR adoptedthe leach pits for the Favela Aero Rancho basedon the
results of a pilot experiencedevelopedby Dr. StephenGreenhalghin low-income areas
Campo
Grande,in 1986. He testedthe double leach pit as a sanitation solution that
of
would provide a final disposal for the household effluent. This was motivated by the
inappropriatedestinationgiven to the sludge removed from septic tanks by companies
specialisedin mechanicalemptying in the city.
Although this study had not been fully concluded, the PROSANEAR team
visited the areaafter 8 yearsof functioning and found that even the first pit had still not
exhaustedits capacity(Diretriz/SANESUL, 1996).
Moreover, Greenhalghalso found that, for the soil conditions of Campo Grande,
pits measuring1.20in diameterand 2.50 in deephad not exhaustedtheir capacity in 5 to
6 years of operation,and, even so, they can restore their soil infiltrative capacity in no
more than a year if kept out of use. It was also reported that after this "rest" period, the
material leftover inside the pit wasjust a5 cm layer of completely digestedsludge.The
dimensionsand designof the leachpit are shown in the Figure 4.4. and Plate 4.20.
¢ The superstructure
The superstructurewas designed to accommodate the toilet bowl and the
flushing device,also, somehouseholdsused it as a showerarea(Figure 4.5).
A common complaint among householderswas related to the small width of
the door (50 cm). Problems were also reported regarding the low-volume flush unit
(bowl and flushing device): aesthetically, the small size of the units was not easily
acceptedby users;and the non-availability of spareparts for the flushing device in the
local market encouraged householders to substitute the low-volume
for
model
conventionalonesor to continuemanual flushing of the system.
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Figure 4.4. Design of the leach pit
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of the
superstructure
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Plate 4.20. Leach pits found in Aero Rancho

Plate 4.21. A view of a typical superstructure
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Plate 4.22. Low-volume flush toilet

Plate 4.24. Shower inside of the superstructure

Veronica B. A. Sarmento

Plate 4.23. High level cistern

Plate 4.25. Shower drain
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Connections
The proposed connections between the superstructure and the pits followed the
scheme shown below:
Leach pit I
Effluent
10

n

;hpit2
Figure 4.6. Double pit scheme

Project Costs
As discussed earlier, the World Bank, CEF and SANESUL financed the costs of the
Aero Rancho programme. Therefore, the four main groups of costs were: the water supply
from
IBAM
data
Based
leach
the
the
the
on
projects.
system,
social
pits,
sanitary units and
(1997), Table 4.10 presents the costs.
Table 4.10. - Costs of the Aero Rancho Programme
Final
R$
Water Supply

204,433.12

Costs per Capita*

Costs
US$
243,372.76

US$**

R$
84.30

100.36

Leach Pits

47,921.08

57,048.90

19.76

23.52

Sanitary Units

82,293.38

97,968.31

33.94

40.40

Social Projects

125,368.07

149,297.70

51.70

61.55

Total

460,015.65

547,637.67

189.70

225.83

* Costs per capita based on the pop. of 2,425 inhab. (pop. at the end of the project implementation
** Applied the mean exchange rate of Feb 1995, that was 0.84 (URL-2I )

Feb/ 1995)

4.3.7. Survey questionnaire
Section I- Identification

/ Socio-economic Aspects and Water Supply

Q Socio-economic aspects
Regarding social-economic aspects two variables were measured: the
number of householders, the family monthly income and the time the families
were living in the site.
The average number of householders was 5.05 persons per household, and
their income levels were as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7. Monthly family income in Aero Rancho in Mar/2000
('The Brazilian Minimum Wage was 136.00 reais (approx. US$ 80) on 28/03/00)

Included in the first category (up to 1 MW) are families with all workingin
found
This
the
the
represents
main category
age members unemployed.
location, thus 48% of all the families in the community. In the category of
families earning between I and 2 MW are 35% of the households, giving a total of
83% of the households earning <2 minimum wages per month. The percentage of
families that didn't know/didn't answer this question was 1.3%.
In the survey carried out by SANESUL in 1996 (PROSANEAR/SANESUL,
1996), 38% of the families earned up to 1 MW and 30% between I and 2 MW.
Regarding the time that the families had been living in the site, Figure 4.8.
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the
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Figure 4.8. Time the families are living in the Aero Rancho area
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%Nster supply level
SANf'al1L
('ampo

recently lost the concession for supplying water for the city of

Grande, which

is now receiving

water from

the municipal

company

..Aguas de Campo Grande".
As shown in Figure 4.9. the majority of the households are supplied with inhouse water and approximately

a quarter of them have a yard tap level of service.

Fhis gives a total of 81% of the householders using the water supplied by the
programme. About 15% of the households are still consuming water from private
wells with hand pumps and, the category 'others"

(4%) mainly covers households

that had their water supply cut off due to non-payment (the water currently used
by these families is mainly collected from friend's/relations'

houses).
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Figure 4.9. Level of water supply in Aero Rancho

Section 11 Technology
.i

Technology

Usage, Functioning

and Satisfaction

usage

As shown in Figure 4.10, about 70% of the sampled population are actually
using the pour-flush toilets provided by the programme.
DK/DA
No

0.0°S.

N=74

29 ''

les
70.3%

Figure 4.10. Percentageof Households using the system.
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Considering the families not using the facilities provided by the sanitation
programme. 13% of them had never heard about it (they moved into the area after
the implementation

of the programme and did not find any sanitation solution

already implemented on their plots; therefore nearly 100% of them constructed a
leach pit on their own). Another 13% of non-users had received the material and
constructed the facility, however, the pits collapsed and were abandoned. The new
sanitation solutions provided by these families were that 50% of them constructed
another single leach pit and the other 50% dug a dry pit.
Finally,

the great majority

of the non-users families

(approx. 74%) had

constructed pits outside the sanitation programme scheme. The sanitation solution

adopted by about 95% of them was a leach pit and 5% built a dry pit.
Among the families actually using the sanitation system (at least the first

pit), the majority of them had also connected their sullage to the programme's
leach pit (as shown in Figure 4.11.).
IINw.

N=54
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sink

kitchen

cloth washing

Figure 4.11. Sullage disposal among households participating in the sanitation programme.

From this, approx. 28% of the householders had another pit to receive
sullage, which was being used at the same time as the pits from the sanitation
programme.
j

Technology functioning
Out of the families that built the sanitation programme's

facilities,

82.5%

have had no operational problems. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 4.12, the
main problems have been related to the pits getting full. The solutions given by
these families (17.5°% of the families that built the unit) were: 10% went for the
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double pit scheme, 30% abandoned the system and built another pit and 60%
emptied their pits and continued to use them.
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Figure 4.12. - Functioning problems with the leach pits

Considering the families that had had emptied their pits, all had done it just
once. As shown in Figure 4.13,83% of them employed mechanical emptying
(hired vacuum tanks services) paying on average R$ 36 (approx. US$ 21) each.

The families that had manual emptying deposited the sludge in the local stream.
Manual
1701o

Mech: t;
..,
16,0

N=6
Figure 4.13. Pit emptying process

Regarding the other units of the system, there were complaints about the
size of the superstructure door. Families were also not satisfied about the lowvolume flush toilets. They complained that the high-level

cistern was made of

poor material and often broke down. Moreover, to substitute their spare parts was
not a straightforward job, mainly due to the non-availability

of these materials on

the market.

Technology satisfaction

l'he great majority (77.4%) of the families in Aero Rancho said that the
sanitation s,,stem implemented in the community was a good system; 13.2%
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bad.
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Figure 4.14. Level of satisfaction

Educational
Programmes
Health
Section
III
and
Li
When householders were asked whether they experienced any malodour
form the pits, 92% answered no. The presence of mosquitoes was indicated by
72% of the families interviewed; however, they associated this with the rainy
by
in
in
house
deposited
fact,
In
the
the
streets and
yards surrounded
season.
water
focus
Another
possible
vegetation was widely observed.
of mosquitoes was the
faeces of domestic animals and also deposition of solid waste (although it appears
to be reduced in relation to the situation described before the educational
programme).

Regarding educational messages,about 60% of the householderssaid that
they are frequently (weekly to monthly) visited by health visitors who give advice
on hygiene, water care, children's and women's health.

4.3.8. Technical inspections
Among the families that had participated on the Aero Rancho sanitation
programme, 70% have their bathroom (sanitary unit) built inside their houses and 15%
have no flushing devices connected to their toilet bowls.
Vent pipes where found in 53% of the leach pits and just 10% of them were
properly protected.
Just 6% of the families had opted for the double pit scheme (had built their second
pit), and 37% had the sullage from the kitchen sink passing through a grease trap before
reaching the pit.
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Rainwater was observed to have direct access to the pits in 4% of the households
being
and sullage was
openly discharged in 10% of the houses.

Figure 4.15. and Plates 4.26 to 4.30 illustrate these results.

Ucafirn of Sanitary hits
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Figure 4.15. Results of the technical inspections
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Plate 4.26. An in-house bathroom connected to
the leach pit
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Plates 4.27. Leach pit Vent pipes
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Plate 4.28. An improvised pit cover

Plate 4.29. Leach pit with exposed leach holes

Plate 4.30. Photos from the same house showing sullage not properly connected to the pit
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4.4. Case Study 3: Rocas/Santos Reis (Natal-RN)
4.4.1. Introduction
CAERN - the StateWater and SanitationCompanyof Rio Grandedo Norte - is
recognised as the company that implemented the first condominial sewerage system.
This was in 1980 and the area chosen was the Rocas/Santos Reis district in the city of
Natal - capital of the State of Rio Grande do Norte, NE of Brazil (Figure 4.1).

4.4.2. Background
In the early 1980's, CAERN obtained a loan from the World Bank to provide
750 conventionalsewerageconnectionsin the areaof RocasSantosReis.
According to CAERN's president at the time, Mr. Josemarde Azevedo, there
was a great motivation among the company's directors to produce as much as possible
with the resourceobtained;thus, the occasionwas considereda great opportunity to put
into practicethe technicaland social parametersintroducedby the emerging ideasof the
condominalsewerage.
Therefore, after agreement with the World Bank, the initial conventional
sewerageproject, which would have provided 750 connections,was transformed into
the first condominial seweragesystem.This project servednearly 3,000 householdsand
used only half of the material that would be neededfor the conventional design (the
material remaining was usedon sewerageprojects for other areas).

4.4.3. The Rocas/SantosReis Site
For the characterisationof the Rocas/SantosReis district, Sinnatamby (1983)

dividedthe siteinto two socio-economically
distinctareas:
Area A: Occupying 42.8 ha, this area concentratesthe lower income population.
There were 3,100 families contributing to an overall population density of
345 persons/hectare(saturation density estimated to be 350 per ha). The
generalurbanisationand settlementcharacteristicswere:
Irregular,
unplanned urbanisation with narrow non-aligned roads, with
plots of minimal dimensions;
between
topography
3 and 20 m;
variable
with
elevations
-A
Housing
low
frequently
having
of
a
standard
of
construction,
no lateral
space.
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Area B: This was characterisedas a high-income area.It covered 22.4 ha and had a
population of 700 people (population density of 32 per ha). The urbanization
of the area was characterised by:
large
Modern,
plot sizes;
regular
urbanisation
and
roads
with
wide
flat
Relatively
topography;
-

Housing units of a very high standard of construction.

The area defined as "area A" became the focus for the development of the
condominial sewerageprogrammeand further investigations found that (Sinnatamby,
1983):
The location of all sanitary facilities and plumbing fixtures were concentratedat the
back of the house;
Approx. three quartersof the houseswere found to have the floor level below that of
the road (as much as -1.50 m in somecases);
Over 90% of the houseshad an individual toilet that houseda conventional sanitary
bowl (area also used for bathing). Toilets were usually manually flushed using 8 to
10 litres of water;
Three quarterof the houseshad a yard tap level of water supply;
The commonsolution for the disposalof excretawas leach pits;
Sullage was usually discharged by natural drainage to the streets by means of
channelsand pipes (where this was not possible,sullagewas accumulatedin tins that
were emptiedmany times a day);

4.4.4. The Sanitation Programme
> The "Quadra 90" experience
The implementation of Rocas/SantosReis sanitation programme in 1980 was
basedon a "pilot block experience".The aims of this "testing phase" were to investigate
at pilot scalethe technical and social feasibility of the system,and also to use this pilot
block as a "shop window" for the acceptability of the systemby the householdersliving
in the other blocks of the locality.
For the selection of the appropriate block for the pilot study, the following
parameterswere adopted(Sinnatamby,1983):
It had to be statistically and characteristicallyrepresentativeof the area;
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It should have access to an area which could be utilised for treating and disposing of
the collected sewage;

It should be centrally located to facilitate the access of other members of the
community wishing to observeand monitor the operationof the system.
Based on the above, the block known as "Quadra 90" filled the requirements and
was chosen for the study. It is a small block covering an area of 2,291 m2 with 28 plots
irregularly distributed. The block population was 132 people and the population density
was 576 persons per hectare (357 persons per hectare when considering half the width
of the surrounding roads).

Quadra90 had the condominial "back-yard" system implemented following the
stepsdescribedbelow (Sinnatamby,1983):
A

meetingwith the householdsof the block aiming to: explain the generalsanitation
conditions necessitatinginterventions;appeal for cooperation;describethe proposed
solution; make the potential usersconsciousof their responsibilities; exchangeideas
and opinions; get permissionto undertakea door-to-door survey; and get agreements
on: undertakinganothermeeting; the responsibilities of eachperson; the costs of the
systemand tariff policy; the allowanceof membersof the community to observethe
system,and, that CAERN would repair any damagescausedto the properties;
Visits to each housein order to obtain information on: the location of the sourceof
sewageand sullage; the type of plumbing fixtures; the level of the house in relation
to that of the road; and the methodsusedto disposerainwater, excretaand sullage;
Visits to eachhouseto mark the location of the inspection chamber (in consultation
with the occupantsof the house);
Levelling of the defined points;
Design of the system;and

A

secondmeeting for the approvalof the schemeby the membersof the block.
A small firm of contractors(that was required to employ local workers as much

as possible) executed the project without major problems. For the treatment of the
collectedsewage,a treatmentplant consistingof a communal septic tank and drainfields
was provided nearby(about 100maway).
By the completion of the experimental system, in December 1981, the total
investmentcost per householdwas calculated as US$ 149.10 and a very high level of
acceptanceamonghouseholderswas observed.
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Expansion of the programme

The expansionof the programmeto the remaining residential blocks was greatly
benefited by the experimental study. Indeed, the positive impact of the pilot scheme
increasedthe level of awarenessof all community members on the importanceof the
system,and also provided an in loco understandingof the technology adopted.
Therefore, the same methodology used for the implementation process of the pilot

study was used for the expansion of the programme, which covered 97% of the
in
been
has
The
the
then
now
completed and
system
community.
execution was
operationfor almost 20 years.
The othersphysical improvementsobservedin the area since the period described
houses
had
been
the
that
the
paved
with
of
streets
paving stonesand many
above,was
had beenrefurbished(seePlates4.31 and 4.32).

4.4.5. Study Methodology
The data collected for the presentstudy were basedon: a survey questionnaire,
a technical inspection of the sanitation units, and observation of maintenanceworks.
This was further complementedby informal interviews with professionalsworking on
the system.
For the survey questionnaire and the technical inspections, the whole
community (householdsplacedwithin the physical limits of the area)was consideredas
the target population for the study. The questionnaireswere applied in a sampleselected
systematically,havingeachtenthhouseinterviewed.The sizeof the sampleobtainedby this
methodwas thereforeapprox. 10% of the total number of housesin the area(N=362).
The questionnaire(Annex 3) comprisedfive sections,as follows:
Section I-

Identification/ socio-economicalaspects

Section II Section III -

Level of water supply

Section IV Section V-

Technologyusage,functioning and satisfaction

Community participation
Educationalprogrammesand public health

The technical inspectionswere carried out at the sametime as the questionnaire
survey and at the samehouseholds.These inspectionswere basedon the completion of
a factual inspection question-sheetcontaining the following parameters:sealing of the
inspection chambers; damaged (broken) inspection chambers; if there was open
wastewaterflowing to the system;and rainwater discharging into the sewers.
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Plate 4.31. The same street before the sanitation system (1980 - right) and during the field study (2000)

-AfA

Plate 4.32. Two further views of the Rocas/Santos Reis area, showing condominial sewerage inspection
chambers
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4.4.6. Survey Questionnaire
Section I-

Identification/Socio-economic

Aspects

Four variables were measured in this section: the time that the families had been
living in the site; the occupation density; the families' income and property ownership.
Thus, 47% of the families had been living on the plot for more than 20 years (before
the system started to be implemented). 2.5% had moved in during the implementation of the
into
in
had
8
(7
50%
to
the
and
project
moved
after
years ago)
sanitation system was put
operation (14.4% of these moved in during the last 2 years), as shown in Figure 4.16.
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ý 10%
C6 0%
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2(inc) -17
y ears
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Didn't answer

Figure 4.16. Time that the families had been living in the property.

The average occupation density was 4.72 persons per household and the joint

monthly family income was up to I Brazilian Minimum Wage (MW) for approx. 20% of
the households (included in this classification were also families with all working-age
membersunemployed). In the category of families earning between I and 2 MW were 24%
of the households leading to a total of approx. 44% of the families earning 2 or less
minimum wages per month. The main category found was of families earning between 2
(not included) and 5 MW (30% of the households). The percentageof families that did not
answer this question was 14% (Figure 4.17).
35
h

ö

30
25
20
15

°° l0

0
up to 1

Ito 2(inc)

2 to 5(inc)
more than 5
Minimum Wages*

DK/DA

Figure 4.17. Monthly Family income
(*The Brazilian Minimum Wage was 136.00 reais (approx. = US$ 80.00) in 28/03/00)
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74%
level,
that
of
the
approx.
Regarding the property ownership
results revealed
the householders owned their houses.
¢

Section II - Level of Water Supply
The community is fully served by CAERN water supply systems and there are

no families using other sources of water.
Sinnatamby (1983), in a characterisation study of the area, reported that 75% of
the households had a yard tap level of supply. This study, however, revealed that the
12%
had
decreased
that,
level
to
households
as
and
this
supply
of
with
percentage of
level
have
in-house
houses
in
Figure
4.18,88%
the
of water supply.
now
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N=360
tap-yard
12%

in-house
88%

Figure 4.18. Level of water supply

Section III - Community Participation
As shown in Figure 4.19, approx. 83% of the population surveyed were currently
didn't
2%
17%,
Among
the
to
the
remaining
connected
condominial sewerage system.
know/didn't answer whether the house had a sewerage connection or not, and 15% said
that they were not connected to the system.

No
15%

N=362

DK/DA

Yes
83%

Figure 4.19. Level of house connections to the condominial sewerage system

The reasons why these 15% of the households had no connections to the
sewerage system are shown in Figure 4.20; thus, 25% of them said they did not think
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Figure 4.20. Reasons why households were not connected to the system.

Considering the 15% not connected to the system, about 37% was disposing of
their wastewater into the drainage system and 39% had septic tanks (Figure 4.21).
45%
ri

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

bo

15%
10%

CIO 5%
0%

drainaW network

septic tank

other

DK/[)A

Figure 4.21. Destinationof wastewaterfrom the householdsnot connectedto the system.

Among the 83% of households that were connected to the sewers, nearly 46%
became aware of the sanitation system through CAERN's staff, about 11% said that
they were told by neighbours and nearly 4% by persons from the residents' association.
The majority of the families interviewed (37%) started taking part in the
programme at the beginning of the implementation phase, whereas 11% said that they
starting participating just after seeing the system functioning. Figure 4.22 also shows
that only 4% of the households accepted the system since the meeting stage and that less
than 1% made the connection when they moved into the houses. About 36% said that
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Figure 4.22. Beginning of the participation of the householders in the sanitation programme

¢

Section IV - Technology Usage, Functioning and Satisfaction

u

Technology usage
Regarding the utilisation, 85% of the households connected to the system said

that everybody in the family uses the sanitary facility, 10% said that just the adults and
5% that adults and children over 5 use it.
The connection of the households' sanitation appliances to the system is
illustrated in Figure 4.23; thus, 98% of the toilet bowls were connected to the system
basins,
for
and connections
and kitchen sinks were also high (91 - 94%).
showers, wash
For the laundry tanks, about 5% were not connected (sullage flowing to the backyard)
and 30% had the wastewater from washing machines connected to the sewers (however
nearly 68% of the householders do not have this equipment).

1000/0
ÖO%
60%
40%

-®

20%

sanitary bowl
(N=284)

shower
(N=284)

don't have the appliance
p not connected
® connected

washbasin
(N=278)

kitchen sink
(N=280)

clothes wash
tank(t =281)

washing
machine(N=251)

Figure 4.23. Household appliances connected to the system.
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Q Technology

functioning

Regarding the frequency of failures in the condominial sewers, 40% of the
families interviewed said that they "never" had any problem. About 37% had problems
3%
2
that
"sometimes".
14%
"rarely"
that
reported
and
occur
problems
only
and
said
4.24).
(Figure
monthly
occur
and
weekly,
respectively
operational problems
45%
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°
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20%

ü

15%

0.10%
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monthly

weekly

DK/DA

other

Figure 4.24. Frequency of problems.

Among householders that reported some functioning failure, 36% said that such
blockage
in the main sewer and about 22% to blockage in the
to
problems were related
condominial sewer. Approx. 4% reported problems related to broken inspection
broken
(each)
1%
to
related
a
chambers and
main or condominial sewers (Figure 4.25).
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other
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pipeline
broken

Figure 4.25. Main operational

problems.

Asked about who solves the problems that may occur with the system, the great
majority of householders (73%) answered that they call CAERN; 3% said that they ask
their neighbours to help and 5% answered that they hire a professional when they need
to mend anything related to the system (Figure 4.26).
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Figure 4.26. Person/institution called to perform the maintenance of the system

According to approx. 20% of the families, CAERN takes I day or less to attend
a request for maintenance services; 23% said that it takes up to two days and 14% that it
takes a week. Figure 4.27 illustrates these data and also shows that 30% of the families
did not answer the question.
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Figure 4.27. Time for CAERN

15 days

others

DK/DA

to attend a user's calling.

Q Technology Satisfaction
As shown in Figure 4.28,63% of the families classified the system as "good", 18%
said that it was "OK" (i. e. average) and 14% were not satisfied with it.

bad
14%

average

good
63%

18%

N=295
Figure 4.28. User satisfaction with the condominial sewerage system.
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The amount of money paid by the users for the sanitation system was classified as
high by a quarter of the householders. About 46% thought that the tariff was reasonable and
13% that it was low (Figure 4.29).
low

DK/DA

Figure 4.29. Value of charges paid by the users for the sewerage system.

Y Section V- Public Health and Educational Programmes
The results of the household survey showed that 38% of the households had at
least one child up to 5 years old. Considering just the families having "under 5's", at
least I child in 17% of these households had had a diarrhoea] related disease during the
illustrated
in
15
days
Figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30. Under 5's and the occurrence of diarrhoea in the last 15 days.

In 88% of the households interviewed at least one member of the family had
heard about Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS). Figure 4.31 shows the source by which
the householders obtained this information. When asked how they make the ORS, 92%
describing
in
them
of
a proper preparation.
succeeded
DK/DA

other
1%

3%

health

media

service
65%

campaigns
31%
o

Figure 4.31. Source of information

N=84
on ORS identified

by householders.
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It was also found that 64% of the households had at least I child under 15 years
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Figure 4.32. Helminths identified in children under 15.

Regardingeducationalprogrammes,only 15% of the householdsrecalled having
from
information
the sanitation programme, and, 55% said that they
received some
received health messagesthrough their health visitors (especially concerning dengue).

4.4.7. Technical Inspections
The inspections revealed that the covers of the inspection chambers were not
sealed in 14% of the houses (regardless CAERN's policy of keeping all covers sealed
with mortar).
It was also observed that 12% of the inspection chambers had some level of

damageeither to the box itself or to the covers.
Regarding the house connections, in only 1% of the households were they found
to be inadequate, with open wastewater flowing over the ground to the inspection
chamber.
Finally, it was possible to identify rainwater connections to the system in 24% of
the households inspected (see Plate 4.31).
Figure 4.33 illustrates the above results.
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Figure 4.33. Results of technical inspections

4.4.8. Maintenance activities
The maintenance of the system of Rocas/Santos Reis is CAERN's responsibility
and was being carried out through an on-site office. However, the Rocas/Santos Reis
just
due
to
office was
close
a week after the end of this field study (September/1999).
This decision was taken by the directors of CAERN who were implementing a policy of
centralising maintenance services.

The on-site office was, by then, receiving about eight calls per day from the
local users for maintenance services related to both the water supply and the
condominial sewerage systems. These calls were also being made by telephone, but
mainly in person as the office was conveniently located in a corner of one of the inner
residential blocks. The engineer responsible for the local office said that all calls are
usually seen to in a period of up to I day. For sewer maintenance, the local crew was
equipped with a vacuum tanker (Plate 4.33) in addition to its normal tools.
The main maintenance service carried out by the crew is, according to the staff,
unclogging the condominial sewers and the need for it is often waste dropped into the
sewers (leftover food, plastic bags, clothes and stones). The sequence of photos shown
in Plates 4.34 and 4.35 illustrates the performance of the crew on two occasions.
In an update of the results carried out in December 2000, members of the

residentsassociationand householdersrandomly interviewed said that no difference had
been noticed on the quality of O&M services since the office had been moved.
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Plate 4.31. Entry hole for the discharge of
stormwater into the inspection
chamber.

vw

Plate 4.32. A CAERN crew member re-sealing
the inspection chamber cover after
a maintenance service.
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Plate 4.33. The vacuum tanker used by the sewerage maintenance crew of Rocas/Santos Reis
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Plate 4.34. Sequenceof photos showing cleaning out of a condominial sewer which had been blocked
by a piece of cloth and a plastic bag.
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Plate 4.35. Cleaning out another condominial sewer this time the cause of the problem was solid waste
and stones inside the sewer.
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Case Study 4: Vila Planalto (Brasilia-DF)

4.5.1. Introduction
In the 1990's, CAESB - the Water and Sanitation Company of Brasilia (the
capital city of Brazil) - made large investments in sanitation and adopted the
District
its
in
Federal
technology
the
condominial system as
sewerage
of choice
(Brasilia and its satellite cities - see Figure 4.1).

4.5.2. Background
The Federal District has approx. 2 million inhabitants and through its
investmentsin the 1990's, CAESB had provided condominial seweragefor 121,000
households(1,134,574 people). This resulted in the construction of 1,328,498in of
condominial sewers, 667,485 m of main sewers, 15 new treatment plants and 24
for
With
CAESB
90%
these
sewerage
pumping stations.
numbers,
achieved
coverage
servicesand 63% of the sewagecollectedreceivestreatment.
Considering that the figures for the Brazilian population served by sewerage
systemis under 40% and that for the treatmentof the sewagecollected is 10%, CAESB
is in fact considerablyaheadof the majority of the StateSanitationCompaniesin Brazil.
> CAESB's Condominial Philosophy
CAESB's experiencewith condominial seweragestarted in the early 90's when
the companybeganto acquire knowledge and experiencein condominial projects.This
led the company to develop its own methodology for the implementation of this
technology. Based on Neder (1999a), the methodology developed by CAESB for the
condominial systemsfollows the basic guidelinespresentedbelow:
The keypoints:
The involvement of all sectionsof the companylinked to the projects;
The philosophy of the condominial systemsrooted in the daily life of the company;
The utilisation of the normal structureof the company(avoiding isolated groups);
The completeunderstandingof the technologyby everyoneinvolved in the project;
The technology was introducedby the directors as a company policy, and this led to
a gradual assimilation by the technical group and also to the acceptanceof the
technologyas a hallmark of the company;
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Community participation before and during project implementation (householders
designs
layout
beforehand
the
must
must understandand approve
and sewer
system
be flexible enoughto allow adaptationsaccordingto users' demands).
The methodology:
Basic project for initial planning of the work, for financing and for bidding;
Community mobilisation works;

No distinction made between project phase and installation works. The executive
For
developed
be
installation
the
time
that
the
project should
at
same
works advance.
this, a project team is basedon the site.
Basic project steps:
Preliminary data (urbanisationplans,topographyof the areaand project parameters);
Reconnaissance
of the area;
Layout of the networks and pre-dimensioning;
Budget and survey of material;
Bidding for the services.
Executiveprojectrinstallation phase teams (all teamswork simultaneously):
Team for community mobilisation: responsible for all the work related to the
householders' meetings and, also, for the letter of agreementwhere the families
agreewith the rules of the project (maintenanceresponsibilities and chargingpolicy)
and define the condominial sewerlayout.
Team for the creation of service agreements: responsible for collecting the
information necessaryfor the discussionwith the householders(options for sewers
layout, interferences,depth, etc). They are also responsible for the developmentof
serviceagreementsfor the solutions adoptedby the householders.
Team for the development of executive project: responsiblefor the adaptationof
the basic project to the serviceagreementsfor the condominial sewers.
Team for monitoring the work and contracts.
Charging policy:

Userswill be chargedfor both the connectionto the systemand for its use;
" The amounts charged are based on the level of the user's participation in the
implementation phase and also on the responsibilities accepted by them for the
maintenanceof the system;
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The resourcesobtainedthrough the connection charges(referring to the costs of the
condominial sewer, which represents about 27% of the costs of the overall system)
should be totally reinvested in new sanitation projects;

The connectioncharge is basedon the real costs of the condominial sewerper plot
(usersthat opt for self-constructionwill not be chargedfor connection);
The tariff for the utilisation of the system is based on the water bill and set according
to the users' option for the condominial sewer layout. For the backyard layout the
tariff is 60% of the water bill (in this case users have the responsibility to maintain
the units located in their plots). For the sidewalk and for the front yard layouts, users
are charged 100% of the water bill;

11% of the tariff revenue is transferredto the same fund as that for the connection
charges,and is supposedto be usedin reinvestmentsfor sanitationsystem.
Following the methodology described above, CAESB has been implementing
condominial systemswith total averagecostsof US$ 27 per resident and of US$ 16 per
is
(which
much lower than other experiencesreported).
meter of network
The first condominial project implemented by CAESB following the above
methodologywas the SantaMaria Project (July/1998). However, CAESB's experience
in condominial seweragedatesfrom 1992 when the company implementedand started
to operate seven condominial projects (Areal-QS6/8/10, M-Norte, Bairro Veredas,
Expancao/la. Etapa,Vila Jardim Roriz, QNP/QNQ, and QNH).
4.5.3. The 11100%Plastic" System
CAESB's confidence in condominial systems has certainly contributed to
innovations. This is reflected not only in the managerial sector of the projects (as
discussedabove), but also in technical aspects.An example of this is the 100% plastic
condominial systemthat is being testedby the companyin full-scale projects.
The so-called "100% plastic" condominial system is a project in which the
whole network (pipes and appurtenances)is made of PVC. The utilisation of PVC pipes
for sewageis, of course,widespread;the main innovation, therefore, is in the network
appurtenancesprovided in such material. These units are the TILs (an acronym in
Portuguesefor Tubes for Inspection and Cleansing) and all the necessaryconnections
(bends,adaptors,connections,etc).
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The TILs available are:

Condominial TIL: this is used in place of the traditional inspection chambers. These
are available for 100 mm diameter pipelines and have three entrances (that receive
the household wastewater and the sewage from the previous plot) and an outlet for
the next connection. Figure 4.34 illustrates the design of this unit.
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Figure 4.34.100% plastic condominial TIL

Radial TIL: This unit was developed to substitute traditional manholes. Its shape and
dimensions are as presented in Figure 3.35.
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Figure 4.35.100% plastic manhole
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The material described is produced by TIGRE® (URL-19), which claims the
following aspects as the main advantages of the 100% plastic over the traditional units:
Quicker and easier installation (leading to lower costs);
Higher hydraulic performance and resistance for compression tension;
Impermeable and easier to clean;

Reducedaccessfor the entranceof solid waste and objects of large dimension;
Lightnessfacilitating the transportation,handling and storage.
CAESB used the 100% plastic condominial system in the sanitationprojects of
Samambaiaand RecantodasEmas.Thesesystemshave been in operationfor lessthan a
year and a study is currently being undertaken aiming to monitor the projects, its
execution(comparativeanalysisbetweenthe 100% plastic and the traditional systems)
and maintenance(occurrenceof blockageson the sewers,as well as, the related costs).
The first results of this study are still to be reported.Nevertheless,considerationsbased
on visits to these 100%plastic systemsand on informal interviews with the maintenance
staff are presentedin Section4.5.7.

4.5.4. Rich and Poor Areas
The adoption of condominial systemsas the standardtechnology for seweragein
the Federal District of Brazil has been applied independently of socio-economic
conditions. CAESB understandsthat the low-cost characteristic of the condominial
seweragedoesnot make it applicablejust to low-income communities. Consideringthat
the technologyworks well (basedon the company's own experience)and is technically
appropriate for the site characteristics, the company is applying it universally.
Moreover, the lower costsof this system(comparedto conventional solutions) allow the
companyto reacha greaternumber of userswith the samebudget.
The aboveargumentseemsto be readily acceptable;however, CAESB probably
is the first company to put it into practice and had implemented condominial sewerage
in two of the highest income areasof Brasilia: Lago Sul and Lago Norte.
The community participation programmein thesesareasaddressedbasically the
sameissuesand applied the samerules, than those in the low-income areas.
The main problems regarding these systemswere reported by the maintenance
staff as been related to poor household connections,which are usually carried out by
workers contractedby the householdersand not executedunder CAESB's supervision.
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Regarding the acceptability of the system, a point of concern of the high-income
between
link
the water and sewage
the
the
charging policy, specially
users was about
bills. These users wish to have their sewerage bills not connected to water consumption,
for
is
(it
does
used
not return as sewage
arguing that an elevated percentage of the water
swimming pools and watering the gardens). CAESB did not accept this as an argument
for changing policy and similar rules to those in low-income areas were being applied.

The accessof the workers to the propertieswas anotherpoint of discussion.This
Plates
implemented
had
been
the
problems.
without major
systems
was negotiatedand
4.38 and 4.39 show condominial sewerageimplementedin theseareas.

4.5.5. The site studied
The area selectedfor this study was Vila Planalto. It is a well-situated area in
Brasilia, located within 5 minutes from the city's Central Bus Station in the
Administrative Region I, between Alvorada Palace (official residence of Brazil's
president)and PlanaltoPalace(the President'soffice).
Vila Planalto emergedduring the period of construction of Brasilia (late 1950's).
The area originally accommodatedthe workers of the building companies.The houses
(where
in
different
the
were constructedusing wood and were of
sizes:
peripheral areas
the higher income professionalslived) the houseshad large yards and the occupation
houses
in
income
low
density;
(occupied
by
lower
the
the
was of
central area
workers)
were smaller, and had a much higher occupationdensity.
The site remained after the end of the works and was the origin of the Vila
Planalto district. The physical division is still identifiable with the houses in the
peripheral areas having middle class characteristics(some of them still preserve the
original wooden construction, but housesrecently re-built are easily identifiable), and
the majority of the low-income families still occupy the inner areas(with in many
instanceshaving more than one family sharingthe sameplot).
Vila Planalto is now increasingits value as a residential area: it is well located;
has the majority of its streetspaved; electricity and public lighting; drainage,water and
sewerageservices;local food suppliers,drugstores,a health centre and a school.
The selectionof Vila Planalto for this study was mainly motivated by having its
condominial sewerageamong the ones with longer period of operation, its easyaccess
and a manageablecommunity size. The Vila Planalto condominial sewerageproject
datesfrom November/1991and the systemwas in operationby February/1993.
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Plates 4.38. The physical contrast between low- and high-income areas in Brasilia. In both, CAESB had
implemented condominial sewerage.

Plate 4.39. The inspection chamber of a backyard layout condominial sewer
integrated to the garden design of a property in the high-income
area of Lago Norte.
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4.5.6. Study Methodology
Data from the Vila Planalto's sanitation project were collected through: project
documentation,

a survey questionnaire,

technical

inspections

of the sanitation

informal
by
project units, observation of maintenance works, and complemented
interviews with professionalsworking on the system.
For the survey questionnaire and the technical inspections, the whole community

was consideredthe target population for the study. The questionnaireswere applied in a
sampleselectedsystematically,with eachfifth housebeing interviewed. The size of the
sampleobtainedby this methodwas thereforeof approx. 20 percent(N=157).
The questionnaire(Annex 4) was composedof four sections:
Section ISection II -

Identification
Level of Water Supply

Section III -

Community participation

Section IV -

TechnologyUsage,Functioning and Satisfaction

The technicalinspectionswere basedon the fulfilment of a factual inspection
question-sheetcontaining the following parameters:presenceof greasetrap; sealing of
the inspection chambers; damaged (broken) inspection chambers; if there was
wastewater openly connected to the system; and the presence of connections to
dischargerainwater into the sewers.

4.5.7. Results Concerning the 100% Plastic System
As discussedearlier, a study is still being carried out to comparethe productivity
of the 100%plastic networks to that of the traditional condominial systems.
Nevertheless,according to CAESB's field staff, the implementation phase of
these projects occurred without notable problems and workers did not have serious
trouble in dealing with the new materials.On the other hand, problemswere reportedon
the householdconnectionsthat, in spite of the instructions delivered by the community
participation team (Annex 5), not all usershad followed the appropriateinstructions for
connecting of the household sewageto the TIL unit. Thus, causing linkages in such
connectionpoints and loss of mechanicalresistanceof the units.
The crew responsiblefor the maintenanceof the "100% plastic" is basedon-site.
This maintenanceteam appearsto be working well with the new
materials and seemsto
have understood the characteristicsof the system, its
experimental condition and the
needto overcomepossiblepractical problems.
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An example of solving field practical problems is the adaptationmade on the
covers of the condominial TIL. As shown in Plates 4.40 and 4.41, the upper part of the
TIL consists of a neck and the cover, which has a "donut" shape that is filled with
in
hole
The
it
heavier
from
to
mortar
make
and more protected
unauthorised openings.
the inner part gives support for opening in cases of maintenance services. In practice,
the problem with this design was the easy removal of the white plug covering the inner
hole, making the access to the network not difficult enough (especially for kids playing
nearby) and allowing the entrance of both soil and rainwater. The solution given by the
crew was to change the ring shape of the covers, making the mould for the mortar
without the inner hole. To make the removal of the covers possible, a wad was
introduced into the centre of the mortar, giving support to a key that can be used to lift
the cover (Plate 4.42).

Consideringthe reduceddiameterof the TIL covers, it was anticipatedthat there
would be a reduction (compared to the traditional system) in the demand for
maintenance services caused by the deposition of solid waste into the system.
Nevertheless,maintenanceservicesfor unclogging of the network are still required and
the utilisation of the traditional equipmentto solve theseblockage problems is no longer
appropriate. The steel cable (wire) is still being used but only to facilitate the
displacementof the depositedmaterial causingthe blockage (Plates4.43). Thus, to push
the material into the pipeline, a pressurisedwater jet is necessary(Plate 4.44).
The water jet used for this service is a small unit installed in the back of a van
(Plate 4.45). To carry out the operation, water from a nearby household is used,
avoiding the need for transportationof water tanks. The amount of water used during
the operationis quantified and deductedfrom the user's water bill.
Although the water jet equipmentappearsto be efficient, the conditions for such
maintenanceserviceshave to be improved. As describedabove,the water jet pushesout
the clogging materials, but due to the limited accessto the condominial TIL units, the
removal of this is not always possible. The common procedure is to push the material
until it reachesa manhole,which has a wider opening allowing its removal. However,
thesematerials causingthe clogging may have to be moved along the whole length of
the sewer, which although usually not very long, can in some casesbe over 100 m in
length.
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Plate 4.40. In sequence,the condominial TIL unit; soil compaction during the network implementation
phase; and the anchorage (protection) of the upper part of the TIL unit.
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Plates 4.42. The new mould for the mortar weight and the key to lift the covers
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Plate 4.43. A member of the maintenance
crew using a steel cable to
displace clogging material

.

Plate 4.44. The utilisation of the water jet
to clear clogging material

Plate 4.45. The water jet equipment being connected to a user's tap
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Plate 4.46. CAESB's production of traditional inspection chambers
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Plate 4.47. Different shapes of the bottom of inspection chambers.
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Another consideration regarding the maintenance of the 100% plastic
by
tasks
is
it
limits
the performance of simple maintenance
condominial systems that
the users (as it is encouraged or even required in the traditional condominial sewerage
programmes).

Although the final report of the study on the 100% plastic condominial system
is
financial
be
these
systems still
viability of
presented,as said earlier, the
are still to
being questioned. The prices of the units given by the industry had increased
industry
due
to
the
vulnerability to economical circumstances.
considerably,probably
Moreover, given the high standardsthat CAESB has achieved in the production of
traditional inspection chambers (Plates 4.46 and 4.47), the traditional condominial
(Luduvice,
2001).
been
a
option
seen
as
very
attractive
systemare still
4.5.8. Vila Planalto - the case study
> Community Organisation
The mobilisation of the Vila Planalto community followed basically the main
ideas of the now standard methodology applied by CAESB (Section 4.5.2.). Thus,
householderswere invited to the meetingsby the mobilisation team, who presentedthe
for
its
information
the
rules and gave
necessary the
sanitation programme, explained
householders'decisionmaking process.
The meetingstook place in one of the residencesand were organisedin order for
householderswithin each residential block to discuss their condominial sewer. A total
of 73 meetingsoccurredduring this mobilisation phase.
In spite of the delivery of information regarding all aspectsof the programme,
cases of misunderstandingon the charging policy scheme were noticed among the
householdersduring this survey. Users askedabout when they are going to stop paying
for the seweragesystem,suggestingthat it was understoodthey would have to pay (by
instalments)for the connectionfee, but not for the use of the system.The unwilliness of
theseusersto pay for the servicewas also observed,and a common argumentheardwas
that "the governmentmust pay for the running costsof the system".
>

Design basis

Vila Planalto is situatedin two hydraulic basins; thus, the sanitation systemwas
designed considering this topographical condition which led to a system with two
networks. The first is on the main basin and has the majority of the household
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connections. Its effluent is directed to a pumping station that discharges into the second
network through a 150 mm pipeline. The final effluent (collected in the last manhole of
the second basin) is then diverted to a 300 mm diameter outfall discharging into a
pumping station on the North Sector of the city and finally pumped to the North Sewage
Treatment Plant.
The system was designed

for

a population

of

9,000

and the per capita

contribution adopted was of 160 1/person/day. The coefficients K1 and K2 were taken as
1.2 and 1.5, respectively, and the sewage return factor as 0.8. The condominial sewers
were all of 100 mm diameter built in PVC pipes and having a minimum cover to soffit
of 0.3 m. The main sewers were built with 150 mm ceramic pipes and a minimum cover
to suffit of 1.00 m was adopted.
Survey Questionnaire

Q Section I- Identification
Two variables were measured in this section: the time the families had been
living in the house and the occupation density. Therefore, 62% of the families
were found to be living in their houses for more than 8 years (before the system
started to be implemented); 11% had moved in during the implementation of the
project (7 to 8 years ago); and 26% moved in after the sanitation system was put
in operation (Figure 4.36). As to the occupation density, this was 6.1 persons per
household.
70%
° 60%
s
as
50%

40%
30%
20%
L

10%

O'

0%

>8 years

8 and 7 years

<7 years

Figure 4.36. Time the families had been living in the house

Section II - Level of water supply
The community is fully served by CAESB's water supply system and no
families were found using any other sources of
water. Moreover, nearly all the
households (99.4%) have an in-house water supply level,
has
0.6%
a
and only

u

yard tap level of supply.
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Q Section III - Community

participation

About 99% of the population surveyed are currently connected to the
condominial sewerage system. The remaining 1% (two interviewed households)
adopted septic tanks as the final destination for wastewater. One of the families
explained that once the construction of their new house is finalised they will
connect its wastewater to the condominial network.
38% of the Vila Planalto families say that they started taking part in the
programme since the meeting stage. Figure 4.37 shown that about 27% of the
households accepted the system only when the construction works began and
1.5% did it just after seeing the system functioning. About 15% said that the
houses were already connected when they moved in and 7% provided the
connection after moving in to the house.
40%

35%
L

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
0.5°0
00o

connected
when
moved in

beginning

After

Since the

When

of works

seeing it
functioning

meetings

moved to
the house

other

DK/DA

Figure 4.37. Beginning of the participation of the householders in the sanitation programme

Q Section IV - Technology usage, operation and satisfaction
" Technology usage
Figure 4.38. illustrates the connection of the households'

sanitation

appliances to the system. This shows that 100% of the toilet bowls were
connected to the system, and that connections for showers, washbasins and
kitchen sinks were also very high (more than 98%). For the laundry
wash tanks,
about 5% were not connected (flowing

to the backyard) and 56% of the

households had the wastewater from washing machines
connected (however
nearly 40% of the householders did not have this equipment).
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N-155

sanitary
bowl

shower
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kitchen sink

chothes
wash tank

washing
machine

Figure 4.38. Household appliances connected to the system.

Technology operation
Regarding the maintenance of the condominial sewers, only 23.5% of the
households said that they were performing such activities. The majority (54.3%)
indicated CAESB as being responsible for such service (Figure 4.39).
70%
60%

O

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

family

contracted

Caesb

other

DK/DA

person

Figure 4.39. Person/institution that solves operational problems with the system

Regarding the frequency of failures, nearly half of the families interviewed
had
About
"never"
type
the
that
they
any
of problem with
said
sewerage system.
29.5% had problems only "rarely", 13.5% said that problems occur "sometimes"
having
"always"
6.4%
that
they
are
and
reported
operational problems with the
condominial system (Figure 4.40).
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Figure 4.40. Frequency of problems
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Among the householders that reported the occurrence of operational failure,
15% said that such problems

were related to blockage in the house connection

pipeline, and about 34% to blockage in the condominial

).
4.41.
(Figure
sewers
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50%

d

40%

-

30%

-

20%
10%

1

0

a

00,6
blockages in
the house
connections

blockages in
the branch

none

other

sewer

Figure 4.41. Types of problems

The maintenance of sewerage systems in Brasilia is concentrated in one
for
both
carries
out
central office, which
services
conventional and condominial
systems. According to approximately 32% of the families interviewed, CAESB
takes I day or less to answer a request for maintenance services; 5.2% said that it
takes up to two days and 2.6% that it takes at least a week. Figure 4.42 illustrates
this and shows that 58% of the families had never requested CAESB's services.
60%
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40%
w

0
pp 30%

ar

20%
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G. 10%
0%

Never called

I day

2 days

I week

2 weeks

other

Figure 4.42. Time for CAESB to attend a request for service

Technology satisfaction
As presented in Figure 4.43,64% of the Vila Planalto families classified the
condominial system implemented as a good system, 20% said that it is "OK" (i. e.
average) and 16% were not satisfied with it.
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The amount paid by the users for the sanitation system was classified as
high by over half of the householders interviewed. About 38% thought that the
price of the sewerage tariff was reasonable (Figure 4.44).

Bad
16%

Good

64%
A verat-v

N=155
Figure 4.43. Classification

High

of the condominial

DK/DA
8%

Low
3%

sewerage system by the users.

Reasonable

51%

38%

N=155
Figure 4.44. Amount of money paid by the users.

Technical Inspection
The inspection results showed the presence of grease traps in 90% of the houses
and that 45% of the inspection chamber covers were sealed.
The inspection chambers presented some level of damage either to the box itself
or to the covers in 12% of houses inspected.
Regarding the household connections, just 1% presented wastewater flowing
inspection
the
to
the
across
chamber and connections of rainwater to the
ground
condominial system were identified in 26% of the households.
This seems to be a great contributor to problems occurring in the sewers, as
observed in a manhole overflowing after a night of heavy rain (Plate 4.48).
The technical inspection information is summarised in Figure 4.45.
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Presence of Grease Trap

Chamber

Sealed Inspection

Yes
4S0"

No
550ßo

Broken
No

Inspection

Open Wastewater Flow

Chamber
Ycs

xx0;,

Presence of Rainwater

Yes
No
99°0

Connections

No

Yes

74°,;,

60

Figure 4.45. Results of technical inspections

-a-

Plate 4.48. Overflowing manhole after a rainy night
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4.6. Case Study 5: Recife
4.6.1. Introduction
Recife is the capital city of the state of Pernambuco,in the NE Region of Brazil
(Figure 4.1). It has a population of approx.1.4 million people distributed in an area of
220 km2.
As with the majority of the large cities in Brazil, Recife has a range of urban
problemsthat compromisethe quality of life of its citizens, especially the poorestones.
Housing is a major problem for low-income families, which is readily evidencedby the
high
favelas
(more
favelas
500).
These
the
than
greatnumber of
around
city
are usually
density and illegally occupied settlementsthat have a high level of violence and lack
any type of basic housing infrastructure.

4.6.2. Background
> The Sanitation Sector
The State of PernambucoWater and Sanitation Company - COMPESA - was
establishedin the early 70's according to the National Sanitation Plan directives and is
the primary operator of water supply and sanitation systems for the state. In Recife,
COMPESA has provided sanitation for 25% of the population and supplied water for
90% (however due to a water shortageduring the period of this study (Jul 1999), the
city was undergoinga water rationing of 1 day with water and 9 days without).
Until the early 80's, COMPESA was practically the only organisationreceiving
financial resourcesfor investmentsin the sector.However, since the end of the military
regime (early 80's), municipal governmentshave been also able to invest. Then, the
Prefecture of Recife, through its Urbanisation Company URB Recife started to
apply physical and financial resourcesfor the implementationof sanitationprogrammes.
These programmes are based on municipal law No. 15,547/1991, which
establishedthat for the city of Recife, the condominial seweragetechnology is the
standardsanitationtechnologyto be adoptedfor implementationof new systems.
Considering the difficulties and the complex characteristicsfound in the favela
areas,URB has launched a programme of community participation, so establishinga
channel betweenthe low-income communities and the prefecture, and having as main
objective the urbanisation(infrastructureservices)and legalisation of theseareas.
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>

Community Participation:

the PREZEIS programme

The law for occupation and utilisation of urban areas, defined by the Prefecture of
Recife in 1983, divided the city into four zones and set specific regulations for the
Residential
the
Industrial,
Three
the
them.
these
the
and
of
were:
utilisation of each one of
Green zones. The fourth zone is known as Special Zone of Social Interest (ZEIS) and is
constituted by settlements (favelas) that had already been consolidated as residential areas.
Although families have been living in these favelas for over 15 or 20 years, they are illegal,
they do not own the plot that their houses are built on and the houses are not serviced by
Special
infrastructure
for
Therefore,
PREZEIS
Plan
Regularisation
the
the
of
any
services.
Zones of Social Interest - has the objective of legalising these areas and providing support
for their development and urbanisation.

In order to be transformedinto a ZEIS, and consequentlyto be included in the
PREZEIS programme, the settlement must have a formal community organisation
institution. Thereafter, the following steps must be taken: A community meeting for the
discussion of the programme and the production of a request paper 4 submission of the
4a
4
by
URB
the
to
request
authorisation
mayor

law voted and approved by the Local

AssemblyMembers transforming the area into a ZEIS.
As a ZEIS, the community has its representatives participating in the PREZEIS
Forum, which is also composed of engineers, lawyers, social assistants and NGO's
consultants.The PREZEIS Forum is where alternatives to guaranteeland ownership and the
development of infrastructure services are turned into actions.

Communityrepresentationin the PREZEIS is carried out by two membersof each
community,who are electedby the residents,plus two alternates.They receivea monthly
stipend from the prefectureas a financial support to keep their participation on track.
Initially 27 ZEIS weredefined,but soonit increasedto 61.

4.6.3. The areas studied
The Mangueira ZEIS was chosenas the caseto be studied. Its sanitation system
had been in operation for only a year, but it is the largest (servicing 3098 residences)
system implemented by URB. Another relevant aspect of the Mangueira sewerage
system is the arrangementsestablished for its O&M, in which a private company
contractedby COMPESA carriesout the tasks for both sewersand treatmentplant.
However, by the time the study was initiated, URB-Recife was starting a survey
to know more about the condominial systemsalready implemented in 13 ZEIS areas
(including Mangueira). Therefore, both studies were connected and a committee
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been
had
Etapas)
by
COMPESA,
(Fase
URB,
NGO's
two
members
and
constituted
formed; thus it was possible to expand this case study to also include a further 12 areas.
Table 4.11 presents the areas studied, the number of families served by the
for
destination
the
date
functioning
the
the
the
provided
systems
and
started
systems,
effluents collected.
Table 4.11.
The
areas studied
-

ZEIS

Effluent destination

No. resid.

Beginning

Vila Sao Miguel

1476

1996

Integrated system (conventional

Vila do Vintem

87

1994

Integrated system (conventional STW)

Po4o da Panela

193

1996

Integrated system (conventional

3098

Jun/1998

Isolated system (UASB + polishing lagoon)

Joao de Barros

208

Dec/1995

Integrated system (conventional STW)

Beirinha/Rua do Rio

846

Jan/1999

Isolated system (UASB)

Mustardinha

2932

Dec/1998

Integrated system (conventional STW)

Marrom Glace

201

Dec/1998

Integrated system (conventional STW)

Tamarineira

237

Ago/1994

Integrated system (conventional

Mangueira

Agua Fria
C6rrego Sao Jose

1138

Coronet Fabriciano

STW)

STW)

STW)

1996

Integrated system (conventional STW)

1996

Integrated system (conventional STW)

1993

Isolated System (Septic Tank)

Models applied for Operation and Maintenance
Although the prefecture of Recife (through URB) has been implementing
sewerage systems, it does not have either the tradition or the physical structure for the
O&M of the systems. Therefore, according to the arrangements made, URB would be
responsible only for the implementation of the systems, with COMPESA then being
responsible for operation, maintenance and payment collection.

Considering that

condominial

systems require

intensive community

participation, the responsibility for the tasks inherent to the systems was distributed
among the actors as presented in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12.

Responsibility
-

Task

for the System's Tasks

Implementation

Stage

O&M Stage

House connection

User

User

Condominial sewers (backyard, front yard, sidewalk)

URB

User

Main sewer

URB

('OMPF, SA

Pumping stations and STWs

URB

COMPESA

Services

COMPESA
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Regarding the household connections, the initial agreement established that it
decided
householders
however,
in
URB
2000
the
was under
responsibilities;
middle of
to provide the connections.

Throughout the study, six different situations (models) were identified regarding
the O&M conditions of the systems. These models are presented below:
Model 1-

Conventional:

Systems operated
company's
condominial

and maintained

normal

structure

by COMPESA,

(centralised

systems and the traditional

which
attending

offices

(conventional)

city). The ZEIS under this model are: Vila Sao Miguel,

applies the
both

the

systems of the
Vila do Vintem

and Polo da Panela.
Model 2-

Decentralised:

In this case, COMPESA hired a private company to develop the O&M
tasks. This company has an on-site based office to attend to the users'
complaints. The only area found under this model is the Mungueira ZEIS.

Model 3-

Participatory:

In the Joao de Barros ZEIS the system is being managed by the
community through its residents' association.

Model 4-

Situation of

Three

Transition:

implementation stage has just been finished and COMPESA is analysing

ZEIS

are

undergoing

a

transitory

process, where

the

the systems for their acceptance. These areas are Beirinlia, Rua do Rio,
Marrom Glace and Mustardinha.
Model 5-

Model 6-

Situation

These areas had its sanitation systems concluded years ago and

Undefined:

COMPESA has not yet taken over the systems. They are Ta,narineira,
Ägua Fria
and Cörrego Sao Jose.

Situation of

The system in the Coronel Fabriciano ZEIS was rejected by COMPESA

Rejection:

and has no "actor" responsible for its O&M.

4.6.4. Study Methodology
p

The general study

The data obtained by the ZEIS study were collected through two methods:
technical inspections and the application of a survey questionnaire.
A group of COMPESA technicians carried out the technical inspections of the
systems producing data on their physical and operational characteristics. These data
were based on documentation of the company and field observation.
The questionnaire was designed to get information from the community's point
of view and it was applied in a sample selected systematically, with each third house in
the walking line of the surveyor being interviewed (for the smaller systems) and each
fourth house for the larger systems (Mangueira
and Mustardinha). The size of the
sample obtained by this method was therefore approx. 33% and 25%, respectively.
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The questionnaire (Annex 6) contained six sections. The first section was for the
identification of both interviewee and residence, obtaining also information on family
size and income. Section 2 was comprised of questions relating to the sanitation system
and the residence, whilst Section 3 covered issues relating to the sanitation system and
the community. Sections 4 and 5 focused on the maintenance activities and, finally,
Section 6 obtained information on the sanitation service charging scheme and the
willingness of the users to pay for it.
:- The Mangueira project study
In Mangueira, the collection
observation,

technical

inspections

of

data was based on interviews,

field

and the URB's survey questionnaire.

Interviews were carried out with the technical personnel of COMPESA, URB,
SIRCAL (the private company hired by COMPESA for O&M tasks) and community
leaders. From these interviews it was possible to reconstitute the arrangements made for
the implementation of the project as well as for its maintenance.
Field observations and technical inspections consisted of visits to the site, which
were in their majority accompanied by community leaders and the technical crew
responsible for maintenance. It was also possible to obtain records of the maintenance
activities carried out in the area during its first year of operation (Jun 1998 - Jun 1999).

4.6.5. General Study
r

Socio-economical aspects
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Figure 4.46. Family incomes

In five out of the 13 areas, more than 80% of the families earn a maximum of

two Brazilian minimum salaries. In the other seven areas, about 70% had monthly
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earnings of up to two minimum wages with a small proportion of families earning more
than five BMS's (Figure 4.46). Regarding family size, about 64% of the households
presented more than 4 people living in the house.

i

System usage and functioning

About the utilisation of the sanitation systems, the ZEIS "Coronel Fabriciano"
and "Vila do Vintem" had 100% of their houses connected to the system (Figure 4.47.).
However, these connections were provided by URB, and therefore they did not follow
the established agreement (users responsible for house connections). On the other hand,
the "Joäo de Banos" ZEIS had also a high rate of users connected to the systems
(96.9%) and this can be attributed to the involvement of the community in the
implementation of the programme.
The area with the lowest connection rate was "Rua do Rio". The implementation
of the system in this area was only finalised in the year of this survey - 1999, (which is
also the case for the "Beirinha" and "Mustardinha" areas). Therefore, it is probable that
users may not have had enough time to obtain the necessary resources for the
connections (which is expressed in Figure 4.47 as lack of financial resources). Within
the "others" category, some of the householders were still preferring their old solutions
for wastewater disposal.
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Figure 4.47. Rates of connection to the systems and reasons for non-connections.

Figure 4.48 shows that among the households connected to the
condominial
systems, over 20% had not yet connected both excreta and sullage. This suggests that,
although these households had invested in their connections, they still prefer their old
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if
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for
users
type
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not
make
would
which
of
wastewater,
solution
one or other
had in fact been well informed about the system and perceived it as a reliable solution.
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Figure 4.48. Wastewater connected to the system

Information collected in January 2001 for updating the data collected in 1999,
in
household
is
URB
the
to
the
that
system
now providing
connections
sanitation
shows
some of the areas, including Beirinha, Rua do Rio, Mustardinha and Mangueira.
Regarding improvements, more than 80% (on average) of all households
connected to one of the 13 systems believe that the living conditions of the houses had
been improved by the implementation of the sanitation system (Figure 4.49).
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Figure 4.49. Feeling of improvements in the housing conditions afte r the implementation of the
sewerage system.

Regarding the functioning of the condominial sewers, in eight out of the 13
communities it was considered "good" by more than 70% of the households. The main

concern in this aspect was in the ZEIS Coronel Fabriciano, where only 35% of the
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householders considered the functioning of the condominial sewers "good" (Figure
4.50).
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Figure 4.50. Condominial sewer operation

I- Maintenance services
Regarding who does" the maintenance of the condominial sewer (Figure 4.51),
COMPESA was carrying out such activities in the majority of the areas. In the Joao de
Banos ZEIS, approx. 60% of the households recognised the presence of a community
organised group for the maintenance tasks required by the condominial sewers.
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Figure 4.51. Person/institution performing the tasks in the condominial sewers.

Figure 4.52 illustrates how the residents evaluated the maintenance service in the
condominial sewers. In the majority of the areas, however, high percentages of answers
in the category "didn't know/didn't answer" were obtained, which may express a lack of
involvement of the users within the system. The Joäo de Barrros ZEIS (the one
maintained by a community group) presented the highest percentage of satisfaction with
the maintenance of condominial sewers.
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Community participation
As previously introduced, only the Joäo de Barros ZEIS had an organised group
working on the community sanitation system (model 3- participatory).

As shown in

Figure 4.53, some of other ZEIS also indicated the presence of similar community
groups; however, the activities of these groups were not systematic or organised.
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Figure 3.53. Existence of community group working on the sanitation system

¢

Willingness

to pay

The charging policy for sanitation systems adopted by COMPESA is:
Flowing to a treatment plant

Discharged without treatm.

Conventional systems

100 % of the water bill

80% of the water bill

Condominial systems

50% of the water bill

40% of the water bill

Only five out of the 13 systems are being charged by COMPESA. These are the
Vila Sao Miguel, Poco da Panela, Vila do Vintem, Mangueira and Joäo de Barros
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(models 1,2 and 3). However, the lack of control from COMPESA in identifying the
users actually connected to the systems has lead to a situation where not all connected
households in the same area are being charged (Figure 4.54).
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Figure 4.54. Users charged for the sanitation system

4.6.6. Model 1: Conventional condominial system
The three systems under this model are Vila Sao Miguel, Poco da Panela and
Vila do Vintem. They have been in operation for over three years and, with the
exception of Vila Silo Miguel (where the main sewer has still not been fully completed),
the other two systems have a high level of house connections (94.7 and 100%).
None of these systems has a local treatment plant and their effluents are
connected to conventional sewerage systems flowing to one of the two conventional
treatment plants existent in the city. Furthermore, as these systems do not have pumping
stations, O&M tasks are limited to the sewers: the condominial sewers (under residents'
duties) and the main sewers (under COMPESA's responsibility).
COMPESA has officially taken over the three systems from URB, and is now
the agency responsible for them. The tasks developed in these areas are basically
corrective actions executed following complaints from the users. In this "conventional
condominial"

model, complaints are made to a central office that then sends a

maintenance crew to execute the services. However, the delays in COMPESA attending
to a call are a common disappointment among the residents.
As shown in Figure 4.55, COMPESA had also developed maintenance tasks in
the condominial sewers of Vila Sao Miguel, where residents had not accepted their
maintenance duties. This fact may be also adversely influencing the proper usage and
acceptability of the system, contributing to a higher number of sewer blockages and
illegal connections of wastewater to the drainage channels.
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Figure 4.55. Number of maintenance services performed by COMPESA in the period Jan-Aug/1999

Vila do Vintem presented good participation of the residents towards the
sanitation scheme. According to COMPESA, these residents have been satisfactorily
maintening the condominial sewers, which is certainly contributing to the low number
of interventions that have been required.
Finally, the charging system is also confused in these sites. COMPESA only
starts to charge the users after they have made their house connections to the system.
However, it has been hard (under the established circumstances) for COMPESA to
control properly who has or who has not been connected. Therefore, among users of the
same system, some are charged whilst others are not (as shown in Figure 4.54). This
in
the company's revenues (which is already affected by the
causes not only a reduction
high number of users that are charged and simply do not pay), but also causes an
uncomfortable situation amongst those who pay.

4.6.7. Model 2: Decentralised condominial system
The Mangueira project is the system where a decentralisedmodel was adopted
for O&M. As mentioned, this system represents the main focus of this study, and
therefore a more detailed investigation was carried out.
¢

The Mangueira Area
Mangueira is part of the district of Afogados located in the South of Recife. It

covers an area of approx. 70 ha, with a population of 15,490 people living in 3,098
residences. Within the physical limits of the area, there are three "favelas" - Poco da
Mangueira, Campo do Piolho and Sigismundo (Figure 4.56).
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The average household income is approx. 2 Brazilian minimum wages and, true
to national reality, the area has a high level of unemployment. URB-Recife has
identified

in Mangueira

Local
area.
characteristics suggestive of an ascendant

commerce is being established and the area is well served by collective transport
systems (buses and metro).
Nevertheless, the site, which has a flat topography and a high ground water

table, was characterisedby constant flooding, illustrating the demand existenting for
drainageservices.Under such conditions,the health risks for the householdershave also
been increasedby the absenceof sewage collection/disposal (commonly left to flow
openly at the streets), causing health hazards to the population, especially to the
children. The diseasesmost frequently observedhave been: filariasis, leptospirosisand
diarrhoeasin general(Souza, 1997).
The Mangueira sanitationproject startedto be implementedin March 1993.The
project was conceived as an isolated system, having its collected sewage locally treated.
This treatment uses an UASB reactor followed by a polishing (nominally facultative)
lagoon (Plate 4.49), and, the effluent discharges into a drainage channel flowing to the
Jiquiä River.

Having community participation as the basis for implementation and
development of the project, an agreement (known as "Parceria" Portuguesefor
partnership) was establishedbetween URB and the residents of Mangueira. Different
arrangementswere applied for the definition of attributes in the "Parceria" leading to
four distinguishablestagesin the implementationof this programme.
The system's operation started in June 1998; however, the Sigismundo favela
was still to be included in the programme.This delay was due to the option to relocate
somefamilies to a newly built housing areaprovided by URB (Plate 4.50). This housing
area is approx. 700 m away from the original one and has 16 residential units. After
relocation of the families, the conditions for urbanisation is expectedto have improved
making possiblethe inclusion of this favela in the Mangueira sanitationprogramme.
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Figure 4.56. Map of the Mangueira ZEIS including the favelas (Sigismundo, Campo do Piolho
and Pogo da Mangueira) and the sewage treatment plant.

flare 4.49. Mangueira

Sotia eI reatmcnt Plant

Plate 4.50. New housing area for the allocation of former Sigismundo favela residents
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arrangements for the Mangueira sanitation programme

The Mangueira sanitation project was initially developed with resources from
the prefecture through its Urbanisation Company, URB-Recife. The engineering project
This
implemented
by
URB.
designed
by
consulting
engineering
office
and
a
was
implementation was based on community participation and involved both the sanitation
departments
the
and
social
service
of the company.
engineering

The social service group worked on the mobilisation and educationalactivities
block.
day,
invited
for
block
by
During
the
the
a meeting
residentswere
which occurred
(see the invitation card in Annex 7a) where the sanitation programme was introduced
implementation
in
forms
for
its
Each
the
rules
explained.
meeting
was
registered
and
containing the names of the residents, the issues discussed and the follow-through
actions.Once the residentsdecided on the implementation of the project, the layout of
the condominial sewer was defined and an agreementsigned (Annex 7b). Educational
material explaining the system and how to do any necessarymaintenancewas also
distributed(Annex 7c).
EMLURB -a municipal companyresponsiblefor urban refuse collection - also
participatedin the programme.It added a selective solid waste collection programme,
financial
to
the
was
aimed
resourcesnecessaryfor the participation of
which
generate
poorestresidentsin the sanitationprogramme.Another agencythat also took part in the
programmewas the municipal Secretariatof Health, which contributed with messages
to improve hygienic habits amongthe residents.
In the last phase(when URB had stoppedthe programmedue to lack of financial
resources),COMPESA obtained credit and concludedthe implementation. COMPESA
carried out actions directly related to sanitation, whilst URB continued with other
urbanisationinterventions.Nevertheless,the sanitation system continued under URB's
responsibility, and just after the system had gone into operation, it was transferred to
COMPESA.
For maintenance,COMPESA contracted the service of a private company
SIRCAL, which developsmaintenancetasks for the sewer network and the treatment
plant. For this, a crew comprising six people (a chemistry technician, a sanitation
technician and four labourers)was based in an on-site office (at the treatment works
plant). The work developedby the crew is registered on forms (Annex 7d), which are
given to COMPESA that usesthem as a register of the work carried out.
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> Community Organisation
o

The Mangueira community representation
The Mangueira area has two community representative institutions: the

Residents' Association and the Residents Council. They act in physically distinct
from
(one
both
the
In
PREZEIS
Forum,
the
the
parts of
community.
presidents
Association and the other from the Council) represent the community. They have
a conflicting relationship and their divergences seem to contribute to a political
dispute in the area, resulting in difficulties for the acceptance and implementation
has
Nevertheless,
the
a third
of community-based programmes.
area also
community leader who is well accepted by both sides and represents the whole
community in the commission responsible for the urbanisation and legalisation of
the ZEIS areas.
Q The "Parceria"

URB-Recife has been investing in programmes based on community
participation as a way to make projects viable. For the Mangueira's sanitation
project, the "parceria" was adoptedas the conceptualmodel for implementation.
However, the conditions for this partnership agreementchangedthroughout the
implementation,leadingto four distinguishablestages(Souza, 1997):
Stage 1- from February to December 1993:
The first parceriaagreementstatedthat the material and labour necessaryto build
the condominial sewerswere of householders'responsibility and that URB was
to be responsible for the implementation of the main sewer and for the
constructionof the treatmentplant.
The residentsdemonstratedresistanceto this agreementbut, with the help of the
local leader, the implementation of the project was initiated in a pilot area
covering four streets.At this point, the construction of the treatmentplant had not
yet been initiated and the condominial sewerswere being connectedto a nearby
conventionalsewer.
After sevenmonths, the developmentof the project was very slow and only three
condominial sewerswere constructed(a total of just 30 connections).In addition,
the construction of many sewers was of poor quality and neededto be re-built.
Based on this, URB redefined the "parceria" agreementand started to
subsidise
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the costs for the poorest residences and to decrease (by up to 25%) the costs to be
paid by the others.
The project continued with uncertainties from both sides: the community was still
had
URB
due
the
to
not yet
seeing
past experiences and
project with suspicion
been able to close contracts for the construction of the main sewer and the
treatment works plant.

At the end of this stage,the resultsobtainedwere very discreetand confinedto the
original four streets.
Stage 2- from January to June 94:
URB took the responsibility for the construction of the condominial sewersand
signed a contract for the construction of both the main and the condominial
sewers.The Parceria agreementfor this stage reduced, therefore, the residents'
responsibilities,which now only had the responsibility for buying the pipes.
The fact that the main sewerwas being constructed,increasedthe acceptability of
the system,which now had the participation of approx. 900 families distributed in
30 blocks. By the agreement,the community was expectedto organisethemselves
and purchasethe number of pipes required for the condominial sewer in each
block. However, the residents bought the pipes individually, so each family
bought one pipe (6m length), which was not enoughto completethe in-block line.
To overcomethis problem, a programmefor solid waste collection was proposed,
in which the community collected and sold recyclable solid waste, using the
money so obtainedto purchasethe extra pipes, as well as the pipes for the poorest
families. The Residents'Council was in chargeof this programme.
The solid waste collection programmehad the participation of 550 families and 8
collections occurred during this period (each collection was enough to buy 10
pipes). At the beginning, this programmewas well accepted,but then the residents
lost interest mainly due to: the absenceof a criterion for the distribution of the
pipes, lack of organisation,and political disputebetweenlocal leaders.
At this point, the community decided to terminate the "parceria". Nevertheless,
they wanted the continuity of the construction of the sanitation systembut now
adopting a sidewalk layout and using only public resources.They also wantedto
continue with the solid waste collection, but this time using the money for a food
provision programme. URB did not accept this position and suspendedthe
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the
between
Just
the
and
mayor
sanitation programme.
after negotiations
but
following
the
model
parceria
community, the sanitationprogrammecontinued
including
also
actionson drainage(requiredby the community).
Due to all these conflicts, a discussion started involving URB, residents and
consultants on the political importance of community participation not only on the
sanitation programme, but also on the development of the community as a whole.
As a consequence,a plan of actions for the community was elaborated, involving
the residents, URB, EMLURB and the municipal Health Secretariat.

Stage3- from August 94 to August 96:
The Plan for Actions in Mangueira determined that the sanitation programme
development
be
based
the
the
of
would
continued
on
parceria model and on
educationalprogrammes(including orientation on sanitation, health and selective
solid waste collection). The creation of committees was promoted and the
for
initiated.
However,
the
committees
execution of educational activities was
health and sanitation were not fully developed, and the selective solid waste
collection committee only functioned up to January 1996, when the families
(especiallythosethat had alreadygot their sewers)stoppedthe collection.
For the continuity of the sewers' construction,Mangueira was physically divided
into three areasmaking possiblea progressiveimplementation of the system.The
work developedat this stage progressedfaster than that carried out previously.
This was attributed to the extensiveacceptanceand participation of the residents.
The better income conditions of residentsin the first areaand their decision to use
the sidewalk condominial layout also influenced the now smootherprogressof the
due
The
but
to
the
then,
through
programme.
work continued
secondarea,
stopped
to lack of financial resources.
At the end of this stage,the construction of the main sewer had been finished as
well as about 50% of the condominial sewers. The urbanisation of the three
favelas (Campo do Piolho, Pogo da Mangueira and Sigismundo) and the drainage
interventionswere still to be concluded.
Only the constructionof the TreatmentPlant, which obtained financial resources
from the Caixa EconomicaFederal CEF, continued.
-
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" Stage 4- from January/97 to June/98
CEF
from
financial
COMPESA
(who
resources
of
obtained

With the participation

to he applied in the sanitation project and to improve water supply in the area), the
programme

was re-initiated.

residents'

installations,

sanitary

urbanisation
following

The money was also applied

and drainage.

distribution

house

Therefore,

of responsibilities:

connections

URB

on actions on the

and

interventions

and COMPESA

on

agreed on the

URB executed the urbanisation

of the

favelas and the drainage actions, and COMPESA the interventions directly related
to sanitation and water supply.
In this context, the parceria agreement was altered again and this time the
residents agreed to pay for the costs of the condominial sewers, through the water
fully
bills,
implementation
the
the
and sanitation
after
and after
system was
functioning. The community leaders continued to follow the execution of the
project, however, the integration between the Social Service Sector of URB and
the sanitation system was terminated.

Costs

The costs of the Mangueira sanitation system were as presented in table 4.13.
(Pinheiro, 2001).
Table 4.13. - Costs of the Mangueira project

Intervention

Pop. (inh) Costs (R$ per capita)

US$

I rank " ct, ndominial se%x
ers

11)535

135.40

69.4

STW'

19535

73.90

37.9

Household connections (in 60% of the houses)

11721

20.48

10.5

(L:ASB - Facultam e pond -- Pumping Station + sludee drvine bed)

Field Observation

One year after the sanitation system had been in operation in Mangueira, the
drainage and paving projects are still to be concluded. Only the main streets of the area
had been paved and actions on drainage are still taking place (Plate 4.51).
As with the rest of Recife, the area is undergoing water rationing. The residents
(that can afford it) are boring wells and, as illustrated in Plate 4.52, sharing the water
with their neighbours.
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In the favela areas, drainage services have been concluded. According to the
residents the actions executed on drainage and sanitation have, in fact, improved their
standard of living. Although none of these favelas has yet been paved, the streets are
mostly dry, even during the rainy season (period of this study).
Sewage was not found flowing
mean that all households
considerable

in the streets; however, this does not necessarily

have connected

evidence of irregular

their

connections

sewage to the sewers. There

having

is

been made to the drainage

illustrated
is
by
Plate
4.53).
This
Plates
4.54 to 4.57.
(see
also
channels

Plate 4.51. Drainage construction taking place
in the Mangueira area

Plate 4.52. The queue to collect water from a
neighbour who had just drilled a
well.
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Plate 4.53. Household wastewater being discharged into drainage channels

Plate 4.54. t-a,, ela of Campo do Piolho
the
arrows
show the inspection chambers of
condominal sewer.

Plate 4.55. Drainage channel in the tavela of
Poco da Mangueira.
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Plate 4.56. Section

,tI

drainage channel in the Si,, ismundt. i la' cla.

Plate 4.57. A resident that uses his older sanitation solution (where the children are playing),
in spite of the presence of a condominial sewerage inspection chamber (left).

The survey questionnaire
As to specific considerations that can be made from the results obtained by the
is
it
into
had
been
that
the
noteworthy
put
survey,
one
year
after
questionnaire
system
operation approx. 65% of the residences had provided house connections. The majority
(93%) recognised that the system brought benefits and about 77% said that the
both
the condominial and the main sewers was "good".
maintenance of
However, only 23% of the households confirmed that they are executing the
maintenance tasks of the condominial sewer. This information is in accordance with the
observation made that the maintenance crew (instead of the householders) were
executing many of the maintenance activities on the condominal sewers. Asked about
this, the technician in charge said that they were aware of the division

of

responsibilities, but that the residents were expecting them to solve the problems.
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r

Technical

Inspections

Based on user complaints, which are made by phone or in person, the
maintenance crew maintains the main sewer, the system appurtenances and the
latter
being the responsibility of the users).
(in
the
condominial sewers
spite of
As to the presence of this crew on the site, not all of the residents are aware of it.
It seems that the residents of the favelas (where the crew has been developing the
majority of their work) know the crew well and how to contact them, whilst in other
parts of the site the residents appear to have never heard about the group.
Regarding the activities of the maintenance crew, four variables were measured
through the analysis of the file of complaint attendances during the period of one year
(since the beginning of the operation of the system - Jun/98). These variables were: the
number of services executed per month, the response time, the type of maintenance
service and the equipment used. Thus, a total of 1,270 service record cards (Annex 7d)
were analysed.
Regarding the frequency of complaints per month, in the first month only 2
complaints were registered, but from there on, the number of complaints varied from 76
to 215, as shown in Figure 4.57.
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Figure 4.57. Frequency of complaints occurrence in one year period

94% of the complaints were attended to within 24 hours. This rapid response
was also observed during the days spent on the site. The maintenance services were
mostly

for

inspection

chamber

cleaning,

followed

by

unclogging

of

the

basic/condominial sewers, then by substitution of inspection chamber
spare parts (rings
and covers), by manhole cleaning, and finally by repairs to the condominial sewer,
inspection chambers and manholes (Figure 4.58. ).
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Figure 4.58. - Services registered in the O&M forms for the Mangueira project during the period of
Jun/98-Jun/99 (note that more than one service could be registered per form).

The equipment used in the maintenance services was 97% based on "supportive
do
jet"
forms
2%
I%
"water
the
equipment
not
plus supporting
of
and
of
equipment",
described
in
Plate
The
"supporting",
the
equipment
as
specify
shown
equipment used.
4.58, basically comprises a shovel, gloves, stick, hose, pickaxe and spatula. Plates 4.594.67 illustrate the maintenance service in a sidewalk condominial sewer, which was
clogged by a piece of cloth.
In addition to the problems caused by the lack of sanitary education, COMPESA
N=1270
also indicated that the system has construction defects on the pipelines and inspection
chambers, which makes the maintenance difficult. Building erected over the sewer lines
and over the inspection chambers were also observed.
Another problem in the area, this time causing a potential health hazard, is the
proximity of the water supply pipes to sanitation appurtenances in some parts of the
system. In one site, for example, the sewer line was laid in parallel with the water
supply pipes at a separation of only 20-30 cm. Water pipes crossing inside of the
inspection chambers were also identified.

This situation is made worse when

considering the water rationing situation and the possibility of contamination of the
water supplied due to the lack of pressurised water flowing into the pipes or by the
possibility of negative pressure in the water supply network.
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Plate 4.59. Three clogged inspection chambers
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Plate 4.60. Close tip oi'one ofthe inspection chambers
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-

Plate 4.62. Removal of sand from the inspection chamber

Plate 4.63. Removal of sand

Plate 4.64. The cause of the blockage
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4.6.8. Model 3: Participatory
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condominial system

The Joao de Barros ZEIS is a community of 208 households that has a distinct
community organisation. The president of the Residents' Association has been in charge
for over 7 years and has the approval of nearly 100% of the households. Under his
administration the Association has improved the infrastructure conditions of the
community and generatedjobs through a co-operative society, which produces furniture
and is now employing 83 people from the community.

Regarding the implementation of the sanitation programme (condominial/main
sewersand pumping station), the community had a close participation. It managedall of
the constructionphases:inspecting,measuringand controlling the activities of the firm
contracted.Through this management,the costs of the systemwere kept below thoseof
the initial budget,making possibleto start drainageand paving activities on the site (for
an exampleon community self-managementsanitation seea review on the Orangi Pilot
Project- URL-32,2001).
As to the maintenanceof the condominial sewers,a "community based" group
executesthe tasks.Thus, insteadof eachhouseholderoperatingand maintaining the part
of the system located on his land, the Residents' Association employs a group of four
people (a mason,a plumber and two labourers) for this. The maintenanceof the main
sewer is also carried out by this group and hence the services from COMPESA are
requestedonly when the problem in the main sewer requires more specific equipment
(such as the waterjet) or for problems in the pumping station. This maintenanceservice
schemecosts 610,00 reais per month (R$ 410,00 for the workers' payments and R$
160,00 for materials) and is supportedby the revenue obtained from the furniture cooperativesociety.
The community (or the Residents' Association) considersitself the owner of the
systemand their intensive participation may have influenced the growth of confidence
in taking technical decisionsregarding the sanitation system.An
example of this is the
decisionmadeon the substitutionof somelengths of both the condominial
and the main
sewers.This occurreda few months after the systemhad been in operation and was due
to constant blockages of the pipelines. According to the president of the Residents'
Association, "the diameter of the pipes selectedby the project design (100
mm - the
minimum diameterallowed by the code) was the main causeof the blockages".He also
indicated the poor quality of the PVC pipes used as the
cause of pipe breakdown.
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Therefore, he decided for the substitution of these lengths of sewer for better quality
PVC pipes of 150 nom diameter. For this, 1,810.00 reais were spent (money obtained
from the furniture co-operative society).

Considering that the sewerage system is supposed to receive only household
ý%astewater, the choice

for

100 nlm

diameter

pipelines

follows

the calculation

parameters of this system design. Nevertheless, the residents seem very happy about
of the pipes, saying that the blockage problems that

their decision on the substitution

inspections
However,
localised
technical
through
the
and easily solved.
occur now are
from
COMPESA,
based
the
the
on
records
of
system, and

a large quantity of sand was

found to be entering in the system. This sand comes into the sewers through connections
of backyard drainage water to the inspection chambers, what certainly contributes to a
rise in the volume of "wastewater"

flowing

in the pipelines. Moreover, the presence of

solid waste deposited in the sewerage system is still high (in spite of intensive education
of the residents by the maintenance group). In addition to contributing

to blockages,

solid waste also causes faults in the pumping station (which was initially

constructed

without a screen and recently installed by the Residents' Association).

Thus, the services executed by COMPESA in the Joao de Barros sanitation
system are of main sewer unclogging, and cleansing out (sand removal) of the pumping
in
The
Jan
the
the
tati'
services
realised
n.
of
period
number
of
.,

3 tiiiies

in 7 months

Aug'99 is:

13 times (nearly twice a month)

The Joäo de Barros sanitation system cost R$ 286 (US$ 146.6) per household,
including the main sewers, the condominial sewers and a pumping station (Pinheiro, 2001).

The percentage of connections to the sanitation system was 97%. This high
number of house connections

was executed by the householders themselves under

advice (or in some cases, pressure) of the Residents' Association.

Based on the URB-

questionnaire survey, 98% of the connected householders recognises that the sanitation
programme

promoted

a better quality

of life and 75% assess the quality

of the

maintenance service developed by the community group as "good".

4.6.9. Model 4: Transition

Situation

The systems implemented in the ZEIS of Rua do Rio, Beirinha, Marrom Glace
and hlustardinha have now been in operation for about 10 months (since Jan/99, Jan/99,
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Dec/98 and Dec/98, respectively), and are in a transitory stage for their O&M. URBRecife (the implementing agency) considers the systems finalised and has provided the
documentation for their transfer to COMPESA, which is still analysing the projects.

According to COMPESA there is no deadlineto take a position in relation to the
systems (accept, ask for modifications or reject). Nevertheless, during this long period
of transition the systems are in operation and, consequently, needing services.
COMPESA are not yet officially

responsible for the systems, which are still under

URB's responsibility (that has no physical structure to undertake maintenance tasks).
Therefore, the residents are being left without technical support to solve the problems
and just in extreme cases COMPESA has been "unofficially"

attending these areas.

The systemimplementedin Rua do Rio has, among the 13 systems,the lowest
rate of houseconnection(38%). This systemis interconnectedwith Beirinha through a
"shared" treatment plant based on UASB technology. In both areas, householders
recognisethe benefitsof the systems;however,they appearto be poorly informed about
its availability and,also, about its utilisation.
On the other hand, the systemimplementedin Marrom Glace has a high rate of
house connection (90%); however, the residents are not accepting their role in the
maintenanceof the condominial sewersand this has been even more aggravatedby the
non-operationof the systemby COMPESA.
In Mustardinha, just over 40% of the houses are connected. During the
implementationphase,URB decidedto make the houseconnectionsin approx.40% of
the residences(which does not follow the original agreement).However, the whole
community was expectingto have their connectionsprovided by URB and, therefore,
the householdersdo not consider the system completely implemented.They are still
waiting for URB to connectthe remaining60% of the houses.
In fact, these are the most recent systems implemented by URB. Therefore, the
connection rates are still expected to improve, and COMPESA should also soon be
defining its position regarding O&M.

Nevertheless,after the implementation of ten other condominial systems it
would have been expected that the main problems should have been solved, or at least
minimised. Currently, factors such as: the long period of transition; institutions
incoherence on the application of rules agreed; the lack of programmes
stimulating
house connections; and, the lack of information on the system functioning and usageare
still compromising the operation of the systems.
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4.6.10. Model 5: Undefined Situation
In the areas of Tamarineira, Agua Fria and Cörrego Sao Jose, a model for the
O&M of the sanitation systems was not possible to be determined. The systems in Agua
Fria and Cbrrego Sao Jose have been in operation for three years; however, COMPESA
has not yet officially "accepted" them. COMPESA has, instead, been performing some
critical (not systematically) maintenance services requested by the communities, and
this has led the communities to consider the company as the operator of the two
systems. Nevertheless, under this situation, COMPESA cannot charge the users or be
made responsible for the system. The operation of these systems has been verified as of
poor quality, with high occurrence of blockages and breakage of sewers and inspection
chambers. The rate of household connection was of 85% and 59%, and, even among
householders that had their houses connected, there were users bypassing their
inspection chambers to the surface water drainage channels.

In Tamarineira,the maintenanceconditions of the sanitationsystemseembetter
than that of the two other systems discussed above. This system has been functioning
for over five years, and, in spite of COMPESA also having not yet assumedthe system,the
community accepted their role in the maintenance of the condominial sewer and is
developing this task satisfactorily. Therefore, the main operational problems in the
Tamarineira systemare related to the main sewer.

The case of this system illustrates well a problem that may be causedby
bureaucracy.URB claims that it has been five years since it sent the documentation
necessaryfor the transferenceof responsibility to COMPESA. In reply, COMPESA
statesthat havehad never receiveda requestfrom URB. Regardlessof which institution
is providing the most accurateinformation, the fact is that has been 5 years that the
systemis functioning without an official operator.
4.6.11. Model 6: Rejection Situation
The sanitation system in the ZEIS of Coronel Fabriciano went into operation in

1993(over sevenyears ago). This systemwas designedas an isolated systemhaving a
communal septic tank unit for the treatmentof effluents. During the implementation
phase,URB providedthe houseconnectionsfor 100%of the residences.
COMPESA had rejected the operation and maintenance of this system because

of the location of the treatmentunit. The systemhas its septic tank locatedwithin the
playground of a local school. This position has led EMLURB

to solve the main
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has
latter
However,
this
the
no experience
company
operational requirements of
system.
in the maintenance of sanitation systems and the residents are dissatisfied, with approx.
54% of the householders classifying the maintenance of the main sewer as "bad".

In summary, the PREZEIS programme is a very important channel for
community participation, allowing not only the communities to express their needs, but
also to be involved in decisions and to participate in the execution of programmes.
However, the effectiveness of this participation is not easily achieved and seems to
depend largely on the charisma of community leaders.

The rules set out for condominial projects were not always followed either by
the implementingagency(URB-Recife) or by the residents.For example,the residents
seemto lose motivation to carry out maintenanceof the condominial sewers.URB, on
the other hand, is constantly changing its position on the execution of household
connections.This undefinedsituation adverselyaffects the residentsin a community, as
well asthoseof other areasparticipating in similar programmes.Therefore,a revision of
the rules for division of the responsibilitieswould be worth undertaken(changingthe
objectives that have not been accomplishedand creating mechanismsto increasethe
effectivenesson the executionof the responsibilities).
Moreover, reportssuggestthat educationalprogrammesonly existed during the
implementationphasesof the system.However, to achievebehaviouralchanges,leading
to a betterutilisation of the programme,continuedactionson the delivery of educational
messagesare clearly needed.Another aspect worth considering is the long period of
transition, in which URB concludesthe implementationand COMPESA doesnot starts
the O&M, resultsin a gap in the continuity of the programme.This discontinuity, at the
beginning of the operationphase,leads to a lack of both motivation and reliability on
the functioning of the implementedtechnology.
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4.7.

Case Study 6: SISAR Programme

(Ceara)

4.7.1. Introduction
The focus of this case study is on a sanitation programme, initiated in November
1992, aiming to deliver safe water and appropriate sanitation to rural villages in the
Northern area of the State of Ceara - NE of Brazil (Figure 4.1).
Out of the regions of Brazil, the Northeast is the poorest one, presenting the

highest rates of infant mortality, malnourishment and illiteracy in the country (Section
1.2.1.). The rural areasof the state of Ceara are representativeof such a picture. The
employmentopportunitiesare limited and the main economic activities are usually crop
plantations(basically domestic production), fishing and crafts (usually done by women
and children).
The areas included in this programme usually have a health centre (with a
"visiting" doctor on a weekly basis) and a primary school. The typical sanitation
conditions prior to the implementation of the systems were of water collected from
shallow wells (or nearestwatercourse)and excretaburied or depositedin the backyards.
4.7.2. Background
> Objectives
This programme becameknown as the Rural Sanitation Programmeof Ceara
having as its main target the delivery of water and sanitation systems to rural
communities through a "self-sustainablemodel". According to CAGECE (The Water
and Sanitation Company of Ceara), the implementation of this sanitation programme
had three main objectives:
The recovery of citizenship;
The reduction of water and excreta-relateddiseases;and,
The improvementof the community's quality of life.
> Adopted technologies
The communities under this programme received both water supply and
sanitationsystems.The basic water supply systemswere constitutedby:
Water source(90% wells with macro measurement);
Minimum provision for water treatment(chlorination);
Distribution reservoir; and,
Householdconnections(100% measured).
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The sanitation projects were based on two solutions: individual projects where
the houses were located well apart or did not have a favourable topography (household
level much below sewer level), and sewerage for areas with a higher population density.
The individual sanitation projects consisted of septic tanks followed by an
final
infiltration
filter
the
and
anaerobic

into
The
technology
the
the
soil.
of
effluent

adopted for sewerage systems was the backyard condominial sewerage, and treatment
was based on either waste stabilisation ponds or communal septic tanks.

Bathroom units were also provided for every residence.Its superstructurewere
back
located
in
the
of the plot.
at
made precastconcretepanelsand
> Selection of the sites to be benefited
The areas that received the programmes were geographically limited to the
Northern part of the State (the region of Sobral). For their selection, a population size
have
between 250 and 3,000 inhabitants.
had
to
the
sites
criterion was primarily used:
The other requirementsthat the siteshad to comply with were:
Availability of water in sufficient quantity and adequatequality;
Availability of electricity; and
Existenceof somelevel of community organisation.
By the end of this process, 45 districts were selected to take part in the
programme.
> Institutional arrangements
The donors of the programme were: the Government of the State of Ceara
(representedby CAGECE); KfW (a German Bank - Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbauas the financing agent); and the Federal Government (as the financial guarantee
institution). Four main stakeholders were identified: CAGECE (as the responsible
technical agency);the district prefectures(responsiblefor the paymentsof the electricity
bill and the salary of the person operating the system); a German consulting firm
(Kittelberger); and the residents' associations(indispensable for the development of
community participation activities).
After 1996,SISAR (an institution to representthe community associationsin the
managementof the sanitation programme)was createdand becameresponsiblefor the
management and O&M of the systems. Therefore, after the creation of SISAR,
CAGECE assumedjust a supportiverole.
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> The implementation phase and community participation
The implementation phase of the programme was launched between Nov 1992
for
by
CAGECE
designed
1997.
The
Jun
construction a selfand
projects were
and
initially
construction scheme was

considered (using the labour of householders);

however, having in mind that a day out of the householders from their usual activities
hire
decided
high
level
CAGECE
to
their
a
already
of poverty,
might aggravate
construction company to build the systems and encourage it to employ local workers as
much as possible.

A consulting firm (AcquaPlan Consulting) was contracted to develop the
in
developed
The
to
social activities were
activities related community participation.
parallel to the constructionwork and the aspectsprioritised were:
Community mobilisation: the community participation team startedhelping the areas
without an established Residents Association to become organised, and then the
planned activities were introduced; these were: presentation of the programme,
explanation of the technology adopted,users' responsibilities and agreementon the
ratesto be chargedfor the service.
Environmental and sanitation education: delivery of messageson the proper
utilisation of the systems,hygiene habits and adequatestorageof water.
Training of personnel for the operation of the systems: The householderswere
invited to nominate three personsto attend a training course on the operation of the
for
in
live
The
the
this
that
the
systems.
requirements
were
persons must:
community; be able to read and write; have good relationship and reliability; and be
nominatedby the community itself. The best qualified in the coursewas employedas
the local operator receiving a salary of one Brazilian minimum wage to be paid by
the local prefecture.The responsibilities of the operatorswere basically to keep the
system units clean, operate the pumps, check the treatment units, solve blockage
problems in the sewersand read the water meters.
Regarding the O&M of the systems, the operators performed the daily and
simpler activities; however, until the beginning of 1996, CAGECE was the main
organisationresponsiblefor the system.The company provided the material necessary
for its operation,spareparts and all technical assistancethat the systemswould require.
A charging policy for the system was considered a fundamental issue for the
"sustainability" of the programme. Nevertheless, householders were expected to resist
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local
due
for
to
the
politicians
these
common vote-catching practice of
services
paying
("vote for me for free water and sanitation"). Thus, the tariff value was negotiated and
introduced
4.14.
).
(Table
gradually
Table 4.14. - Tariff values for the SISAR programme
Date

No. of systems
in operation

Value of the tariff
R$ per month)

Consumption limit
(per month)

Jul 1994

15

0.70

unlimited

Dec 1994

[8

1.14

unlimited consumption

Dec 1995

37

2.15

*initially 5,000 1and then rise to 10,000

consumption

Additional taritl'charged tier exceeding consumption.

The SISAR organisation
Considering that the programme was designed to be self-sustainable, SISAR -a
Portuguese acronym for Rural Integrated Sanitation System - was created to manage the
is
SISAR
The
to organise the districts - which have similar
systems.
essence of
sanitation projects, as well as, social/economic characteristics - into an association that
not only represents them, but is also managed by them. Providing, therefore, a stronger
for
the physical sustainability of these small sanitation systems.
structure

SISAR
General
Council

Administrative
and Financial
Council

f

Technical
Sector

Figure 4.59. The SISAR flow diagram
-

As shown in Figure 4.59 (above), SISAR comprises:
a. The General Council

is composed of 1 representative from each householders

association;
b. The Administrative

and Financial

Council

is composed of 12 members: 7 from the

householders associations; 3 from the prefectures; I from CAGECE; and I from
KfW (represented by the German consulting firm Luso Consult).
c. The technical

sector is composed of 8 people: I coordinator;

I engineer, 1

maintenance technician, I social technician, I financial technician (treasurer) and 3
field workers.
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Excepting the coordinator of the technical crew, who is designated and paid for by
KfW, the other members of the technical sector have their salary paid by SISAR
through the money collected from the tariff for usage of the systems. After the
by
has
been
defined
SISAR
(1996),
the
tariffs
a
the
annually
value of
establishment of
general assembly. The systems have then been charged as follows:
residence = RS 3.50 (10 m3/month)
commerce (big premises) = R$ 4.70 (10 m3/month)
commerce (small premises) = R$ 1.20 (10 m3/month)
public = R$ 4.70 (10 m; /month)

The users have their water meters read by the local operator, who tells them how
much their bill will be and the treasurer collects the tariff at each locality. By the time
field
based
(Jan/2000),
the
tariff
the
of
survey
solely on the water consumption
was
in
for
however,
the
sewerage;
survey
without any additional charge
an update of
December 2000, showed that the water bills were about to be increased (from
15/12/2000) and a sewerage tariff was being implemented. Therefore, the new charging
for
is
follows
(values per month):
system adopted
residences now as
Residences just served
by the water system
RS 4.00*

Residences served by both
water and sewers e systems

Residences just served by
the sewers ýem

R'S 4.50*

R$ 1.50

* For residential water consumption up to 10 nm'per month

The amount collected from the tariff is the only regular income received by
SISAR. From this, a contribution to each residents' association is also made, as follows:
Districts having up to 100 water connections = R$ 35.00
Districts with more than 100 water connections = R$ 60.00

This contribution is to be used for small expenditureson the sanitation system,
such as for telephone calls to the SISAR office, to buy cleansing material, small repairs
(i. e. change light bulbs), etc. Some residents associations also add a charge of between
RS 0.50 and 1.00 per household per month to create a reserve fund for the association.
In order to empower SISAR and stimulate the districts (residents' associations)
to join it, CAGECE stopped giving technical assistance to the systems. However, not all
of the 45 districts that participated in the sanitation programme decided to join SISAR;
13 of them opted to manage their own systems independently and others decided to
leave afterwards. Therefore, SISAR is now being composed by 27 districts (5,249
household connections).
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A secondphase of the programme (SISAR II) is currently being implemented.
This time, however, the programme has the objective of attending areaslocated in the
central part of the State, and, the SISAR I office is preparing a second maintenance

districts
11
SISAR
II.
to
the
attend
new
of
crew
4.7.3. The Areas Studied
Among the districts that received the sanitation programme, four were selected
to participatein this study, they were:
Serrota: This district is located at approx. 287 km Northwest of the city of Fortaleza
is
Ceara.
last
is
The
km
23
the
there
of
along an unpavedroad and
- capital
no regular public transport. Serrota has 203 houses with the majority of
them concentratedin the highest (topographically) part of the area.
The water supplied by the programmeis collected from the dike Tucunduba,
which is located about 300 m from the central point of the district (church
dike
is
important
this
also an
square),
supplier of fish for the householders.
Serrota has a residents' association that is being criticized by a dissident
group; however, in the last election (Jan/2000) there was no opposition
candidateand the group already in chargeof the associationwas re-elected.
Panacui: The best accessfor the district of Panacuiis passingthrough the district of
Serrota(above). However, the 10 km that separatesthe two districts is on a
very badly maintainedunpavedroad, which is not possible to drive through
during the rainy season.As in the caseof Serrota,Panaculis also locatedby
the border of the dike Tucunduba (also the source of water for the water
supply project). This district has 175 housesand the residents' association
has been run by the same president for years without significant
dissatisfactionamongthe householders.
Paraput: This district is locatedin the municipality of Santanado Acaraü, approx.20
by
from
the city of Santanado Acaraü. In spite of the road
car
minutes
giving accessto the district being unpaved,Parapui has a better-maintained
and safer accessthan the two previous sites.The district has 220 households
and the main economicactivity is small-scaleagriculture.
The water used to supply the district is pumped from a deep well and the
wastewater is treated in two waste stabilisation ponds. The residents'
associationhas as its president a young woman who seemsto be a strong
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local leader.The main difference with this associationis that it decidednot
to join SISAR and is managing its sanitation system independently.
Juritianha: Located in the coastal area, this district has a much easier accessthan the
areas described before, having a paved road crossing the site. It is part of
the municipality of Acaraü and its population is approx. 1035 people.
Fishing is one of the main economic activities of the district, which also
has a better commerce than the other areas studied. Another important
activity is making handmade lace, which is made by women and girls to
in
the
tourist
the State capital.
supply
market

The water supplied is pumped from a deep well and the wastewateris
being treatedin a waste stabilisationpond or in a communalseptictank.
The residents' associationhas just elected a new president, but the expresident,who is now a local councillor, still has a strongparticipation.

4.7.4. Study Methodology
The data collected from the four areas studied (Panacul, Parapui, Serrota and
Juritianha) were based on: the project documents (supplemented by informal
interviews and visits to the projectsunits), and a survey questionnaire.
During the study of the documentation, information was collected on the
institutional arrangements,on the project costs,the technical parametersapplied and the
social/educationalactivities developed. For the survey, the whole community was
consideredthe target population and the questionnaireswere applied in a sample of
householdsselectedsystematically. The sample size for each area was: Serrota, 15%;
Panacui,10%; Parapui, 14% and Juritianha, 17.5%(N=30,12,31 and 36 respectively).
The questionnaire(Annex 8) comprisedthe following sections:
Section I-

Identification / Social Economic Aspects

Section II Section III -

Participationof the community in the Programme

Section IV -

Health and EducationalProgrammes

TechnologyUsage,Functioning and Satisfaction

4.7.5. Design of the Sanitation Units
¢ The septic tanks
The septic tanks, adoptedfor the housesthat were located topographically out of
the areaattendedby sewerage,followed the designpresentedin Figure 4.60.
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Figure 4.60. Dimensions of the septic tank and anaerobic filter (in cm).

The condominial

sewerage connections

The bathrooms constructed in the households in the area served by the
inspection
as
through
to
the
chambers,
network
connected
were
condominial sewerage
illustrated in Figure 4.61.
ýpwoý

vie

Sewer

..
rº
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/Ventilation

pipe

Figure 4.61. Bathroom connected to the condominial sewer through the inspection chamber

The bathrooms
Independently

of whether the sanitation

option was an individual

solution or

facility
bathroom
for
did
have
the
that
sewerage, a
was constructed
each residence
not
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in
built
bathrooms
These
inappropriate
panels
had
concrete
precast
were
unit.
an
or
having a wooden door, a water-sealed drain and the toilet bowl (see Plates 4.65 to 4.67).
for the sewers

The design parameters

The parameters adopted by CAGECE and KfW for the design of the sanitation
units were: contribution
K, and K,,

80%;
factor,
1/person*day;
100
coefficients
return
per capita,

1.20 and 1.50 respectively;

minimum

diameter

of condominial

sewers,

UUmm; minimum slope of sewers, 5%oand minimum cover to soffit, 40 cm.
The designers considered that due to the small size of the communities (smaller
hydraulic
design
for
detailed
2,000
there
of the sewers and
than
was no need
a
people),
for
100
nmm the entire network.
adopted
I- The wastewater treatment plants
The waste stabilisation ponds were designed as facultative ponds considering a
BOD contribution 45 g/person*day, a surface loading of 350 kg/ha*day and a maximum
depth of 1.50 ni.

4.7.6. Project Costs
The financial resources applied in the programme are shown below:
Institution

Quantity

Kt\V (lean)

t SS 'S.4 millions

5 years interest rate (9)0-95)

KfW

US$ 1.5 millions

Exclusively

i-4.5°c

p. a.

for the payment of a German Consultant Group,

during the implementation stage.

(donation)
C'earäState

Restrictions

LSS 2.5 millions

For costs of personnel, transportation and administration.

The cost of the systems was, in average, of US$ 183 per capita - US$ 105 for
the eater supply systems and US$ 78 per person for the sanitation systems (exchange
values from January 1999-URL 21).
As to the charging scheme, the system initially

presented a "non-payment"

percentage of 55 to 60%. This high value certainly constitutes a concerning factor and,
therefore, a programme for the reduction of this figure had been launched. Through this
programme, the community that presents the lowest "non-payment"

during
a
rate

semester is awarded with R$ 250.00 (US$ 126) in materials to be used in the water and
sanitation systems. It has also been organised events (a football competition) among the
four districts with lower rate of non-payment (see a report in the SISAR informative
paper - Annex 9).
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Plate 4.67. A septic tank/bathroom unit
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Another action to reduce the number of users not paying their bills is to
disconnect the service. However, this represents high operational costs for SISAR,

which hasto provide personneltransportationand training in service disconnection.
The last figure obtained for non-payment rate was that in November 2000, the

(average
37%
districts).
27
to
reduced
among
all
value
According to SISAR's technical consultant, the former tariff value (R$ 3.50)
was "sufficient" to just cover the operational costs of both water and sanitationsystems;
however,it is still not "sustainable" in terms of coverageof costs related to depreciation
fact,
In
the averagemaintenancecosts for the months of
and preventive maintenance.
Jul-Aug/2000 (considereda typical period) was R$ 21,100.00 (an averageof 4 reais US$ 2.20 - per household)for both water and sanitation systems.
4.7.7. Institutional

participation

A point of concern in the institutional arrangementof SISAR is the participation
of the prefectures.They, in general, have not been reliable in their participation and
fulfilment of their responsibilities towards the programme(seepage 186).
In December2000, just one prefecture (responsiblefor the district of Cruz) was
fulfilling its agreementto pay the electricity bill for the system operation and the salary
(responsible
local
for the district of Cruata) was covering
Another
the
one
of
operator.
just the energy costs. For all the other districts SISAR was covering the costs of the
salary of the local operator, and some of the districts were charging the userswith R$
0,70 in order to cover the energycostsand guaranteecontinuity of the service.
Moreover, some of the prefectures are among the "non-payers" users, i. e. not
paying the water bill of public institutions such schoolsand health centres.

4.7.8. Field observation
> General aspectsof the areas
The four areas studied present similar characteristics with respect to both
physical layout and householder'shabits. The presenceof women and girls contributing
to the domesticincome through the production of handicraftswas very common.
¢

The Serrota and Panacui districts

Serrota and Panacui are districts located by the embankment of the dike
Tucunduba,which is the source of water adoptedby the programme for both districts
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(Plate4.68). The water treatment in eachdistrict is composedof slow sandfiltration and
chlorination (Plate 4.69). The treatedwater is stored in reservoirs and then distributed to
the network. In Serrota, the water is also delivered to a public fountain that supplies a
located
houses
away from the centre of the district.
group of
The sanitation systemsof both districts are based on condominial sewerageand
septic tank units. In Serrota,the systemwas conceived as one basin that dischargesinto
a waste stabilisation pond. This treatment unit has, in fact, been working as "an open
tank" and the surface level has never reachedthe level of the outlet (Plate 4.70). The
Panacuisanitation systemwas conceived as three micro-systems,with eachone having
a wastestabilisationpond (Plate 4.71).
> Parapui
The water source adoptedfor the Parapui water supply systemwas a deepwell.
However, high levels of iron were identified in the water, requiring the incorporation of
an aerationdevice.The treatmentplant also has a slow sandfilter and a chlorination unit
(Plate 4.72). The sanitation system was topographically divided into two drainage
basinswith eachnetwork discharginginto a waste stabilisation pond (Plate 4.73).
The Parapui district managesits sanitation system independently from SISAR.
This decision was taken through a householders'meeting in which the presidentof the
associationwas one of the main proponentsfor the self-managementof the system.The
main contributor to this decision was the resistanceof householdersin transferring the
financial resourcescollected from the tariffs. Thus, the residents' associationmanages
the water supply and the sanitation systems without support from either SISAR or
CAGECE. To be able to do that, the association charges the householdersthe same
tariffs as SISAR and relies on the expertise of the local operator, who was trained
togetherwith all the others at the beginning of implementation of the programme.The
associationpays him the samesalary that SISAR.
The Parapui operator seems to be a confident professional and reported that
there were no major problems in the O&M of the systems;and, when he needsadvice
he affirmed that can always contact other operatorsor the instructors from CAGECE or
SISAR. In order to cover costs for spare parts for the system units, for servicesthat
cannot be carried out by the operator, or even for contracts for private technical
assistance,the Parapuiassociationkeepsa bank account into which is placed the money
collected from the tariffs.
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Plate 4.68. Dike I ucunduba, the water source tür the districts of
Serrota and Panacui

Plate 4.69. The water treatment plant of
Serrota (right) and Panacui (left).

..,

Plate 4.70. w asic stabilisation
Outlet detail
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pond at Serrota, showing
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Plate 4.71. The three waste
stabilisation ponds at Panacui.

Platy 4.72.1 IIL wiation and sand filtration

ui'the water treatment plant at Parapui
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Plate 4.74. Waste stabilisation pond at Juritianha
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¢ Juritianha
The district is associated to SISAR and its water supply project followed the

basic scheme of the programme: water is collected from a deep well, chlorinated,
district.
by
distributed
the
throughout
then
to
gravity
pumped a reservoir and
As a characteristicof this area, the majority of the householdsused to collect
for
in
backyards.
Therefore,
from
hand-pumps
the
their
through
shallow
wells
water
In
the
spite of the public
available
nearby.
always
community water was
majority of
health risks of these wells (due to the proximity

of latrines and vulnerability from

domestic animals - including goats, chickens and horses), the householders reported a
is
hand-pumped
for
tastier than the water
they
the
say,
water,
which,
preference
Thus,
(complaints
by
the
the
although nearly all
chlorine).
about
programme
supplied
the houses had initially

received water connections, many continued to use their

backyard water for some purpose and then when the water tariff started to rise (SISAR
for
householders
the removal of their connections.
asking
started
charging policy),

The seweragesystemwas designedas two micro-systems,one discharginginto a
4.74
into
(Plates
tank
the
and
a
communal
septic
other
waste stabilisation pond and
4.75). The effluent of the waste stabilisation pond discharges into a rock filter that,
during this field study, was being rebuilt due to under-dimensioning (according to the
field technician).
The septic tank was not in operation due to a blockage problem. The operator
had
had
functioned
despite
taken
this
that
that,
already
place,
unit
never
repairs
reported
well. In fact, there seemsto have a construction problem regarding the level of the
tanks.To solve this, technicianswere consideringtwo alternatives:the reconstructionof
the septic tank unit, or its abandonment(for the last alternative the option for the
is
be
to
pumpedto the existing waste stabilisation pond).
collectedwastewater

4.7.9. Survey Questionnaire
> Section I- Identification and Socio-economicAspects
The variables measured in this section were: occupation density, property
ownershipand the time that the families had beenliving in the area.
The four districts had household occupational densities varying from 4.2
(Serrota)to 5.7 (Panacui),and the averagefor the four communities was 4.9 personsper
household. The property ownership level revealed that more than 80% of the
householdersown their homes.
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As shown in Figure 4.62, the majority of the families had been living in the
houses for more than 7 years and had had, therefore, the chance to take part in the
its
beginning.
since
sanitation programme
80%
O

70%
60%
50%

p

Less than 5 years
5 to 7 years
Q more than 7 years

40%

30%
c

20%

r
a

10%
0%
Serrota

Panacui

Figure

Parapui

Juritianha

4.62. Time the family is living in the house

The monthly income for the households was not determined due to the
jobs
formal
have
(the
families
these
characteristics of
rural villages
no
great majority of
and many of them live from domestic agriculture and fishing). This would have required
a more detailed survey, which took into account not only cash incomes but also the cash
farming.
equivalents of subsistence
:-

Section 11-Water

Supply

In general, the water supply in the four districts was of a yard tap level and

problems with the reliability of the systems were only associated with failures in the
electricity supply.
IOO!o
9000
y

ö

80%

y
ö

70%
60%
50%

p

40%
Wo

y

20° ý,
1000

s
61

0o°o

watering the
plants

to drink

to cook

to wash
clothes

to take
shower

N=36

Figure 4.63. - Water usage among households using both sources of supply (shallow
wells and treated water from the programme) in the district of Juritianha.

In the district of Juritianha (where householders also consumed hand-pumped
water from shallow wells), 6% of the households were consuming water only from the
wells, 42% were using solely the water supplied by the programme and 53% of the
households were using both the water from the programme and water from the wells. As
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shown in Figure 4.63, the majority (81 %) of the households that were consuming water
from both sources preferred to drink the water from the wells and more than 56% used
the treated water for watering their garden plants.
Section III - Technology
Q Technology

Usage, Functioning

and Satisfaction

usage

The sanitation systems serve 100% of the households in the districts of
Serrota and Juritianha, and the Serrota system had the highest number of
households served by septic tanks instead of sewers (Figure 4.64).
100%
90%
80%
y
ro

70%
60%
50%
40%

30%
ewe
20%
10%
0.0%

Serrota

Panacui

Parapui

Juritianha

Figure 4.64 - Sanitation solutions used by householders

Regarding the utilisation

of the facilities,

more than 83% of the

householders declared that the whole family uses the bathrooms built by the
programme. In Juritianha, this percentage was 100%, as shown in Figure 4.65.
Serrota
everybody
only

adults

Qnobody (prefer go to bushes)
nobody (has another bathroom)
does

not have the system

ö3%

Panacui

Parapui

92%

Juritianha

93%

100%

Figure 4.65. Usage of the sanitation facilities
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u Technology

functioning

According to the householders, the occurrence of failures in the condominial
sewerage systems was not frequent. As shown in Figure 4.66, more than 70% of

the users in the four districts never had any problem.
V)

90%

8 00/o

ýa+ 70°.
%
N

Serrota

60°%

® Panacui
0 Parapui

4(Wo

©Juritianha

awe30°o
20°°0
IO°'o
II°o

never

sometimes

rarely

didn't answer

Figure 4.66. Frequency of sewers operational problem

Regarding the functioning of the septic tanks, 20% of the users in Serrota
facility
had failures "sometimes" and 10% said that problems occur
that
the
said
"rarely". The remaining 70% of septic tank users in Serrota and the users from the
other districts said that problems "never" occurred.
In the sewerage systems, the type of problems reported was of blockage in
the condominial sewers and in the household connections (Figure 4.67).
90°0
t
80%
700'o
60%
s
50°.
a..
0
40°'o
30%
20°'o
ü 100

Serrota
® Panacui
© Parapui
0 Juritianha

Z.

C6.0%
none

blockage of
condominial
branches

on the house
connection

didn't answer

Figure 4.67. Type of operational problems in the sewerage systems

About who solves the problems that may occur with the sanitation systems,
the great majority of householders (between 73 and 80%) answered that it was the
local operator. Nevertheless, in Juritianha, 20% of the householders said that they
did not know who was supposed to do this (Figure 4.68).
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90%
80%
y

70%

Serrota
INPanacui
p Parapui
Q Juritianha

ÖD%
50%
°

40%

30°%
aOOa
e0,20%
1000
0°0

operator

didn't know

other

contract

who does

someone

Figure 4.68. Person responsible for the maintenance of the sanitation system.

Among the householders that have requested the services of the operator, the
in
less
hours
4.69).
24
(Figure
than
an
attendance
reported
great majority
nno. o
1
1VIP

f'
m
=

90%
80%
70%

Serrota

60%
q0

50%

M Panacui

40%

Q Parapui

30%

Y Juritianha

? 0°ßo
100/0

a.

W/o "tIII-ý

good

average

bad

didn't answer

Figure 4.69. Time for the operator to attend a user's request for maintenance services.

Q Technology Satisfaction
According to 85 to 90% of the households in the districts studied, the
4.70).
(Figure
was
considered
a
good
system
condominial sewerage
100%
90

L80

w)

%

/O

70%

Serrota
Ö
pp

50%

Panacui

40%

0 Parapui

30%
fi
4

0 Juritianha

20%
10%
000

good

average

bad

didn't answer

Figure 4.70. - Level of user satisfaction with the condominial sewerage system.
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Among householders from the two districts with higher percentage of septic
tank users (Serrota and Juritianha), the level of satisfaction was also relatively high:
60% for those from Serrota and 100% for those from Juritianha.
Finally, the values charged for the system was, in general, considered to be
reasonable by the householders of the four districts (Figure 4.71).
9

90%
80%

aý+ 70%

Serrota

60%
50%

0 Panacui

40%

0 Parapui

30%

©Juritianha

2(W'o

L
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100/0
0°0

cheap

reasonable

expensive

didn't answer

Figure 4.71. - Amount of money paid by the users.

Q Section IV - Health and Educational Programmes
As already mentioned, this sanitation programme also had socio-educational
which focused on the appropriate

activities,

improvement

usage of the new facilities,

of personal hygiene and on the empowerment

on the

of the community

associations. However, when asked about educational messages the households in the
four districts seemed to remember more the messages from a health programme from
the Federal Government than those of the sanitation programme (Figure 4.72).
100%

s
W)

Mio

80%
70%
60%

ö
pp

50%
40%
30%
20%

pes, 10%

0%
Serrota

Panacui

Parapui

Juritianha

Figure 4.72. - Householders that remember educational messagesfrom the sanitation
programme and from the health programme.

Although

the general

feeling

when

visiting

the communities

was that

improvements were still needed to the householders' personal hygiene
practices, good
health practices have started to be noticed. The following
sequence of photographs
exemplifies this (Plates 4.76-4.78).
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Plate 4.76. - Household storage of drinking

water.

Plate 4.7. -L hilciren play ing in the street (having few
clothes, but wearing shoes).

Plate 4.78.
-A

girl cleaning the
toilet bowl.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1.

Introduction
Instead of focusing on the individual outcomes of each case study presented in

Chapter 4, this chapter is concerned with the aspects that are most likely to influence the
sustainability of the low-cost sanitation programmes.

Me institutional framework
here as the primary

in which the programmes are developed is seen

factor for the achievement

definition of institutions and their responsibilities

of programme's

objectives.

A clear

towards the programmes - based on a

consistent and realistic assessment of capability

is therefore
-

believed to directly

influence the aspects leading for sustainable sanitation programmes.

Those aspects identified for discussion here were: the social and managerial
parameters for technology selection; the technical parameters for the design of the systems;
the approaches adopted for implementation

of the programmes; the O&M arrangements;

user acceptability and satisfaction; and financial aspects, i. e. the systems' affordability.
In addition, long-term social and health improvements should follow as a direct
consequenceof sustainable sanitation programmes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Defined Institutional

Operation & Maintenance

Acceptability/satisfaction
Sustainable
sanitation

programmes

Health improvements

Figure S.1. The main aspectsinfluencing the sustainability of sanitation programmes (there may, of
course, be feedback loops within this diagram - such as, for example, from affordability (or O&M) back
to technology selection, this would occur when a technology that was too expensive (or too difficult to
operate and maintain had been selected).
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5.2.

Technology
That

Parameters

selection: Social and Managerial

sanitation

technologies

must be appropriate

is a general

consensus.

However, as according to Kalbermatten et at (1982), the concept of technological
he
which
can
only
applied
one,

appropriateness is "a relative
t'Ulllt'.

within

a particular

L1 "

Whilst general guidance is available for the first stage of technology selection

(such as algorithms and decision support systems

Franceys et al., 1992; Loctscher, T.

I ºRL-20,2000), the final decision must be based on locally supported, site-specific data.
Based on the case studies, the main aspects considered for appropriate
technology
(Figure

selection would

lie among technical,

social and managerial

parameters

S.?. ).
Technolog
Selection

Technical

Social/cultural
aspects of the

characteristics
of the site

Managerial

capacity
to comply with O&M

communit
Figure 5.2. - Technology

5.2.1. Technical Characteristics

requirements
selection

of the Site

The main technical characteristics of the localities considered for selection of
on- and off-site sanitation systems have been mostly based on the level of water
consumption, the population density and the soil infiltrative capacity.
Level of water consumption

Considerations on the volume of water consumed can be viewed from two main
angles. For on-site systems, the main parameter assessed is the infiltrative

capacity of

the soil (if the wastewater flow discharged into the system is not going to exceed the
soil's capacity to absorb liquids); and, for sewerage systems, the community's
water supply service (if the availability

level of

of water is reliable and in enough quantity to

guarantee the transportation of solid particles into the sewers).

In Case Study 2, the on-site system of Aero Rancho had a projected wastewater
flow of 96 litres/capita/day (80 percent of the per capita water consumption adopted for
the site's water supply system). During this study, approx. 53 percent of the households
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discharged all wastewaters (excreta and sullage) into their leach pits, thus, just over half
of the pits were receiving a theoretical wastewater flow higher than the values
traditionally indicated for the adoption of on-site systems (50 lcd in Kalbermatten,
1982). Nevertheless, 82% of the leach pits surveyed had not yet required maintenance
(mainly emptying) services even after 6 years of system operation (designed for 5 years
design life).

For the SISAR programme (Case Study 6), the selection of a condominial
seweragesystem was supported,as far as water consumption was concerned,by the
provision of an in-house service level of water supply, with at least one tap located
inside each house. Nevertheless,the great majority of the households did not have
cistern-flush toilets (10 litre capacity buckets were mostly used to dischargewater for
flushing), and, in spite of almost 100 percent of the residenceshaving their toilets
connectedto the system,the sullage connectionswere low (in these rural householdsa
common practice was to use the sullage for watering plants or simply dispose it off in
the sandy backyards).Therefore, among the four condominial seweragecasesstudies,
Case Study 6 presented the lowest wastewater flow being discharged into the
condominial sewers,but even so this system had the lowest percentageof households
requiring O&M services in the condominial pipeline (85 percent never needed any
service and 12 percent rarely had O&M services required). Suggesting,therefore,that
condominial systems would be able to work well with minimum discharges of
wastewater.
>

Population density

The influences of population density on the selection of sanitation technologies
are closely linked to the availability of physical space and to the cost viability of the
programmes.Poor periurbanhousing areassuch as the onespresentedin CaseStudiesI
(Olinda), 3 (Natal) and 5 (Recife) are typical of Brazilian favelas (population densities
of 385,345 and 279 people per hectare,respectively). In such high-density areas,the
provision for sullage disposal is also a very desirable requirement and on-site systems
are usually not recommended.
Nevertheless,in the specific situation of Case Study 1 (VIP latrines plus microdrainage systems for sullage collection) the high population density
be
could not
identified as a factor contributing to the failure of the programme.The few latrinesbuilt
were in fact located among the poorest households,where problems related to space
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be
had
been
Also,
to
the
mechanically
planned
system
as
availability were most evident.
(the
bury
be
for
build
the
to
to
there
sludge
no need space
another pit or
emptied,
would
lack of relation between small size plots and their inadequacyto on-plot sanitation has
URLSaywell,
&
Ghana
Cotton
in
in
be
indicated
Mozambique
and
see
a
study
also
33,1998).
Low-cost off-site systems (mainly condominial sewerage, because settled
seweragesystemalso requires spacefor interceptor tanks) usually do not have problems
least
in
higher
density
Even
to
the
one of the
at
of
space.
areas,
related
availability
be
integrated
layout
front
(backyard,
to
alternative
yard or sidewalk) can physically well
the household characteristics, as observed in all four case studies based on this
technology. Moreover, the costs of condominial sewerage have been reported to
decreaseas the population density increases,becoming - in the case of Natal (Case
Study 3) - cheaperthan on-site systemsat population densities above 150 personsper
hectare(Sinnatamby,1983).
> Soil infiltrative capacity/groundwatertable level
Theseaspects,which affect mainly on-site systems,did not representa high risk
for the two on-site sanitationprogrammesreported. Although, in CaseStudy 1, the VIP
latrines were built in an area with high groundwater table level, the risks from health
hazardswere diminished by the fact that the community was supplied with water from
the city network, not using groundwaterfor consumption.
For the pour-flush toilet system,Case Study 2, the site presenteda groundwater
table level 4m below surface and a good soil infiltrative capacity (40 to 60 l/m2/day).
This certainly contributed to the fact that 83 percent of the pits had still not required
emptying evenafter 6 years of operation.

5.2.2. Sociocultural Aspects of the Community
The involvement of the community in the processof technology choice hasbeen
presentedas a fundamental issue for the selection of the most appropriate sanitation
alternative (Andrade Neto, 1999). The importance of this integration is strongly
supportedby the theory that allowing residentsto make their own decisionsreducesthe
chancesof implementing a systemthat may be destinedto fail due to specific habits of
the local people.Moreover, the senseof ownership of the systemby the residentsis also
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believed to increase when they are given the choice of the technology, contributing to
their greater interest in preserving the system's component parts.
Despite wide acceptance of the above aspects, the application of methodologies
allowing people to choose their sanitation systems still presents practical problems.
Questions remain on where to draw boundaries defining the limits between decisions
taken by technical experts and those by the communities. For this, suggestions have
varied from having the community as a consultant giving them the last say, to having
the communities as partners, with professionals and users working together from the
beginning. In practice, however, the specific dynamic of each community (city or
region) brings up sociocultural factors that can make methodologies successfully
applied in one area be ineffective in another.
In all case studies, intensive activities to promote social development of the
communities and their mobilisation towards the sanitation programmes were reported.
Nevertheless, regarding the choice of technologies, users participation was more in a
senseof acceptanceof the option offered than in properly making choices.

In Case Study 1, the VIP latrine systemwas mainly selectedby the technical
team and based on the cost limitations of the programme. Considerations regarding the
sociocultural aspects of the community were expressed by the adoption of toilet bowls,
as the squatter position usually adopted for latrines was not locally accepted. However,
the direct deposition of excreta (absence of water-sealed toilets) meant the system was
perceived by the community as a "primitive" system, contributing to the limited interest
of potential users (only 40 VIP latrines were built out of 240 households).

Another noteworthy aspect was the adoption, by law, of the condominial
sewerage as the only sanitation option to be implemented in Recife (Case Study 5) and
in Brasilia (Case Study 4). In these areas, the choice given to the users refers to the
layout of the system (backyard, front yard or sidewalk), rather than to which sanitation
technology they would prefer.
Without disregarding the obvious criticisms on the existence of a law limiting
the engineering provision of technological alternatives, the fact is that for residents of
the majority of poor periurban areas in Brazil, a sewerage system is socioculturally well
accepted as it may represent a step towards a "quality of life" approaching that of the
medium and upper income areasof the cities.

Moreover,in Brasilia, having suchtechnologyas a standardoption strengthened
the sanitation company, which adapted its structure (from the planning to the O&M
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sectors) to work with condominial sewerage. The company also gained in confidence
and experience enough to starting implement this "poor community" technology in the
very rich areas of the Federal District of Brazil. CAESB is currently held in high regard
in relation to its successful implementation of condominial sewerage.

5.2.3. Managerial Capacity to Comply with O&M Requirements
The conditions necessaryto comply with O&M requirementsmust be assessed
during the process of selection of the sanitation technology. This may sound obvious but
factors connected to political interests and poor communication among institutions may
overshadow definitions of responsibilities for the post-implementation requirements of
the programmes.

In Case Study 1, the political momentum of the city of Olinda motivated the
implementation of the sanitation programme. However, the arrangements designed for
the O&M of the single pit latrines were shown to be unreliable. In fact, the prefecture
had not provided services for the mechanical emptying of the latrines and most
householders were unable to afford the costs of emptying services from private
companies. Thus, resulting in the manual emptying of 23 percent of the latrines (53
percent were never emptied and 12 percent did not answer the question).

As mentionedpreviously, CAESB (in CaseStudy 4) reorganisedits structureto
provide all the conditions necessaryto comply with the requirementsof condominial
systems.The companyinstalled local maintenanceoffices for the bigger systemsin the
satellitetowns aroundBrasilia andkept the other systemsattendedby a centraloffice.
On the other hand, in Recife (Case Study 5) the systems did not present a well
defined institutional relationship. Considering that the implementing agency (URBRecife) had no structure to provide O&M

services for condominial systems, an

agreement was made for the state water and sanitation company (COMPESA) to be the
institution responsible for O&M. Nevertheless, out of the 13 systems, 8 were not being
officially serviced by COMPESA due to bureaucracy or design problems.

5.3.

Technical Parameters for Design of Sanitation Systems

One of the main advantagesof low-cost sewerageis that it allows the designof
systemsconsideringspecific characteristicsof the site. This may have a positive impact
on the construction phase (favouring the local capacity for provision of materials and
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labour) and also on the adoption of design parametersthat most accuratelyreflect the
specific requirements of the users. Based on the Case Studies, the main aspects

regardingthe designof the systemsare now considered.
5.3.1. Design of Superstructures for Toilet Units
The two on-site (Case Studies 1 and 2) and the rural sewerage (Case Study 6)

casestudiesincludedsanitarykits as part of the sanitationprogramme.Thesekits were,
generally,composedof a toilet bowl and materials for construction of a pre-designed
superstructure.
Regardless of the technology adopted for the systems, the superstructures had, as

expected,a compact design. Although these designs were most appropriate for units
constructedoutside the house,somehouseholdershad opted for in-houseconstruction
or for the incorporationof the toilet unit into the houseafter it had beenextended.
The privacy offered by the superstructuresalso stimulated the householdersto
usethe toilet units as a showerareaevenin units that did not have a spaceso designated
(in which case,householderswould adaptthe superstructuresby openingholes to allow
the sullage to drain from the units - Plate 5.1). Therefore, water containers, plastic
showers or adapted shower-pipes could easily be identified inside the units (Plate 5.3).

Problemswith the doors of the toilet were identified as being of two causes:
quality and size. Regarding quality, a large number of units, by the time of the
fieldwork, no longer had their original doors, with low-quality

being a common

complaint among householders in all three case studies (Plates 5.4). As for size,
inconveniences caused to users by the small size of the doors 50 cm wide designed
for the Aero Rancho programme (Case Study 2) constituted an adverse factor that
militated against the acceptanceand usage of the system.

Other problemsidentified in the superstructurewere: the removal of ventilation
openings and the vent-pipes in the VIP latrine system in Olinda (which is an
educational, rather than a design, problem); and, dangerously cracked walls in a few
units in the Ceara programme (a problem that deservesfurther investigation, but as was
seen in a relatively few cases it was probably related to either construction or soil (or
both) rather than design Plate 5.2).
-
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Plate 5.1. - Opening to allow sullage to drain from the units

Plate 5.2. - Cracked superstructure walls
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Plate 5.3. - Water containers inside the superstructure.
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For the experience reported in Case Study 6 (rural Cearä), the condominial
factor
designed
based
80
the
typical
percent return
on
sewerage systems were
values of
and water consumption of 100 l/person*day, which the present study suggests that are
too high for the conditions found in the field (see Section 5.2.1. ). Although this does not
have a great impact on the design and functioning of the sewers (due to the small size of
the villages, the 100 mm was the only pipe diameter required), the much lower volume
of wastewater actually returning to the sewer was problematic for the wastewater
(some
functioning
the
of
ponds were
stabilisation ponds

being
effluent
with no

discharged - see Plate 4.73).

Other contributing factors for the determination of wastewater flow are the
stormwaterand the groundwaterinfiltration (the latter was not investigatedin this study,
but is generally assumedas a given rate per unit length of sewer- Kolsky, 1998).
Regarding stormwater, Brazilian sewerage systems are designed as separate
systems,not receiving stormwater,which is the casefor all four condominial sewerage
systemsstudied (Case Studies 3 to 6). In practice, however, the two case studies in
which this variable was investigated showed a considerable percentageof stormwater
connections to the sewers (although the sanitation companies responsible for the
systemshad officially bannedthe practice). Thus, in Case Studies 3 (in Natal) and 4 (in
Brasilia), 24 and 26 percent,respectively, of the surveyed householdswere discharging
stormwater into the sewers (usually via pipes, drains or holes on the inspection
chambers).
As assertedby Mara et al. (2001), in practice, these systemsactually work as
partially combined systems.Theseauthorsalso stressthat such a practice should not be
permitted (partially combined seweragewould require much higher values for KI), but
demonstratethat for the design practice of condominial sewers currently adopted in
Brazil (min. peak flow of 1.5 Us), there is an "inherent [safety] allowance for at least
some stormwater". Additionally, stormwater is also likely to increasethe requirements
for O&M due to the amountof soil particles carried together into the sewer.
These facts make the study of the drainage characteristics of the area (i. e.
presenceof microdrainagesystems,existing householdstormwater connections)and the
general aspectsof the household yards (i. e. paved yards, discharges of roof water)
factors also to be surveyed and considered for the definition of design parametersin
condominial seweragesystems.
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5.4. Implementation

Approaches

More thanjust the introduction of new technological options, low-cost sanitation
for
implementation
bring
innovative
for
the
and
systems
programmes also
processes
innovations
Some
these
of
are based on the new roles
relationship among stakeholders.
that users play for the establishment of successful infrastructure

developments,

especially, for the low-cost sanitation programmes.

5.4.1. Community Mobilisation
In the demand-responsiveapproach, the self-mobilised community should
expressits needsfor the competentinstitution to act in responseto such demand, i. e.
with the provision of sanitation systems.In practice (at least for all six casestudies),an
external agent capable of inducing this process is frequently necessary to increase
awarenessand to assistthe community in getting organised.
Having an external agent actively inducing the community mobilisation process
does not sound like a genuine community-driven action. Amongst the main criticisms
against such a strategy is the tendency to use "community participation" as a label to
carry on programmesthat are in fact delivering decisions already taken through an updown managerial structure. Therefore, the balance for inducing the process of
mobilisation without manipulating the participation of the community is the point that
sanitationpromotion institutions should aim for in the provision of sustainableservices.
According to Andrade Neto (1999), the level of participation of a community in
a sanitation programme dependson the degree to which the householdershave been
mobilised towards the programme.A range of social techniquesis available for working
"with" communities (DFID, 1998), but the choice must be based on the communities'
particular characteristics.
Case Study 6 (Ceara)provides an example of rural villages that had to become
organised in order to be included in the sanitation programme. Thus, the main action
initially developed by the mobilisation team was to strengthen the community as an
associativeinstitution. This was also the casein CaseStudy 2 (in Favela Aero Rancho),
where the dispersedperi-urban community had its mobilisation programme based on
development techniquesaddressing issues such as citizenship,
women's associations
and alternativemedicine.
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Although

this broad approach to strengthen community

has
associations

produced good results for the small rural villages programme of Case Study 6, the
community of Favela Aero Rancho (Case Study 2) does not appear to have assimilated
well either the importance of residents' associations or the messages specifically
directed to the sanitation system. Among the main factors for this would be: incomplete
establishment of the community
settlement of the families

in the area, socio-economical

in the community
in March

factors influencing

the

(as stated in Section 4.3.7, the economic

2000 was worse than in 1996) and the lack of

condition

of the families

continuity

of the educational programmes to reinforce the main aspects of the system.

In the programmes where community organisation existed (at least to some
degree) prior to the implementation and where the mobilisation process could be more
concentrated on the sanitation programme itself, the preferred approach was the
mobilisation block-by-block. This had been proven to be an effective strategy for the
programmes implemented in large communities, i. e. Case Studies 3 (Rocas/Santos
Reis), 4 (Vila Planalto) and 5 (for the Mangueira ZEIS), where the results in having
closer contact with smaller groups produced better results than approaching the whole
community at once. Table 5.1. summarises the approach adopted in the Case Studies
programmes.
Table 5.1. - Strategy adopted for community mobilisation

strategy
: iuu

1

240

Whole community.

2

510

In groups of 50 households.

3
4

3,100
790

5*
6

1

3,098
50 to 600

Pilot experience in a single block, then expanded block-by-block.
Block-by-block.
1 Block-by-block.
1 Whole community.

* Based on the Mangueira

5.4.2. Implementation

projects

Approaches

Having the community mobilised towards the sanitation programme was the first
step adopted in all six case studies for systems implementation. After this, one of the
following three approaches was applied: complete implementation
of the system in one
step; progressive implementation dividing the community in sub-areas; or,
implementation based on a pilot project.
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implement
the
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from
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lessons
completely
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theseexperienceswere
the
level
high
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in
acceptability
two
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main aspects are required: a
system a single step
during
the community mobilisation process and sufficient
technology
attained
selected
leave
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implementation
during
interruptions
and so
financial resources to avoid
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in
(damaging
built
confidence
users'
operation
and not
system only partially
financial
When
resources are not completely guaranteed, a progressive
programme).
be
is
In
the
this case,
implementation of the system
system should
more advisable.
designed such that one phase is in operation while the next phase is under construction
or awaiting

additional

increase
the
This
also
can
second approach
resources.

in
living
the
the
technology
system will
the
area
where
amongst
users
of
acceptability

implemented.
be
subsequently
The third approachwould be appropriatewhen the user acceptability and/or the
suitability of the technology are still not assured;therefore, the use of pilot projects
seemsto the most appropriateapproach.
Nevertheless,a fundamentalfactor which influences the appropriatenessof any
in
institution
implementing
is
the
the
providing the necessary
capacityof
approachadopted
implementation
final
for
the
to
the
of the programme.
complete
stage
requirements reach

5.5. Operation and Maintenance
A well-defined and reliable institutional and community structure to managethe
O&M of low-cost sanitation programmesrepresentsan important step for the adequate
operationof the systems,as well as for preserving/improving users' satisfaction.

5.5.1. Operation
Basedon the fieldwork, the main factors interfering in the adequateoperationof
the low-cost systemsstudied were the quality of the construction, the coverage of the
had
how
the
systemsand
users
received and acceptedthe educationalmessages.
¢ Construction
The low-cost on-site technologies studied (Case Studies 1 and 2) are of easy
basic
construction, only requiring
skills for their execution. Pre-cast materials such as
that for the superstructure(walls, roof and cover slab) and/or for pit lining were applied
in both casestudies.The utilisation of thesematerials can facilitate the constructionand
also support local production capacity, as was the casein the Case Study 1 (in Olinda).
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in
to
deserve
avoid subsidence
order
the
The characteristics of
attention
soil also
in
the
in
and
the
(that
superstructure),
of
collapse
or
even
cracks
result
would
problems
during
lining
the
to
excavation.
to provide the
necessary secure pit walls
Condominial seweragesystems,on the other hand, require trained workers able
design
in
the
designed
The
minimum gradient adopted
to lay the sewers at the
gradients.
is
diameter
is
in
for
100
200
1
much
a
value
which
pipe,
mm
a
sewerage
of condominial
lower than that used in conventional sewerage (1 in 40 according to McGuire's rule
(Marriott,

1994)). This emphasises the importance

for training

the workers in

design
the
to
requirements.
techniques
right
able ensure
appropriate construction
initially
in
Recife),
(ZEIS
5
Study
the
In Case
residents were
programme

branches.
However,
the
of
for
quality
the
the
condominial
of
construction
responsible
(company
URB-Recife
bad
in
fact,
to
encourage
the construction was,
sufficiently
initial
implementation
for
this
to
the
agreement.
the
change
of
system)
responsible
Therefore, URB hired a private company to continue the construction and repair the
pipeline sectionspresentingproblems.
Nevertheless, another example (this one from the condominial system of
Panacui, Ceara - Case Study 6) shows that, in spite of having a company hired to
execute the job, the system still presented major construction problems, thus
demonstratingthe needto selectadequatepersonnelfor the job.
In Brasilia (CaseStudy 4), in spite of CAESB had had no major problems with
the sewersunder its responsibility, the company technicians had identified construction
in
houses
high-income
The
this
in
"household
the
areas.
connections"
of
problems
long
have
backyards,
length
frequently
long
of
requiring a
neighbourhoodsusually
hire
householders
house
As
the
they
usually
responsibility,
connectionsare of
pipeline.
for
(there
in
in
the
are not many with experience condominial systems)
city
workers
sucha "simple" task, which later results in the need for corrective interventions.
Thus, these examplesemphasisethe need for experiencedworkers and training
in constructiontechniquesto ensurethe quality of sewers' construction in flat gradients
conditions.
¢ Coverageof the Systems
The conceptof coveragehas been defined in this study as the ratio betweenthe
in
households
households
the
the
number of
using
system and
number of
existing the
project design area. Therefore, Table 5.2. summarises the coverage rates obtained
during the fieldwork.
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for
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of
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programmes were not
the
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and
dependent
programmes
the
mobilisation
community
of
success
on
was more
level of acceptance of the technologies by the residents.
Table 5.2. -- Coverage rate of the sanitation programmes

Data when the
systems started
functioning

Case Studies

Date of the
fieldwork

studied

Systems'
Coverage
Rate

Users that never
had Functioning
Problems

1984

1999

17%

59%

2. Aero Rancho - Campo Grande

1994

2000

70%

83%

3. Rocas/Santos Reis - Natal

1980

1999

83%

40%

1
Brasilia
4. Vila Planalto 5. "LEIS Programme - Recife
Vila Sao Miguel
Vila do Vintem
Poco da Panela
v
Mangueira
Joao de Barros
E
Beirinha/Rua do Rio
Mustardinha
Marrom Glace
Tamarineira
Agua Fria
Corrego Sao Jose
Coronet Fabriciano
6. SISAR Programme - Ceara

1993

2000

99%

50%

1999

76%
100%
95%
66%
97%
71/30%
49%
90%
90%
85%
59%
100%
100%

-

I'civmho» l rianglc

(linda

1996
1994
1996
Jun/1998
Dec/1995
Jan/1999
Dec/1998
Dec/1998
Ago/1994
1996
1996
1993
1993

2000

77%

'- In Brasilia, households' connection to the sanitation system is compulsory.

With exception of Case Study 1, where problems with the acceptability of the
technology where identified

(17 percent coverage), the Recife ZEIS programme (Case

Study 5) presented the lowest connection rate (Table 5.1), varying from 31 to 100 percent.

Although the sanitation systems in some of the areas were "new" and residents were still
influenced
in
their
was
such
rates
also
connections,
coverage
to
variation
expected provide
by the implementing company's changes of policy (providing household connections for
sonneareasand not for others). Therefore, by the time of the update of this study, in January
2001, the company was then providing connections for the areas that were still presenting

low connection rates (see Section 4.6.3).
Another usage aspect to be considered is the connection of household appliances to
the systems. In Case Study 2,26 percent of the residents did not connect their sullage
(mainly the wastewater from kitchen sink and from laundry) to the pour-flush toilet system.
The main reason for that was the misinformation that the pits would get full too easily.
Therefore, householders constructed a second pit just to receive sullage and in spite of
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having the two pits, they were being used at the same time (not following the double pit
designed
for).
technology
the
was
scheme as
In Recife, Case Study 5, another case of household resistance in connecting
sullage to the sanitation

system was observed.

invested in their house connections,

Among

the users that had already

over 20 percent had just connected one of the two

household wastewaters (sullage or excreta - see Figure 4.47). On the other hand, in
Case Studies 3 (in Natal)

and 4 (in Brasilia)

appliances were connected to the condominial

nearly

100 percent of all household

sewers.

Cases of poor connection rates such as those reported above were actually highly
influenced by poor understanding of the educational messages or disbelief of the users
in the functioning and reliability of the systems.
Problems
related to systems' operation
F
The most frequent problems reported for the VIP latrines in Case Study I were
insects.
However,
foul
71 percent of the latrines were
to
presence
of
smell
and
related
without a door and only 65 percent of the units still had a vent-pipe (of which 36
percent did not have a flyscreen). For the other on-site system (pour-flush toilets

Case

Study 2). 83 percent of the users never had functioning problems. The "problems"
reported by the other 17 percent concerned the pit getting full. In fact, among these, just
10 percent followed the programme's orientation in terms of constructing a second pit.
Among Case Studies 3,4 and 6 on the condominial sewerage systems of Natal,
Brasilia and Ceara, respectively, the most common operational problems were of
blockage in the sewers (condominial and main line) and in household connections as
illustrated in Figure 5.3.
90%

80%
4A

N atal
" Brasilia
Ccarä

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

a.

20%
10%
0%

Nc\ er had
functioning problems

Blockage in the
condominial branch

Blockage in the
household

Blockage in the main
sewers**

connection*
* Data from Natal not available

** Data from Brasilia and Ceara not available

Figure 5.3. - Occurrence of main operational problems on the condominial sewerage
case studies
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Although some of this functioning problems were causedby poor construction
(as already discussed),the majority was due to poor usage of the system,mainly, the
into
(sand,
the pipelines.
silt)
and
soil
presenceof solid waste
> Importance of educational messages
Many of the functioning

problems occurring

in the systems are actually

(or
to
no understanding at all) of messages
poor
understanding
related
problems
intervals,
demand
(i.
functioning
the
technology
the
e.
emptying
of
explaining
importanceof ventilation tubes, how double pit schemeswork, why stormwater should
be
not connectedto the sewerage,etc).
Although all the sanitation programmes included here had reported extensive
did
them
of
not adequately concentrate on explanations
some
educational activities,
functioning
how
demands
the
the usersshould proceed
the
system'
of
and on
regarding
in casesof repair or substitution of spareparts.

5.5.2. Maintenance Performance
Cotton (2000) suggests8 key areasthat should be coveredby performance
indicators (PI) for the evaluation of O&M of water and sanitation systems.Theseareas
Community
User's
and
satisfaction,
are:
opinion
management, Financial, Level of
Service,Materials, Personnel,Equipment and Work Control.
Some of theseaspectshave been covered in this discussion; however,"Level of

Service"is an aspectthat is still to be taken into account.Thus, two levels are to be
by
considered:servicesrealised usersand servicesprovided by the companies.
Although users were responsible for the backyard condominial branchesin all
less
half
than
case
studies,
much
of the householdswere actually
condominial sewerage
is
(an
de
Joao
Barros ZEIS in Case Study 5- see
the
tasks
exception
executing such
Section4.6.8). Therefore, in Case Study 4 (Brasilia) only 24 percent of the households
reported to undertakemaintenancetasks, and in Case Study 3 (Natal) 19 percent of the
users said they carried out maintenanceservices on the condominial sewers (although
do
39
another percent cleaning servicesfor the inspection chambers).
Regarding servicesprovided by the institutions, the main concern was with the
company's efficiency in responding to calls for service (for reasons of both user's
satisfaction and lowered health hazards). As to this efficiency, Figure 5.4 shows that
users reported satisfactory levels of service in Case Studies 3,4

and 6, with the
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4
Study
Case
For
hours.
24
less
in
than
the
to
calls
of
majority
companies responding
O&M
forms
from
data
services and
Mangueira),
recorded
which
("LEIS
were gathered
hours.
24
for
94
services were attended within
percent of the calls
showed that
U Case Study 3 (Rocas/Santos Reis)
Case Study 4 (Vila Planalto)

70%
60%

G Case study 6 (Ceara)

50%
v..

40%
eo

30%
20%

0%

--ILL

ne\cr requested

I day

2 days

more than a
week

Figure 5.4. - Time for companies to respond a call from users to execute O&M

5.5.3. Institutional

services

Arrangements

As discussed in Section 5.2.3., O&M is a requirement that should be planned at
have
is,
their
that
technologies
beginning
that
can
the
adopting
the
selection process;
of
O&M services provided by an institution which is, in fact, physically and managerially
capable of doing so.
A wide set of institutional arrangements was observed for the case studies, as
is
in
the
The
5.3.
in
these
'T'able
common
among
arrangements
main
aspect
shown
inclusion of users as active participants with defined responsibilities on the systems'
O&M.
There were large differences in the level of requirement for O&M between the
The
have
technologies
the advantage of
on-site
the
systems.
off-site
on-site and
designed
be
(or
too
not
relying
much
not at all) on governmental
allowing a programme
for
low
O&M
institutions
Despite
the
the
this
provision
of
necessary
services.
or private
in
different
by
two
case
the
studies
on-site
were,
ways,
adversely
affected
requirement,
the institutions' non-provision of O&M activities. For Case Study 1, the only O&M
local
institution
the
the
of
was the provision of emptying
responsibility
aspect under
services for the VIP latrine's pits at 5 yearly intervals; however, the emptying service
The
Case
had
its
Study
2,
O&M designed to
on-site
other
system,
was never provided.
be independent of institutional services; however, neither the educational messages
regarding users actions for the system's O&M was effectively disseminated, nor was a
programme to reinforce such messagesdeveloped.
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Table 5.3. - Institutional

Case Study
1. I'ri\inho,
Friangle

arrangements for the case study programmes

Institutional Arrangement
for O&M
-

Local government

-

Householders

Observations
Implemented
institution

by the local government,

this

was responsible for the emptying of the

VIP latrines; however never provided the service.

(Olinda-PE)

Users should maintain the system's units;
however, the majority of the units were damaged
or destroyed.

2. Aero Rancho

Householders

-

Implemented by the state government, this pourflush toilets system relied on the households to

(Campo Gd-MS)

upgrade the systems to double pit scheme and
carry on the O&M of the system; however, users
appeared not to have understood the message.
3. Rocas/Santos
Reis

-

State Government

-

Community

Implemented
by
the state government, this system
is also O&M by the same institution.
The community is responsible for the maintenance

(Natal-RN)

of the condominial sewers; however, workers from
the state company were also observed to be
developing maintenance services for the
condominial sewers and household connections.
4. Vila Planalto

Federal District

-

(Brasilia-DF)
-

Implemented
by
Federal
District government,
the
-

Government

this system is also O&M by the same institution.

Community

The community is responsible for the maintenance
of the backyard condominial sewers; however,
users can request this service from the company by

paying a fee for this.
5. ZEIS
Programme

-

State Government

-

Communities

(Recife-PE)

13
implemented
by the local govern.
systems
O&M transferred to the state government
company, which had three different models of
service provision (decentralised, centralised and
participatory) and had 8 systems under transitory,
undefined or rejection situations.
The community participation varied from a system
to the other, having since a community fully in
charge of the O&M of the sewers (participatory
model) to systems relying on the company to
maintain even the condominial sewers.

6. SISAR
Programme
(Ceara)

-

Joint Community-

40 systems implemented by the state government

based Organisation

and O&M by a joint community organisation
created under support of the state government and
the donor agency to manage the systems.
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On the other hand, sewerage systems rely on water companies to safely remove
sewage from households and adequately return the treated wastewater to the
environment. In low-cost systems, however, O&M may be arranged with the users
by
located
in
the
the
their
the
maintenance of
sewers
on
plots, as proposed
participating
initial "philosophy" of the condominial sewerage (i. e. CAERN - Andrade Neto, 1999).
This user participation for sewers' maintenance leads to lower O&M costs, which is
reflected in the users' water bills and can represent up to a 60% reduction on the charges
related to wastewater services.

Nevertheless,such arrangementsare not easily accomplished. People have a
in
dealing
resistance
with sewerage-relatedtasks. For example, in Brasilia users
natural
layout
for
the
of condominial sewerage,in which the tariff is
sidewalk
generally opt
higher than the backyard layout but the responsibility for O&M tasks is of the water and
instead
householders
(Luduvice, 2001).
the
of
sanitationcompany
Furthermore,users seemmore likely to carry out the maintenanceactivities just
by
the reduction in charges, and when the educational
they
are really attracted
when
messagesand the purposeof the task have been definitely understood and acceptedby
the community (usually with the help of strong residents' associations).

5.6. Affordability
According to DFID (1998), financial sustainability of water and sanitation
systemsrefers to the ability of these systems in meeting their capital, operating and
maintenancecosts. Therefore, sustainable sanitation programmes must be designed
under the perspective of affordability, which certainly includes the selection of a
technology that users are willing-to-pay for (taking into account price, necessity and
convenience),and a charging policy that is realistic to the financial demand of the
system,as well as to the income limitations of the community.

5.6.1. Technology Costs
The costs for the implementation of condominial sewerage varied greatly
between the case studies investigated.Nevertheless,all case studies presentedcapital
costs significantly lower than those normally accepted for conventional seweragein
Brazil (as illustrated in Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4 - Capital costs of conventional and condominial sewerage

l ong cntional Sevverage in Brazil

1,500

325

Case Study 3- Natal
4-

: SSC Stud'

1983

110-170

Brasilia

Case Study 5- Recife (Mangueira)

2000

346

Nov/2000

Case Study 5- Recife (Mustardinha)

190*

Nov/2000

Case Study 6- rural Ceara

390**

Jan/1999

* values include costs of one pumping station

"\ alue includes costs of treatment

In the case of Natal, the costs would reflect the pioneering characteristic of the
in
but,
1983)
(in
general, the cost variations shown above may be a result of the
system
different

implementing
the
of
structures
organisational

institutions

towards the

technology adopted.
In Recife (Case Study 5), the same institution implemented all the systems;
however, the three values presented above still varied considerably.

As the population

densities of these areas were similar, the factor most probably influencing
is the different

system management

example, while

the Joäo de Barros system was smoothly

community

the Mangueira

participation,

with interruptions

adopted during

the implementation
implemented

phase. For
with strong

system had a long period of implementation

due to both the lack of financial

between the community

such variation

and the implementing

resources and an uneasy relation

company (see Section 4.6.7).

5.6.2. Charging Policy
The capital and O&M costs in a sustainable scheme are usually targeted to be
fully covered. Nevertheless, whereas the running costs of the systems must be covered
independently of financial resources external to the community, the partial return of
capital costs from the users would be an acceptable strategy when: social/health
interests justify it, more affordable technological solutions are not appropriate, and a
clear financing scheme to complement the coverage of the costs is adopted.
Table 5.5 summarises the arrangements for the recovery of costs in the case
studies investigated.
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Table 5.5 - Arrangements

of capital costs
Ou Rru
of users remembered
P.iý ink; for the VIP latrines (payment

Case Studs Iin ( )linda

for cost recovery

I

O&M costs
No community level service for O&M.
Individually,
351%of users arranged for

being of 3 to 5 cement bags).

it
did
12%
(only
their
pits
emptying
wet
mechanically).

Case Studs 2in Campo
Grande

Users prepared to be charged in the
first months after implementation.
However, decision was made to not
carry on with the charging plans.

Programme designed with no need for
community level O&M; however,
orientation for the construction of the
second pit was generally not followed.

('ase Study 3in Natal

Costs designed to be recovered over a
30 year period by surcharging the
monthly water bill.

Users charged monthly.

Case Studs 4-I
in Brasilia

Users charged for capital costs during
the first months after implementation.

Users charged monthly.

Case Study 5in Recife

No capital costs were recovered from
users.

Just 5 out of 13 systems were charging
users.

Case Studs' 6in viral ('ears

No capital costs were recovered from
users.

Users charged monthly. "Non-payers"
were 37% in Nov/2000.

Although the on-site programme of Case Study 2 was designed to recover
in
from
the
users the first few months after implementation (and the users
capital costs
had agreed to this), the implementing company decided not carry on with the charges
claiming that the costs to produce the bills and collect the payments would be higher
than the amount to be paid by the users. The users were not informed of this decision
and during this fieldwork a common worry among them was the possibility of being
charged now, approx. 7 years after implementation.
Regarding the condominial sewerage systems, a policy to recover capital costs
in
implemented
only two out of the four programmes studied. Different approaches
was
were adopted by the two programmes for charging the users: in Natal, costs were
collected monthly over a 30 year period, whereas in Brasilia the charges were made
during the first few months after implementation, allowing reinvestment of the revenue
in other areas.
The tariff system to cover O&M costs of the condominial sewerage programmes
is mainly based on a surcharge on the water bills with values set according to the level
of participation of householders in the maintenance services. Among the case studies,
the only exception to this was the SISAR programme (Case Study 6), which was
initially just charging users for the water supply system and only in Dec/2000
was about
to start the charging of a fixed value for the sanitation systems (see Section 4.7.2. ).
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x. 6.3. Willingness-to-pay
The general rule of considering users willingness-to-pay

towards water and

for
long
been
has
income
5
3
be
their
considered
to
to
of
percent
sanitation services
function
be
is
to
Willingness-to-pay
1998).
of
a
considered
inconsistent (DFID,
convenience/reliability

provided

by the service, socio-economic

characteristics

of the

is
therefore,
the
very site specific.
charging policy adopted, and
community as well as of

In Case Study 3 (Natal), 46 percent of the users perceived the prices they were
(Figure
5.5a
the
for
shows
variation of users'
as
reasonable
the
system
sanitation
paying
however,
28
(overall
income
of
average)
to
their
percent
stratum);
according
opinions
In
free
5.5b).
be
(Figure
the
that
available
of charge
system should
the users expressed
fact, 29 percent of users demonstrated ability to pay for the service up to 2 reais and 14
1.3
2.7
their
4
to
of
respectively,
percent
up
and
to
represent,
which
reais,
percent up
minimum income.
70%

ý60%

Nitrg

-low
"

reasonable

-high

-ºmoduA

50%
40%
loo'o

0.

I
10%

0%

V1

l-

ý_

up to I

Figure

Ito 2 (inc)

2 to 5

more than

(mc)

5

tpbl

5.5. - (a) Percentage of users according to their perception
varying with the income stratum; and,

IkQ2(n;
)

210(n: )

nvedw5

of the value of sanitation

services

(b) Percentage of users according to the amount of money they were willing to pay for the
sanitation service. Figures from Case Study 3 (in Natal).

Case Study 5 (ZEIS programmes in Recife) the results showed that the income
level of the users was in general dropping linearly (Figure 5.6a). Nevertheless, their
for
declined
the
service
considerably from the first to the second
willingness-to-pay
category (Figure 5.6b), with the overwhelming majority of the householders willing to
commit only about 2 percent of their minimum income.
Although in general, the condominial sewerage programmes presented high
usage rates (see Table 5.1.), a threat for their financial sustainability is the non-payment
of the bills. For example, during the first year of the SISAR programme "non-payment"
rates were of approx. 55 to 60 percent. To reduce such values (as described in Section
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4.7.6), the management team introduced a financial reward for the community with the
lowest "non-payment" rate in one full semester and also promote a football
in
lowest
As
four
"non-payment"
the
the
a result
values.
with
championship among
Nov/2000, the non-payment rate fell to 37 percent (average among the 27 communities).

70°io

70%
60%
50%

5(P/ö
w

i()%

040%

3()%

du
230%

CU 20%

ü20%

0.10°%

CL.10%

u¢

0%

to 2(inc) 2 to 5 (inc)
to II
Inu me (in minimini Brazilian wWs)

>5

2 to 3
I tu_'
Willingness-to-pay

3to4
>4
(Reais/month)

Figure 5.6. - (a) Percentageof users distributed according to their income; and,
(b) Percentage of users according to the amount of money they were willing to pay for the
sanitation service. Figures from Case Study 5 (Recife).

5.7.

User acceptability/satisfaction

5.7.1. Cultural Acceptability
Considering household needs for the disposal of wastewaters, particularly
improved
"non-acceptability"
the
of
an
sanitation solution may not in the first
excreta,
instance appear to be a likely situation. Nevertheless, lack of acceptability had already
been reported and is frequently indicated as a contributing factor for low levels of
facilities.
Cultural aspects (i. e. religious beliefs, requirement for
utilisation of sanitation
defecation,
for
for
material used
anal cleaning, and user behaviour
privacy, position
regarding children/women/men sharing the same facilities) are usually the main factors
to be considered prior to decisions influencing in the acceptability of the systems.
Nevertheless, two other aspects that should be assessedare: community politics and the
technological characteristics of the systems.
Communities with more than one leader (or influential resident) should have
their internal organisation well understood in order to do not leave any groups out of the
implementation process, and therefore risking that the programme runs into
an internal
kind
This
dispute.
political
of problem is more likely to occur in large communities,
such as, for example, the Mangueira ZEIS (Case Study 4) where the mobilisation team
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dispute
leaders
identify
the
however,
the
to
political
and minimise
community
able
was,
(see
Section
4.6.7).
the
programme
sanitation
generated about

Technological aspectsof the systemsmay also interfere with acceptability. Onbe
for
technologies
rural
communities
may
not
well accepted
adopted
usually
more
site
in poor urban (peri-urban) areas, as in Case Study 1 for example (where the community
in
latrines
deposition
VIP
4.2.8).
direct
Section
the
of
excreta
see
refused
-

Another exampleis concernedwith the condominial seweragesystems,in which
households would be reluctant to collaborate with the O&M requirements of the
backyard variation of the system (where sewage from the neighbours housespasses
through the backyards).Problemsrelated to this lack of collaboration are likely to cause
O&M failures and consequentlydecreaseacceptability and satisfaction.Theseproblems
be
by
layout
be
the
to
the
the
choice
of
giving users
of
system
may
minimised
implemented in their block. Case Studies 4 and 5 are examples of systems which
householders
could choosethe layout they prefer (being,therefore,previously informedand
havingacceptedthe O&M dutiesaswell asthe respectivechargesof eachlayout option).

5.7.2. Level of Satisfaction
The measurementof satisfactionamong users of a sanitation systemcan be used
for
importance
The
"thermometer"
the
the
sustainability
of
systems.
of this
as a
from
in
is
the
the
response
with
community
relation to the
parameter associated
increase
inputs
to
technology,
the
providing
awarenessabout problematic
utilisation of
operationalaspectsand to improve managerialcapacity.
Considering the on-site case studies, two opposite responseswere obtained in
regard to the level of satisfaction. While the peri-urban community of Case Study 1
(VIP latrine) had a low acceptability of the technology, with 78 percent of the
householderssuggestingactions for better disposal of the sullage as a way to improve
the sanitation of the area (29 percent suggestedto clean the drainage channels; 20
percentto cover the channels;and, 29 percentto have a seweragesystem),77 percentof
the community of casestudy 2 (pour flush toilet) were satisfied with the system.
In the condominial sewerage case studies, the householders were asked to
classify their level of satisfactionwith the sanitation programme as high, reasonableor
low. Figure 5.7 showsthat, on average,73 percent of the users reported a high level of
satisfaction towards the sanitation programme, compared with only 10 percent that
expresseda low level of satisfaction.
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00°iä
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70%

High
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40%

Average Low

30%
10%

0%

Case Study 3 Case Study 4 Case Study 5 Case Study 6
(Recife)
(Ceara)
(Brasilia)
(Natal)

Figure 5.7. - Level of satisfaction among users of condominial sewerage

5.8.

Health improvements
The methods available for epidemiological

studies associating sanitation

interventions with health impacts are highly susceptible to biases and have inherent
difficulties in controlling confounding variables (see Section 2.7).
Bearing in mind such problems, and without the intention of performing an
data
investigation,
brought
by
this
the
study
collected
on
aspects
epidemiological
implementation of the sanitation systems that were considered likely to contribute to
improvements on health, such as hygiene behaviour and educational programmes.

5.8.1. Behaviour and Health Indicators
Behavioural changes towards better hygiene practices are already accepted as a
higher
factor
in
health standards especially, when complementing
major
achieving
water and sanitation interventions. Considering that diarrhoea-related diseases and
helminthic infections are the two main diseases targeted by water, sanitation & hygiene
programmes, this study obtained information on handwashing & availability of water,
diarrhoea & helminthic infections, and familiarity with oral rehydration therapy.
Handwashing of and availability of water
Although water availability is not the only parameter to be considered in hygiene
promotion, the proximity of the water source to households is likely to influence better
hygienic practices (Curtis et. al., 1995). Users are more likely to remember
washing
their hands after defecation if they have water and soap close to their latrines or toilets.
The same analogy can be made for food preparation. When the individuals responsible
for meal preparation (most commonly housewives or daughters) have
enough water
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'

food
their
preparation place, they probably
a%ailahlr in

will

feel more motivated

to

adopt hrttcr hý gicntc behaviours.
For tie

level
least
tap
the
of water supply was
at
a
yard
case
of
six
studies,
out

a%ailabic prior to the implementation

of the sanitation programme. Case Study 6 (in
did not have water supplied to the

Ceara) %%a.the only one in which the community

and therefore, the programme provided both sanitation and water.

hour,,

the supply of water in all case studies was at least as reliable as that for higher

households
3
Studs
In
Case
(Natal),
the
served
percentage of
income areasof the cities.
hý a yard tsp dctircascd from 73 percent (prior to the implementation
SinnutambN (1983)) to 12 percent during

S»Stem

of the sanitation

this study (88 percent of the

households had in-house connections).
In Case Study I (Olinda), 67 percent of the households that were still using the
\ IP latrines had a ward tap level of water supply, and in 76 percent of them there was no
t.tLi litie. tOr h.ind%%ashingnear the latrines (as shown in Table 5.6).
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P,
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e of
Diarrhoea is considered the second main cause of mortality

especially among

children under 5 (see Section 2.3.2). Based on data collected during the household
Surne) (N here mothers

ere asked about the occurrence of diarrhoea among children

under 5 in the previous 15 days), diarrhoea occurred at a rate varying from approx. 1 in
a t., I ýn r. ýhi1dren per fortnight. The results are presented in Table 5.7.
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Regarding helminthic infections, in Case Study 3 (Natal) children's
said to ha%c had been tested for hetminths in the previous

faeces were

12 months in 59 percent of

the household% %hich had at least one child under 15 years of age. According

to the

mother-, inter is%ed, 31 percent of the tests had positive results with roundworm

and

giardia being the main parasites identified

(see Figure 4.32) - according to a study
presented in Wheeler er a!. (1999), a developed country such as England showed an
annual occurrence of infectious intestinal diseases of 1 in S.
Aneoº.Iedge on oral rrhv"dratiun

sulutiun
.

(ORS)

t ºraI reh. drauon is a fite-, a%ing therapy of fundamental importance in the fight
against deaths due to diarrhoea-related diseases. which should therefore be implemented
as a complementary

action for more sustainable solutions

such as improved

water

Section
2.3.2).
(see
s)stenns
and
supply
sanitation
In BratºI the spread of knote ledge on the ORS has, therefore, been the focus of
mangyeducational campaigns in the media and also in the public health services. Among
the three case studies surveyed for this variable, householders (mostly the female head
of household) were familiar with the ORS at a percentage which varied from 88 to 97.
When probed about how they prepared the solution, the values corresponding to proper
92
illustrated
79
in
Table
5.8.
to
as
percent,
the
of
range
\ke"rein
I Atilt S.K.- Knocc eJLC" ih+,ut ORS among female heads of household

Nage heard about ORS ? Where ?
No
l*t

udh 2

Case Stud-. 3-

N es. in the
media

Yes, trough the
health sers ice

I. '.

12%1

27%

57%

Knowledge on preparation
Total
of Yes

Yes

No

88°4,

8iß, 0

170

1%

88%

92%

8%

6

97 °1o

Yes,
other
5

in Natal
(As(

1tud%

t
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)I

Although no formal data N%erecollected during the fieldwork,

''

2I °o

the availability

of

a "measuring spoon" for preparation of ORS was common in the houses. A ready-made
mi\ture (distributed by the public health service) was also available in some houses.
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5.8.2. Educational

Programmes

Educational programmes were mentioned as part of the sanitation programmes

in all of the case studies. However, the programmes presented low commitment with
evaluation and continuity of educational actions after the implementation phase.
As already discussed (Section 5.5.1.), the operational arrangements of low-cost
sanitation systems involve the participation
familiar

with

the proper operation

of users. Therefore, households should be

of the system, as well

necessary

for

effectively

educational programmes are fundamental

the sanitation

maintaining

installations,

the

components

avoiding

not

under

only

their

the procedures

as with

responsibility.

For

that,

for the appropriate utilisation

technical

problems,

of

but also, the

consequent health hazards.

Comparing the percentages of families

that were already living

in the

communities by the time of implementation of the systems and families that said they
still remembered the educational messagesdelivered during the implementation phase,
differences varying from 34 to 55 percent could be identified (Figure 5.8). However,
considerations should be made for the time difference between the implementation of
each programme and the collection of data during the fieldwork of this study (nearly 20
years for Case Studies I and 2). Nevertheless, in the more recent programmes (Case
Studies 4 and 6 were 8 and 7 years old, respectively), the differences between residents
that received the messagesand those remembering them are still high (or even higher).
80%
70%
N

w0

Families
during

5Dodo

of the sanitation
programme
Educational
messages
by the sanitation

40%
30%
20%

a

living in the site
implementation

programme

I00o
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messages
by the health service

0%
l a; c stud)
Natal

3-

Case Study 4
Brasilia*

Case Study 6Ceara

* Data from Brasilia on messagesby the health service
not available

Figure 5.8. - Families remembering educational messages

Health assistants

Two main health programmeswere identified in the case study communities.
These, which were primarily sponsored by the Brazilian Federal Government,
were the
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(Aedes
the
dengue
the
programme
to
and
aegypti)
mosquito
combat
programme
"Family health". Both programmes are based on health assistants that work in a predefined area making periodical visits to households (weekly or monthly according to
residents).
The dengue programme is based on: the delivery of messages regarding the
for
the
breeding
(avoiding
conditions
adequate
proper storage of clean water
inspection
breeding
the
places and the application of
of possible
mosquitoes),
delivers
hand,
health"
The
"Family
the
messagesabout
other
programme, on
pesticides.
follows
health
household
hygiene,
children's growth.
and
on women's
personal and

Thesetwo health programmeshad been implementedin the majority of the case
linking
found
However,
the educational
connections
were
no
studies communities.
5.8.
Figure
health
the
to
these
above,
programmes.
sanitation systems
programmeof
from
having
households
the
that
received messages
also shows
percentageof
remember
thesehealthprogrammes.
> Follow-up educationalprogrammes
None of the case studies monitored or evaluated the educational programmes
during
implementation
Programmes
the
the
executed
phase of
sanitation systems.
targetedto reinforce or continuethe educationalmessageswere also not executedin the
majority of the casestudies.
Therefore,only CaseStudy 6 (rural Ceara)presented,in its managerialstructure,
a continuing social programme for community development and to re-inforce
educational messages.Also, in Natal (Case Study 3), the group responsible for
social/educationalactivities within CAERN was consideringlaunching a programmefor
preventive O&M actions on condominial sewerage,which would be mostly concerned
with educationalmessagesfor the better use of the system.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
for Further studies
6.1. Conclusions
Physical sustainability of infrastructure projects has increased in importance and

awareness.It can be understoodas a way of effectively applying resourcesto achievea
improving
healthier
decreasing
inequalities
live,
the
and
worldwide
quality of
interactionbetweenhumanbeings and the environment.
Previous reports suggestthat efforts have been made towards the improvement
of parameters for the identification, application and measurement of sustainable
for
in
The
investigated
thesis
this
strategies.
study presented
aspectsconsideredrelevant
the sustainability of low-cost sanitation programmesand, based on the data obtained,
the following conclusionsmay be drawn:
1. Low-cost sanitation programmes must be designed taking into account specific
characteristicsof the sites and of the communities, and, this has to be done at all
stages of the project: selection, designing, implementation and maintenance.A
number of guidelines are available to drive the technology selection process.
Nevertheless,the specific characteristicsof a given community make the application
of generalised"recipes" not always the best strategy.
2. The capacity of institutions (e.g. a water and sewerage company, a resident's
association,or even a household)to undertakesuccessfullythe O&M of the selected

duringthetechnologyselectionprocess.
systemshouldbe stronglyassessed
3. Condominial sewerageis in fact a systemdesignedto overcomethe main problems
regarding the provision of sanitation in high-density urban areas.It can work well
with minimum wastewaterflows and can be physically well adaptedto the crowded
conditions of urban slums. As a sewerage option, the condominial system is
culturally very well acceptedamong urban residents;and it can be cheaperthan onsite systems in such high-density conditions. Nevertheless, the two main
vulnerabilities for its sustainability are related to user awareness(and behavioural
changes)towards the adequateutilisation of the system, and the reliability of the
adoptedO&M strategy.
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4. Including the householdconnectionsin the timetable of the implementation of the
be
it
better
leaving
to the responsibility of the
than
a
programmes would
strategy
householders (unless the community is easy to manage and guarantees are taken for
the connections). Particularly in programmes based on the condominial sewerage
technology, a strategy where the connections of a block are provided during the
system's execution phase, and under the supervision of trained personnel may
improve the chances for both the appropriate quality of the construction and the
provision of the connection itself.

5. Regardlessof the institutional administrative level (community, local or estate),
commitment and accomplishmentof responsibilities are certainly two key factors
for the institutions involved in the O&M of low-cost sanitation systems.
6. Community participation in O&M is a strong factor in the managementof low-cost
sanitation programmes.Nevertheless,realistic assumptions should be considered
and financially sustainablemechanismscreatedto overcomeeventualdeficiencies.
7. Educationalprogrammesneedto be evaluated,monitored and continued. Therefore,
they should also be carefully balancedwithout introducing more messagesthan the
community can absorbat once.
8. Educationalmessagesdelivered for the post-implementationphaseof the sanitation
programmesmust reach all householdswith clear messagesto reinforce the main
aspects of the O&M of the systems, as well as to stress the importance of
behaviouralchangesfocusing on health improvement.
9. As has been advocated,the provision of safe water and sanitation is an urgent need
that has to be accomplished.Nevertheless, the solutions cannot be delivered in
responseto conditions of emergencyor political transience.Therefore, the urgent
need for sanitation (service delivery) must be solved, but in a way that the future
requirements of the systems (for examples, reliable O&M arrangements and
upgradingpossibilities) are also addressed.
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6.2. Recommendations for Further Studies
The presentstudy investigatedaspectsinfluencing the sustainability of low-cost
in
is
however,
further
knowledge
order to
necessary
still
sanitation programmes;
improve the reliability of the systems, as well as acceptance among both funding
be
further
Therefore,
to
undertaken, as
suggested
studies
are
agencies and users.
follows:

> Detailed comparison of the different O&M strategies adopted in the various case
studies reported herein, to establish which one or ones might be advantageously
for
different
(perhaps
standard
solution
periurban or rural
used more widely
as
environments).

> Better information on the full costs of the low-cost sanitation programmes
(including costsof the technical systemand social interventions) in order to provide
(or update) cost comparisonsbetween the different technological options and data
on the influence of community densities.
> To assessthe operationof condominial seweragein areaswhere the water supply is
unreliable or intermittent.
> To addressmore closely the use of condominial sewersto receive, and their capacity
to accept,stormwaterflows.
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\ l: translated

A \\I:

questionnaire

applied

in Case Study I
Form

Questionnaire

B. A. Sannento

N

control:
Checked in

Returned form field in

In t e! d In

SECTION I- Identification
1.1'u.
2.

famil
the
the
%ithin
rtion it
rntrr%it-ý%v .

bising in the house''

For hugs Iring is the family

LiTIONH-Socionomic

anos

io the house: '
is emplo%ed ?

4. Noss mans people lis ing in the household

he ossnership situation of the house is:
ý
Borrowed
Kcntr, ',

6. Do you ha%e I\

meses

Aspects

3. lluss ntrn% people is li%in^

5.1

:

D'Know/

Other:

at home: '

IF

1,,

7. l)o you hale IN at home?
1)
"

No

N0

8. Do make part in the residents association

actin ities?

+

SECTION III - Water Supply and Solid Waste
9.

NNhat is the source of the Hater used bý the family ?
(r\ll't

i ..I h,'u- e

NA

Collect from neightrlur
hat is the frequency
10. WW
{tare

(OMPESA - yard tap

Well

Other.

D'Know/D'

Answer

-

of Hater shortage?
Weekly

\lonthk

11. \\ hat is the honte treatment

ýý+nr

for drinking

ther.

ý' 'Know/
An,; wer

Hater?

Buy mineral water

Filter

Boll

Use Chlorine

I

D'Know/D'

Other:

Answer

12. Where is the solid Aaste deposited ?
l ++llr:ted

on the main

In the former

Other:

L2:

Know/
swer-]

SECTION IV Community Participation on the Sanitation Programme (Groups 1 and 2
13.

llos did sou lour

family) become assare about the sanitation programme ?

kr, rdenu
.s oclatron

Local Church

Neit7hhors

Prr(r. ture tail

Other:

D' Know! D' Answer

14. \c hen did %ou

start to take part in the sanitation
When the construction
VrCJ,i\ ,,7,C,ted ýkhen
mo\ed in ( (; 0 TO Is
started
[77
[Other:
In the discussions
When moved in
our family)

programme?
After see the system
inctioninp
Don't Know/
Don't Answer
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SECTION IV - Community Participation on the Sanitation Programme
15. \\ hat i%erc the main reasons that led your family

Conlin.

to accept the system ?

of the VIP latrines

paid for the construction

Hos much did . our family

16.

B. A. Sarmento

(in money or

materials?
buy ?

17.

Which

construction

material

did your family

19.

Which construction

material

did the prefecture

provide

?

SECTION V- Technology adopted for the System (Group 1)
W1ho uses the sanitation

19.

facilities

in the house ?

OnR adults

KK:
Acnhod

't K/ D't A

Other:

20. What is the solution adopeted for the faces of the person that does not use the facility ?

21. What sort of operational

II

problem

(s) occurr

(ed)?

Foul smell

Presenceof insects

None

Other

I

Drainage chan. overflow

D' Know/ D' Answer

22. With 's hick frequency does the system requires maintenance services?
-1

Ne'cr

F

FNery ),veek
23. Who does the maintenance

Rarely

Sometimes

Other:

'Know/

1

D' Answer

of the system?

J\Ieniber, of the Family
Prefecture

Hired person

Friends

Other:

D' Know/D' Answer

24. Which maintenance tasks are realized?
Manualemptying

Mechanical emptying
Other:

Vent pipe repairs
25. What is the destination

F
-1

Superstructure repairs
D' Know/D' Answer

of the sludge from the pit emptying?

26. Have you (your family) received educational messages regarding the VIP latrine system?
F_TNo.

Yes

FINISH

27. When Nias the last time?
28.

What was it about ?

SECTION V- Technology adopted in Substitution to the VIP latrines

(Groups 2 and 3)

29. Which sanitation solution did your family adopted for excreta disposal?
30. Which sanitation solution did your famiy adopted for sullage disposal?

31. Are you satisfied ssith the sanitation solution provided be the family ?
Yes

More ore less Why:
.

D' Kno\%' D' Answer

No. Why?

32. How can the system he improved ?
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1. Tspe of Latrine:
2.

In relation

inside single pit

()

()

outside single pit

()

no

()

B. A. Sarmento

double

pit

to the cover slab:

a. Which

material

b. Presenting

was used'!

cracks "()

yes

c. Obser%ation:
3. In relation

to the sanitar, * bowl:

a. Which

type %s
as used"

b. Presenting

cracks

?()

c. W1as the toilet bowl with a cover ?()

yes

()

no

yes

()

no

d. Obsers ation:
4.

In relation

to the superstructure:

hich material
a. WW
b. Presenting

%%as
used?

cracks ?()

c. Has a door?

()

yes

()

no

yes

()

no

d. Does the door has anN arrangement to be kept closed ?()

()

yes

no

c. Obser-, ation:
5.

In relation to the roof:
a. Which

material

was used: '

b. Observation:

6.

In relation to sentilation:
a. \\ hich material Has used for the vent pipe?
b. Is the sent pipe installed ?()

()

yes

no

c. What is diameter of the %ent pipe''
d. In ho%%
many centimetres does the vent pipe is higher than the roof?
C. Does the sent pipe has a flyscreen °()
f. There is an

opening for sentilation

()

yes

between the superstructure

no
and the roof? ()

yes ()

no

g. Obsersation:

7. Hygiene conditions?

()

good

()

8. Presence of facilities for handsshashing ?()

acceptable

()

yes ()

bad

()

very bad

no

9. Observations about the VIP Latrines:
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SEA ÄO 11- Sullage Collection (Groups 1 and 2)

INSPECTION:

hich sullage are connected to the channels'!
10. WW

11. Precense of sullage around
12. In relation

B. A. Surniento

the house?

to the sullage channel conditions

(

) kitchen

()

shower

()

laundry

(

) sink

()

none

()

other

(

) No

()

()

very bad

?

a. (: logged ?()

yes

(

) no

b. iNith household solid %saste?(

) yes

(

) no

yes

(

) no

good

(

) acceptable

c. Presenting

cracks ?()

d. General conditions?

()

Yes. Where?

()

bad

13. Obsersations

about the VIP Latrines:

INSPECTION:

SEcAO III- Facility Adopted by the Family ( Groups 2 and 3)

14. \N hich sanitation

solution

15. lisgiene conditions? ()

has been used ?

good

()

16. Presence of facilities for hand%%hashing?(

acceptable

()

) yes ()

bad

()

very bad

no

17. Obser%ations about the VIP Latrines:

Date:

Inten'iewer:
Form processed in:
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2: Translated

ANNEX

applied

questionnaire

POt'IR-FLL'SII "TOILETS - CA11PO GRANDE:

B. A. Sarmento

in Case Study

2

Aero Rancho Project
Form N°

Position of the inter%ie%%ec.%ithin the family

I.

li%ing in the house?

2. For hors long is the family
3.

Hoss mans people is lis ing in the house''

4.

Hors much does the family

earn per month (in Brazilian

2 to 5 (inc. )

to 2 (inc. )

I ntil II

anos

minimum
IF

I

wages)

More than 5

5. What is the source of the Hater used bs_the family ?
SANESUL - yard tap
in-house
S:ANFSL'L

SECTION

11- Technology

L

1'r.

Usage, Functioning

8.

Answer

toilet system?

D'Know/D'

7. WhN is not connected to the sNstem?
Lack of financial
Lack of knoý%ledge
resources
on the system
Don't think is
im ortant

Waiting for
SA\F. SUL

-ý

D'Know/D'

to the pour-flush

Nn

(; º) to 9

1

-1
and Satisfaction

Is the household excreta (faeces and urine) connected

6.

D'Know/
D'Answer

Well

Other

Buý in the dog r. teh

mews

F

Break and has not
been mended
I[

Other:

Answer

I Don't Know/
Don't Answer

\N hat is the excreta destination?

When did you (your family) start to take part in the sanitation programme?

9.

F

When the

11rýadý
connected
:

started

construction
In the

When moved in

10. \N hat is the destination

After see the system
functioninv,

Other:

Don't Know/

of sullage ?

a. ShoýN
er

()

system's pit

()

yard

()

street ()

drainage ()

other

b. Basimýash

()

system's pit

()

yard

()

street ()

drainage ()

other

()

system's pit

()

yard

()

street ()

drainage ()

other

()

system's pit

()

yard

()

street ()

drainage ()

other

Kitchen sink

c.

d. Laundry

11. Had the pit ever be emptied ?
1'e;. Ilo

No Go to 9

mangytime''

12. \Who emptied

D'Know/l)'

Answer

the pit?

I The t:
ºntilý
I SANFS 'L
.
13. The em ptsin > process s as:

Hired person/company

Friends

Other:

D'Know/D'

Answer

mechanically

1l'Know/Il'

Answer

m; inn; rllý
14. \1 hat %%as
done to the sludge ?

II

l'akrn in another . ott"

Buried

Other:

Dn't K/ Dn't A
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SECTION II - Technology Usage, Functioning and Satisfaction (continuation)
floss long does it take to CA ERN' attend to a maintenance
F-T
2-d ays
I day
Ne' er reytic ted

15.

\1 hat is -,our opinion
(food
II

A week

Other:

15 days
16.

request?

D' Know/ D' Answer

system?
about the condominial
Reasonable
ID'

ether:

Bad
Know/ D' Answer

SEcAO III - Public Health and Educational Programmes
17. ('an you smell foul odour from the sanitation

system?

11n

1"ý.
18. There is mosquitoes

in the household

D'Knnw/D'

Answer

D'Knnw/n'

Answer

?
Nn

19.1tos many children between 0 and 5 years old are there in the household ?
11
13
1 to 2
Zero. Go to 23
to 5
D' Know/ D' Answer

plu;

20. Ho%smany children between 0 and 5, ears old had diarrhoea in the past 15 days ?
1 to 23

Zero. Go to 23

to

D' Know/ D' Answer

5 plus
21. Hase -*on heard about the oral rehsdration

solution

(soro caseiro) ?

No. e;u ru '

Yes. By the TV/radio

Yes. By the resid. Ass.

1'es. B' the health sen'icr

Other:

D' Know/ D' Answer

22. Hors do sou prepare the solution

OK

?()

don't

()

know

23. Hase you (your famils) received educational messe es regarding the condominial sewerage?
Yes
No. FINISH
24. When ssasthe last time?
25.

\1 hat'sas

it about

INSPECTION
a. Location ut'the unit

inside ()

b. Presenceof flushing device

()

e. Presenceof a Vent pipe

( )Yes(

d. Pit cover sealed
Questionnaire control:
II
In field in

Date:

Yes ()

Yes ()

()

() single
()
double
e. Type of pit
No If. Presenceof grease trap
( )Yes(
) No

outside

) No
No

g. Rainwater connection
h. Open flow of sullage

Returned forumfield in

( )Yes ()
( )Yes(

,

F71
) No

IChecked in

Interviewer:
Form processed in:
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3: Translated

CON'DO\1I\I:

applied

questionnaire

Form N°

No.

control:

Retuned form field in

In tir1ý1ýn

Checked in

Aspects

1- Identification/Socio-economic

SECTION

in Case Study 3

Rocas/Santos Reis Project

\, I. SYSTEM - NATAL:

Block
Questionnaire

B. A. Sarmento

No.

3. :%ddre»:
Position of the inter%ieHee Mithin

4.

the family:

lining in the house?

5. For hon long is the family

anos

meses

4.

Iloss mans people is li%ing in the house''

5.

How much does the famil-, earn per month (in Brazilian minimum wages

The mAnershi
II
On
OWN

6.

2 to 5 (inc. )

to 2 (inc. )

Until II
situation

of the house is:
j Borrowed
Rented
_j

F

More than 5L

D' Know/
D'Answer

Other:

D' Know/
'Answer

I

_11

SECTION 11- Water Supply
\% hat is the source of the water used by the family

7.

?

CAERN - in-house

CAERN - yard tap

Buy in the doorstep

Other:

r

-1

well
D'Know/D'

Answer

What is the frequency of water shortage?

8.

Other:

Weekly

Monthl

Rare

D'Know/

SECTION III - Participation of the Community in the Sanitation Programme
Is the household

9.

connected to the condominial

AasteAater

No

1'c-. Gn In 12

D'Know/f)'

10. \\ hý is not connected to the condominial

I

important
11. What is the "ante"ater destination?
FFDrainage.
Sep.Tank Go to28
Go to28
How did you (sour family)

('. \FRN

13. When did %ou ()our

family)

Already connected
hen nio%ed in

F-1

LI-L

In the
discussions Dhase

Other:

become aware about the sanitation

Other-

aatT

Break and has not
been mended
I[
I Don't Know/
Don't Answer

ocal Church

Resiilents AcsnciatiI

Answer

system?

Lack of financial
resources
I Ll
Other:
Don't think is

Lack of knumledge
on the system
Waiting for
CAERN

12.

system?

start to take part in the sanitation

'hen the

Limstruction starte
Other:
When moved in

I F--

D' Know/ D'

programme?
Newhhnrc
D, Know/D'

Answer

programme?

After see the system
functioning
Don't Know/
Don't Answer
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SECTION IV - Technology Usage, Functioning and Satisfaction
14.

facilities

\1 ho uses the sanitath

F- 71

in the house'!

Kids older than 5

Only adults

rrytwdy

Dn't K/ Dn't A

Other:
15.

Which sanitary

111'

()

Ic. Sink

1)II.

()D.

H

d. kitchen sink

()H.

C ()H.

NC ()D.

H

NC ()D.

H

e. laundry tank

()H.

C. ()H.

NC. ()D.

H

W.

H

f. washing machine(

( )[I. \('

('

()H

b. Shower

are connected to the system?

appliances

I a. Toilet

Kids older than 10

()H.

C. ()H.

()D.

16. Who does th " maintenance, If the stm?
Hired person
Members of the family
11
1Other:
R\
('AL

) H. C ()H.

NC ()D.

H

Friends
D' Know/D' Answer

17. \1 ith ý%hichfrequenc-, does the s-,stem requires maintenance services?
-71
Sometimes
Rarely
ýe rr
Other:
D' Know/ D' Answer
F'. erv v.eek
18.
Blockage

Blockage

on the

Broken

on the

ch . connection

F

111

Other:

11

None

Broken seer

1 11

inspection

Don't Know/
Don't

19. \1 hat maintenance tasks does your family realize?
Cleaning of insp.cham.
('leaning of cond. Sem.

None

Answer

-1

Dn't K/ Dn't A

Other:

20. What do you do when sou (or your family) can not solve a maintenance service?
Call CAERN
Call the Resid. Assoc.
Call a neighbour
Other:
D' Know/ D' Answer
Call a professional
21.11

long does it take to C:AERN attend to a maintenance request?
A week
2 days
I daN
Other:

l5 days

D' Know/ D' Answer

23. What is sour opinion about the condominial system?
-7
Good
Reasonable
Other:

F

Bad

D' Know/ D' Answer

SECTION V- Tariff
24. Ho" do you see the price payed for the sewerage system?
Loýý
Reasonable

D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

25. How much do,. ou think the service worth (in Reais)?
11
13 to 44
I to 2
[7

plus

D' Know/ D' Answer

Nothing

26. HoA much are you ssillin g-to- av for the service (in Reais ?
I to 23
to 44
Nothing

High

F

plus

D' Know/ D' Answer
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SEcAO VI - Public Health and Educational Programmes
het%%eenll and 5 Nears old are there in the household

27.11o%%man. children
/ero

1 to 23

(; H to 31
15

?

to 5
D' Know/

plus

D' Answer

28. Ho%smans children betAeen 0 and 5 years old had diarrhoea in the past 15 days ?

F-I

lens

Ito2

(10 14).3I

D' Know/

plus
29. Hase %ou heard about the oral rehydration
No c; " to 31
Iýc, tip the hr.
ilth . er' i,:L

solution

FT3

t

D' Answer

(soro caseiro)

?

Yes. By the TV, radio

Yes. By the resid. Ass.

Other.

D' Know/

30. Hors do you prepare the solution

()

)OK

(

don't

D' Answer

know

0 and 15 years old are there in the household ?
31. llo%%mans children het%%een
lit/l.

t lt t'/'

(1

(

-#

to

Itl

35)

32. Ho%ý mam of them had their faeces tested in the period of I year?
33. Ho"

(answer =04

Go to 35)

mangy had positiv c result,?

34. Which helminth% .%ereidentified?
11

hookm on

II

tIno ba

35. Hase'ou

I

ascaris

Other:

giardia

D' Know/ D' Answer

(sour famih) received educational messages regarding the condominial sewerage?
Yes
No. Go to 38

FT

36.

N hen s as the last time!

37.

WW
hat Has it about ''

38. Ila%e you (sour famiIN) rerei-, ed educational messages regarding health?
Yes
No. FINISH

II

39. W1hen

as the last time. '

40. WW
hat

as it about

INSPECTION
a. 1'resencc ct grease trap

1b. Inspection
chamber locked
c. Broken inspection chamber

Date:

) No

()

Yes ()

d. Rainwater connection
Fe.
Open flow of sullage
No

()

Yes ()

No

(

)Yes(

( )Yes(
()

Yes ()

) No
No

Interviewer:
Form processed in:

_/

Key: [H. C] has the appliance and it is connected; [H. NC] has the appliance but it is
not connected
1).11] does not ha- e the appliance
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ANNEX 4: Translated questionnaire applied in Case Study 4

SYSTEM

('(Y t)O\1INIAL
1ntrn

Date:

VILA
-

PLANALTO

ir\ver:

Forum processed in:

Kr`

//

h.a,,the appIian« and it is connected; [H. NC} has the appliance but it is not connected

I I(

[D. IiI does not have the appliance
Form N
Questionnaire

control:

Returned forumfield in

In field in

Checked in

SECTION I- Identification
1.

Address:

2.

Position of the inter%ie iec ýsithin the family:

3.

For hoH long is the famil

4.

Ilms nian. N people is liN ink

No.

lip ing in the house?

anos

meses

in the house?

SECTION 11- Water Supply
\\ hat is the source of the isater used by the family

5.

II

?

CAESB - yard tap

CALSB - in-house

IF

E3in in the door. ter

I

Other:

Well
D'Know/D'

Answer

SECTION III - Participation of the Community in the Sanitation Programme
Is the household Hastc%%ater connected to the condominial

6.

II

Nn

Ye" (; n in 9

7. \1 hý is not connected to the condominial system?
LI
Lack of kno\\ ledge
Lack of financial
on the system

Waiting for

F
8.

resources

T
imnortar

D'Knnw/D'

Answer

Break and hasnot
beenmended

Other:

Don't Know/

Other:

D' Know/ D'

What is the Aaste" ater destination?
Drainage.Go Io20

9.

Don't think is

- 1EI

sy stem?

Sep.Tank Go to20

How did %ou(your famil, ) become ai%are about the sanitation programme ?
Residents Assn Tatinn

F

('AI

I ocal Church

Neighhors

Other

CR staff

10. When did you (your famil)

Already connected

D' Know/D'

Answer

start to take part in the sanitati on programme?

When the

After see the system
T

In the

discussions
nh

When moved in

F

Other:

Don't Know !
'
nsw
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11. WW
ho uses the sanitat% facilities

in the house'

Other:

Only adults

1.verybody

Dn't K/ Dn't A

12. W1hich sanitary appliances are connected to the system?
H.C ()H. NC ()D. H
d. kitchen sink
a. Toilet
lie.
laundry tank
H
C
11.
NC
b. Shower
()
()H.
()D.
Ir.

Sink

()H.

C. ()U.

()H.

C ()H.

NC ()D.

H

()H.

C. ()H.

NC. ()D.

H

washing machine( ) H. C ()H.

NC

NC ()D.

H

13. WW
ho does the maintenance of the system?
Members of the family

Hired person

Friends

CAFSB

Other:

D' Know/D' Answer

14. WW
ith Hhich frequency does the system requires maintenance services?
jNever

E

15. \\ hat sort of functioning

problem

nmetimec
D' Knnw/

Other

None

D' Ancwer

(ed)?

(s) occurr

Blockage on the
housch. connection
Broken sewer

Rarely

Blockage on the
sewer condorninial
I
Other:

El

Broken inspection
chamber
Don't Know/
Don't Ans-er

16.11o%ß long; does it take to CAESB attend to a maintenance request?

1

2 days

=day

Neer requested
15 days

A week

Bad
D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

18. how do you see the price paved for the sewerage system?
Reasonable
Low
II

Dn't K/ Dn't A

Other:

17. What is sour opinion about the condominial system?
j
Reasonable
Good

7771

Other:

High

D' Know/ D' Answer

19. Ha%c \ ou (\ our family) receiNed educational messages regarding the condominial sewerage?
II
No. FINISH
Yes
20. When was the last time?
21. Was it about Ahat ?

INSPECTION
Presenceof grease trap

()

Yes ()

b. Inspection chamber locked

()

Yes ()

c. Broken inspection chamber

( )Yes(

No

d. Rainwater connection
lie.
Open flow of sullage
No

( )Yes(

) No

( )Yes(

) No

) No
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ANN EX 5: Instruction

caes

B. A. Surmentu

for connection on the 100% plastic systems

ORIENTAQOES
SISTEMAS
PARA
DE ESGOTO
CONSTRUIDOS
COM
CAIXA
DE INSPEQAO
DE PVC

3

A CAESB IMPLANTOU A REDE DE ESGOTO EM SEU CONJUNTO E
CONSTRUIU UMA CAIXA DE ESGOTO DENTRO DE CADA LOTE ONDE
DEVERA SER LIGADO 0 ESGOTO DA SUA RESIDENCIA
CAIXA DE PVC
IMPLANTADA PELA

-- -

CAESB DENTRO DO LOTE

\ý
imm

A NOVA CAIXA DE INSPEcÄO DE PVC

ALCADA

A CORAGEM

BOTE

DE CONCRE-C

ENTRADA PARR LIGA(', AO
CA, XA DE PVC
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COMO FAZER A LIGACAO?
I

CAVAR AO LADO DA CAIXA PARA ENCONTRAR
0 TUBO DE ENTRADA

2- SERRAR O TUBO DE ENTRADA DA CAIXA DE
ESGOTO NA "CAVA" EXISTENTE
N uRC

Vi

Vi

cA

A,

A

"//,

ý

.. A.. ý4.; r"

-OTE

Tl, K

Vii,. '

,{

IOTE

DI

e N')IC A'JD^
..

OBS TOMAR CUIDADO NA ESCAVAcAO PARA
NAO DANIFICAR A CAIXA DE PVC
3- INSTALAR 0 TUBO DE PVC 100mm LIGANDO A
ULTIMA CAIXA DE ESGOTO DA RESIDENCIA A
CAIXA DE PVC, COM DECLIVIDADE MINIMA DE
0,5%. OU SEJA, A CADA 2m CAI 1cm.

ý S_k

KAR

OBS: CUIDADO PARA NAO DESLOCAR A CAIXA
DE PVC
4- ATERRAR COM CUIDADO

Il Nr'

\V.
I_[
CALLA

.a

C.A

`i.

ESTA PRONTA PARA USO
OBS: FAZER TESTE COM ÄGUA PARA VERIFICAR
ESCOAMENTO

OBSERVACOES.
1- NAO A PERMITIDO MEXER NO RAMAL QUE PASSA FORA DO LOTE;
2- NAO A PERMITIDO ALTERAR 0 NIVEL DA CAIXA DE PVC CONSTRUIDA PELA CAESB;
3-A CAIXA DE PVC NAO PODE SER DANIFICADA;
4-t PROIBIDO LIGAR AS "AGUAS DE CHUVA" NA REDE DE ESGOTOS;
5-A OBRIGATÖRIO A INSTALACAO DE CAIXA DE GORDURA NA PIA DA COZINHA;
6- MANTER A CAIXA DE INSPECAO TAMPADA PARA EVITAR A ENTRADA DE TERRA OU LIXO.
COCQISPPE/DRSE
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ANNEX 6: Questionnaire applied in Case Study 5
Cr
LRB
F>A}'RLý:\ JF ' iN: ý`.ti'. A4.ýý !)U
D[iki: TORLA DE 2JTEGRAcAO URBANISTtCA - DI JR

DrýýS:iC DE PFS [ "SA E ACO!býANHAMF vý 0- DPA

AVALUCAO

DA IJIPLayTACAO

F chaN°

DO SISTEMA DE ESGOTO CONDOMINIAL

i"ICHA CADASTRAL
AO Do EN1 REV1ST.ADO

IDFNTIFICAc

I.

2 Comunid.
ide deOrigem( pubAreadaZeis)
Fnderrtn

do Imovel:

uanto a sua familiajanha

Ronda F-amitiar

\Inradorrs

'le

3 De<atc5SM
j;

1ý NS/NR

t %taa
N^

por mes''

L- 2 DeIate2SM

ee'-, 'v1

QQu9nta5 reicnas

moram

---

6 Ourros

na Sufi casa'T
--

-

CNit
NS

EL4 d ou \,txis

--

Lou

os

ACAo DA cASA/F

U. sill
b. Qual,

ý1

iscotnodos da sua casa estäo likados ao sistetna de esgoto condominial?
IýFSIIiieiro(Sý -L_"

.

AreiJe , rnlco

y'

3. Cozuihu
ti. O itros

NS/NR

Por que wa rasa nau esta Iigada ao sistema condominial7
Näo tern conhecimento

6. Outros

s S-/ NR

4 Ndoachy;mýortantc
8. Paraonde vai o

[J3

(T2.R«iod Taxas

I Fa1Li le recu cu;

_ ---ý

_

oto dc sua casa?

3. FossaRudimentar

Sist. deDrenagem

1. RedeCc al

I` 15,Ns I WiR

hossaS xUca

j

_

6. Outros
11

de

9. A situacio d2 sua cm melhorou por

1( 2. Näo

dim

3. NS /N1
--- ------1

Quais as vans cns e desrantagens da utilizacao dente sistema pare sua casa/fami ia?
.
FT2 mess
-3. Mau Cheiro
iI Sade
.

1

[-14 NS

r' -

T5. R

--

0 DO SISTEMM.
A DE ESCOTOSEM REL

m.

Vao Eia Funaunando

- ---1

C Twm

-Tý

-

-ý

F1

Li6. Chtyos

AO A ZEIS

Aom

3. Razoivcl

5 NS/NR

Outros
_16.

12. Voce conheceo sistema condominial de
FT3Sun
NS / NR
.

12, No
13. Como esti funcionando o sistema de csgotodue serve a sua case?

Ll_Näo

heta

Ruun

ý.
_ý_

3. Razoävel

Bem

-Outms
16.

LL5. NS/ NR

Quais os principals robiemas do sistema de esgoto cýucserve a sus casa?

1 N3oHi
F-14 Mfl L'tilizagäo_

stauFuncionýuneto

3. FaltadeManutenýio_

1

6. Outms

5. Ns I NR
____ý
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.ý
t ý.

de esgotoque serve ä sua casa?

J

?. COMPESA

Nina CM

!. EML IRB
r-- " 6. Ourros

N(oraciores

d prom
irýý

16, Como voce avatia amanutenc2o do sistemade esgoto oue serve a sua casa^

Buy Sansfatona

L

ys : tiR

Il

R,: rt

Z Razoäve:
duns

.i.

-a
17. Comu esta maouten4ia poderia melhonr''

1 ßäc Fa e rre honori 1ö

Fiscaiiýý io ';a Pcp

2.. elhotscrv.pcestado
r6

11.ýS ! vR

c;c :5odaPop.

_-j

Outros

_ý

__

H', ICUUA (-UMLNIUAUL
IY. Ha z um gru o comunitbno que trabalha na manutencäo do sistema de es oto em sua ZEIS?
I
2 Näo
Sun
19. Como voce avalia este servico?

_--~

_-

-9omi Susfatöno

i 3. Rutm

Razoavel
F6

NS 1NR

-dc
desto
de
dificuldadcs
tipo
trahalho?
o
covolvimento
pars
u3isas
2. Falta

Vd0
ý4

1

Falta Partxtpa*

Outros
__

l

3 FaltaAssessona

lificaýäo
E

15.NS/NR

7

OuQos

--ý

Vi TARIFASi GUSTOS
'1

!

inem c; n naoac at tarifas do service de esooto?

--ý
2.COMYESA

L1 N3oPaga
I C,)M

?.EMLITRB
6
OFT-6u;

5 NS/NR

d lde

22.0 quevoceacbado valorpagopeloservicodeesgoto?
ý3.

12. Alto

l Batxo

(

15.NS/ NR

Razoävel

6.0utros

23. Moto voce ache uevaleo servicodees oto valor em RS)?

---l

r 11.DcIa2
4aoultas

--

!
ý

12.De2a3

3.De3a4

:. NS/ NR

f6. Outros

2. De2a3

3. De3a4

24.Quanto_oceestariadiskostua pzRar?
1 ?klag
14.4 ouMais

5.NSI NR

6.0utros

---ý
---ý

Est Pesquisa
fol solicitadapeloForumdoPRFZELS
(CämaradeUrbanizacAo),
Corrussäo
deInfra Esrutiaa/COMPESA,
deSmeau:
cnto:Secretaha
FASE,
ETAPAS,
URB/RECIFE
Data.

Pcsquisador.
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ANNEX 7: Materials used in the Mangueira Sanitation Programme

ANNEX

7a: Invitation

Card

This card was used to invite residents of a housing block to the meetings
regarding the different aspects involved in the implementation of the condominial
systems on the respective blocks.

Ar.
tt I_friend I

CLsw"m
raunlio

Your presence
is very
important!

$Ua

presence

mutto
important

We are inviting
you for a meeting.

DIA
HORA
LOCAL
ASSUNTOEp

e

g&q.gg sari&wa

Day
Hour
Place
Topic: sanit. educ.
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ANNEX 7b: Agreement
Agreement between URB-Recife

and the residents of a block (block 96;

condominial branch number 2) for the implementation of the condominial system.
We require the implementation of the condominial sewerage system, to be constructed in partnership
with this community, having the condominial branch located on the backyard. As agreed by the
community and by URB, they have the following responsibilities:
URB-RECIFE: be responsible for all labouring costs for the construction of the branch.
COMMUNITY: buy the necessary material for the construction of the branch.
'- As for the charge for the utilisation of the condominial system, the community must pay a monthly
bill, correspondent to 4011%o
of the water bill in the cases of back and front yard branches and 80% of the
water bill for sidewalk branches. This charge will just start to be applied when the system start
functioning. "
!

''.

%A

DE

TERMO

ßk

AbEUO

"

g6
A

L

URö-RLC1

iYI. E,.+.
d'

-tc

NGi,
sist

ena

Lunduwtiin
ldacIE,
c. umolli

c"ata

i:;

aLis
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l (1n c1n
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ANNEX 7c: Educational material

FAZEN DO O
ESGOTO
PELO
ENTRAP.
GAN O

Zecife
-- oas

tern
sein

mais
Sistema

SUaS

de

um milhdio
de Esgotos

de
nas

COSQ5

ýf
7

ý.

_

Por

est6
a populacdo
razöo,
tipo de doencas:
a todo
sujeita
FILARIOSE,
TIFO,
: OLF-RA
esto

DENGUE

Putting the sewerage into the
pipes

E MUIT,

S OUTRAS.

Recife has more one million people
without sewerage systems for their
houses.

For this reason, the population is
exposed for all kinds of diseases:
COLERA, THYFO,

FILARIOSIS, DENGUE AND
MANY OTHERS.
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_c-TA

PODE

S'UArA

GOM
TUDO GO"ECA
ORGAN IZAcAO

MUDAR!

de Esgotos Gondominials
pode bene iciar um maior

A

O Sistema

nümero

'pýp

de pessoas.

1-

Zelar

Sistema

e fazer
construido

a manutenrdo
dos
dentro

do
loten.

"/DD
äMIlk

23-

Seguir
Lobrar

Pagar

a tarifa

-rersal.

pelo
revossada
a orientagdo
Servigo
Publico.
Publico eflclencia
do Serviro

implantodo
do Sistema
-na manutengdo
Püblicos.
em Area

Desse
-las tern um detalhe:
Ele sö funciona corn a

participagdo

de todos.

segue
sem
pars
poluir os rios, canais e conaletas.
Afastando
assim as doen4as
do bairro.
rncco o esgoto coletado
a Esto4öo de Trotomento

THIS SITUATION HAS TO
IMPROVE!

EVERYTHING STARTS WITH
ORGANISATION

The condominial seweragesystem can
benefit a higher number of people.

1- Take care and maintain the system built
inside the plots.
2- Pay the monthly bill.
3- Follow the instruction given by the
Public sector.
4- Require efficiency of the Public Sector
in the maintenance of the system
implemented in Public Areas.

But there is a detail:
It just work with the
Participation of everybody

In this way, the sewagecollected goes to a
treatment plant without polluting the rivers,
channels and soakaways.
Taking the diseasesaway from the boroughs.
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ANNEX 7d: Field forms for the Registration of Maintenance Activities

WL ICIT. týÄOý': 2ECLAMýý/l0

DE EsCoTOChn

NOM4
E

N

fý

u_

RIIA, AV, L TC

-C

NV

BA II RJ "

V)

,,.,,,,,

I DADL

ý,., ý", ý"ýC

PONTO DE REFEREPCIA
DATA:
LXPLCIFICAcAO
CHILL 1014

IJ

EJ

I'oSU

EJ

Cj

FO SSA

Ilia NO

StcvIc0'u

'OS

PLIIG

s.^NIAI
UP%1IAL

fM15

CAIXA

=f
10

EOUIPAýiLN1U',
ý
P, Vssfkvl
oý.

Su vI

0

INTL1: h0

{-- - ---»
_ SIIEiS1-l

EI

VACUO

LNU.

Q
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EI

CCU IP

INCOº.4lt L 10
21Ä0 li, l Qj&SrA Vp0
St1: V1co Ut GALtRIA

- -»s

do

L 10u's. L.:

COLL IU14
#, A1.1AL
PLUG:
RADIAL

COLL IUIl;
CAIAAs
P0c0
tFOSSA s

II

CALgADAt
URCNO;

Au zo, :;.,
ý..:,

IIUhAS

yý.,"

CONS iuucXO

CAIXA;
L ICAc
P0cos

FOSSA:

S

_.

CoNSLRIO

PUcC:..
EFIISSAKIO:

II A- F
V, V O.
f.
UcCAIXAs

.

EI

/AP010

_...
ý
II:. U. 1"'i4N

CAIXAs
Ili Igx-j

Q

JATO

-.
(". ) FkEC11TA110 (s)

C1

--

st.,
... _!.

Li

a

ýFnrri:.,

RCSOE, s 11111c o
LU: I. lUk s^
ALAI
: "L W::
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JA TO

NXU IIA 12C1*
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EM
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/

ItýO
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_.
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-ý^
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Ate..

Ii012AS
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8: Translated

questionnaire
SYSTEM

C ONDO\IINIAL

6
Study
Case
in
applied

Programme/Cearä
SISAR
Form N

Questionnaire

control:

L_
SECTION

I-

Checked in

Returned form field in

In tirlýi in

Socio-economic

Identification/

1. Position of the inter,. iewee within

Supply

the family:
in the house?

living

2. For how long is the family

Aspects and Water

-

meses

anos

in the house?

3. tlow mans people is living

4. The ownership situation of the house is:
Borrowed

Rented

Own

5. What is the source of the water used by the family ?
SISAR -- yard tap
SISAR - in-house

Well

II

Other:

Collected

D'Know/

Other:

Answer

D'Know/D'

6. What is the frequency of water shortage?

SECTION
7.

8.

Is the household

wastewater
Yes. Sewerage

connected to the condominial
Yes. Septic tank

to the condominial

Lack of knowledge
on the system
Waiting for
CAGECE
9.

in the Sanitation

of the Community

11- Participation

Why is not connected

Other:

Weekly

Monthly

Rare

[)'Know/
Programme

system?
No

system?

Lack of financial
resources
Other:
Don't think is

Break and has not
been mended
[7Don't
Know/
Don't Answer

important

How did you (your family) become aware about the sanitation programme ?

EI
II

Local Church

Residents Ascni'iation

Other

CAGFCF staff

Neiphhors

Answer

fl' Know/n'

SECTION III
Usage. Functioning and Satisfaction
Technology
10.

\N ho uses the sanitary

t: Kerybody

]I

facilities

in the house ?

I Only
adults

Kids older than 5

Other:

Kids older than 10

Dn't K/ Dn't A

11. With which frequency does the system requires maintenance services?
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Every week

Other:

D' Know/ D' Answer

12. What sort of functioning problem (s) occurr (ed)?
jII
Blockage on the
Blockage on the
main sewer

Broken sewer

wer condommial
one

F

Other:

I

Broken inspection

Fý

chamber
Don't Know/
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13.

W1hat do you do "hen you (or your family) can not solve a maintenance service?
Call
Assoc.
Resid.
the
('all a neighbour
the
operator
all
system

7F

.

D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

Eiire a professional

14. lloms long does it take to the system operator to attend a maintenance request?
1
A week
days
2
(lay

11

D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

15 days

15. What is sour opinion about the condominial system?
F

Bad

Reasonable

Good
II

D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

16. HoN do you see the price payed for the sewerage system?

Reasonable

Low
II

=

F-1

High

D' Know/ D' Answer

Other:

17. How many children between 0 and 5 years old are there in the household ?
1 to 23
to 5
Zero. Go to 21
15

D' Know/ D' Answer

plus

18. How many children between 0 and 5 years old had diarrhoea in the past 15 days ?
1 to 23
to 5
Zero. Go to 11

19.11a%e ou

II5
heard

F-I

plus

D' Know/ D' Answer

?
(soro
the
caseiro)
solution
rehydration
oral
about

No. Go to 21
l'es. By the health sen ice

F

Yes. By the TV/radio

Yes. By the resid. Ass.

Other:

D' Know/ D' Answer

()

20. llmý do you prepare the solution'

OK

()

don't know

21. Hmý many children between 0 and 15 ears old are there in the household ?
(un.ciýtr =04

Go to 25)

22. lio-, %mann of them had their faeces tested in the period of I year?

(answer =04

Go to 25)

23. flow many had positive results?
24. Which helminths were identified?
hookworm

ascaris
Other:

amoeba

giardia
'Know/

D' Answer

25. Have you (your family) received educational messages regarding the condominial sewerage?
II
No. Go to 28
Yes
26.

When was the last time?

27.

What was it about'.

28. Have you (your family) received educational messages regarding the condominial sewerage?
F7No.
FINISH
Yes
29.

When was the last time?

30.

What was it about ?

Date

Interviewer:
Form processed in:

//
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ANNEX 9: Informative SISAR

wnnýr

ýý

ra!
IPM

Sös

ema

SISAR

gr ado

int

dia 20 de agosto
dc 2000. o SISAR esteve
prescme na localidade de
Barra do Sotero (Cr(iatä).
para entregar o premio a
essa comunidade . por
o nvnor
apresentar
indice de inadimplfncia
no !° Semestre de 2000.
() premio. no %alor dc RS
250.00
(duzentos
C
cinqüenta reais). foi dado

em materials e entreguea

Presidente da AssociacAo
a Sr.' Marcia.
Como
de
meio
aumentar a integraoo
SISAR/Comunidades, foi

de

Sancta

do

rvvmftO

DE

TORNEIO

REALIZA

Wo

low

R

Mus

Rural

Fl TEBOI.

futebol

a
com
participagAo das quatro
quc
comunidades
apresentaram
k)"
de
indices
menores
inadimplencia: Barra do
"em:
('amilos. Sapo k
getänia
1 amhcm e, ti%eran'
presentes participando &
festa o Sr. Mani 11,
representante de Alma'

(Carire),

onde

atuo.

como juiz eo Sr. Ada It,
Alves (Gerente Adn.
Fin do SISAR).
ýlIý11 Mutur

Dir It \HHIt IM! ul111t!!

organüedo um torneio

1

equipe de manutencäo do SISAR näo pära de
trabalhar! Nossos tecnicos durante o mes de
novembro visitaram as comunidades de Caicara,
Juritianha,
Sago. Panacui, Jug.
Araquem,
l riängu lo do Marco, Aranaü, Prei, Castelhano.
Barra do Sotero. ßetänia, Lagoa dos Carneiros e
S$o (ioncalo.
Os servicos reali,.ados pela equipe foram de
limpeza e desinfecao de poco tubular, limpeza e
desinfeVAo de poco amazonas, pintura do letreiro
do SISAR, substituicAo de bomba submersa,
manuten4$o em quadro de comando e protecAo.
isita tecnica Para avaliacAo dos sistemas filiados.
de ventosas em adutoras e
substitui0o
recupera4äo de registros.
0 Sr. E%andro( Gerente Tecnico do SISAR ), em
entrevista exclusiva nos disse: " Estumos jurendo
um servi(-o que nunca antes tinha sido feito no
SISAR : culeta sisrenuitica de ägua para anälise
luhoruloriul. %'ossapre(wu
ao e garanhir a boa
quulidade da tgua nos .eistemas mantidos pelt)
SISAR. "

INFORMATIVO
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(7

Sr.

Adalto

(Ger.

Adm.

Fin. )

informa

as

demonstrag6es financeiras do SISAR. Veja o quadro
dinheiro
As
(
receitas
a
conta
:
abaixo e acompanhe
de
do
SISAR)
taxa
menos
a
caixa
quc entra no
c
fica
(dinheiro
associaýOcs)
as
para
que
operacIo
0 total arrecadado
igual ao total arrecadado.
menos us custos c as despesas e igual ao resultado.
O resultado pode ser positivo (sobra dinheiro) ou
de
falta
No
dinheiro).
(
mes
outubro o
negativo
1
foi
).
(
muito
vermelho
negativo
resultado
importante que voce acompanhe bem de perto as
Participe
da
AssociagAo.
do
SISAR
sua
e
contas
Voce s6 tem a ganhar.
Demonstrativo Financeiro do SISAR
Outubro de 2000 / Valores em Real

24.899.50
RECEITAS
.......... __......................
( 6.064,07 )
TAXA DE OPERACAO
.................
18.83543
TOTAL ARRECADADO
..............
( 18.716.42)
CUSTOS
.__
.......... ....... 6. )66.55
DESPESAS

REStLTADO

N° 01
CE

._........................ .......

(

...............................

)

(I.x4'"54

DEZEMBRO / 21NK1
Fonc/fax (88) 614 1R( )
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